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Aa
abacus: (pl. abaci) The rectangular stone slab forming the top of a column capital, plain in the Doric style but
molded or otherwise enriched in other styles. (Wiley) 4.2
abbey: a Christian monastery or convent and its church, headed by an abbot or abbess 8.3
abbey church: or monastery church, a place of worship within a monastery or convent (Stokstad) 8.3
ablaq: an Arabic term for alternating bands of colored stones in Islamic style masonry, derived from
Byzantine opus mixtum 7.1; fr. Persian, ornament in black and white (Brend) 9.1
abutment: solid masonry which resists the lateral pressure of an arch (Fletcher) 9.2, 14.3
acanthus: A Mediterranean plant whose large toothed leaves became a common motif in the ornamental
program of Corinthian and composite capitals and friezes (Wiley) 4.2
acouplement: The placement of two columns or pilasters very close together (Wiley) *not used
acropolis/ akropolis: the upper town or elevated stronghold of an ancient Greek city, containing temples
4.2; the citadel of Athens (Wiley)
acroterion: (pl. acroteria) Gk.: summits or extremities; blocks resting on the vertex and lower extremities of
the pediment to support statuary or ornaments (Fletcher) 4.2
adisthana: in Indian architecture, plinth in a Southern/ Dravidian temple (Thapar) 6.3
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adobe: unbaked and/or sun-dried brick or block 1.2
adosada/ adosado: (of houses and buildings) adjacent and touching, contiguous, attached. (wiktionary) 5.3
adyton: a restricted area within the cella of a Greek or Roman temple (Wiley); inner sanctuary) 4.2
aedes/ aedis: fr. Proto-Italic *aiðes, genitive of *ais, from Proto-Indo-European *h₂éydʰ-s, fr. *h₂eydʰ- “to
ignite; fire”; 1. temple, shrine; 2. tomb; 3. room; 4. dwelling (of gods) pl. house, abode (for people)
(wiktionary) *not used see aedicule
aedicule: 1. A canopied niche flanked by colonnettes intended to shelter a statue or as a shrine 6.2; 2. a door
or window framed by columns or pilasters and crowned with a pediment; 16.3 3. dim. of aedes; 4. a small
chapel, (C. Harris)
aedicule: (pl. aediculae) a recess in a wall framed by columns supporting an entablature 5.1; a small
construction designed in the form of a building, like a canopied niche flanked by colonnettes or a door or
window opening – framed by columns or pilasters and crowned by a pediment (Wiley) 9.2
Agnus Dei: Latin Agnus Deī, Ancient Greek Ἀμνὸς τοῦ Θεοῦ (Amnòs toû Theoû), Lamb of God; refers to
Jesus' role as a sacrificial lamb that is (voluntarily) slaughtered on the Cross (en.wiktionary) 6.2
agora: the open meeting space or marketplace in an ancient Greek city 4.2
aisle: a lateral division of a Christian church or an ancient Roman basilica parallel to the central nave and
separated from it by colonnades 6.1
ajaw: Kaqchikel fr. Proto-Mayan, lord, master or owner. (wiktionary) 7.3
akropolis: see acropolis 4.2
alabaster: white, fine grained, translucent, gypseous mineral, used to a small extent as a building material.
(Fletcher) 2.0
alae: Latin: ala “wing”; small side extensions, alcoves or recesses opening from the atrium or peristyle of a
Roman house (Fletcher) 5.1
albergo: m (pl. alberghi); Italian; fr. Medieval Latin alberga, fr. Proto-West Germanic *harjabergu; hotel, inn;
(wiktionary) *not used
alcazaba/ alcassaba: (Catalan): a Moorish fortification in Spain and Portugal, from the Arabic: alqaṣabah (ﺼﺒَﺔ
َ َ)اﻟﻘ, a walled fortification in a city, (wikipedia) 8.2
alhore: limestone blocks, widely used in Timbuktou (wikipedia) 9.3
alkazar: fr. Spanish alcázar, fr. Arabic ﺼﺮ
ْ َ ا َْﻟﻘal-qaṣr, “the castle”, fr. Latin castrum “castle”; Moorish fortress in
Spain, (wiktionary) 8.2
all’antica: Italian renaissance expression signifying “in the style of the ancient Greeks and Romans” 10.1
allée: a broad avenue flanked by trees 12.2
alloy: a mixture of metals; different metals melted together. (Stokstad) 1.0
Almohad Caliphate: fr. Arabic:  اﻟُﻤَﻮ ِ ّﺣﺪونal-Muwaḥḥidūn, 'the monotheists' or 'the unifiers' or Banu Abd alMumin fr. Arabic: ﺑﻨﻮ ﻋﺒﺪ اﻟﻤﺆﻣﻦ, North African Berber Muslim empire founded in the 12th cent. At its
height, it controlled much of the Iberian Peninsula (Al Andalus) and North Africa (the Maghreb).
(wikipedia) 8.2
almonry (pl. almonries); (historical) A building in which alms were distributed. (wiktionary) 8.3
al-Qāhirah: (Cairo) Egyptians often refer to Cairo as Maṣr; Egyptian Arabic: )َﻣﺻر, the Egyptian Arabic name
for Egypt, emphasizing the city's importance for the country; Its official name al-Qāhirah (Arabic: )اﻟﻘﺎھرة
means "the Vanquisher" or "the Conqueror", due to the fact that the planet Mars, an-Najm al-Qāhir (Arabic:
اﻟﻧﺟم اﻟﻘﺎھر, "the Conquering Star"), was rising at the time when the city was founded (wikipedia) 9.1

altar: a special table inside or in front of a temple or a church for making sacrifices 2.1
altarpiece: a painted or carved panel or ensemble of panels placed at the back of or behind and above an
altar. Contains religious imagery (often specific to the place of worship for which it was made) that viewers
can look at during liturgical ceremonies, especially the Eucharist, or personal devotions. (Stokstad) 9.1
alternate support system: in church architecture, the use of alternating wall supports in the nave, usually
piers and columns or compound piers of alternating form. (Gardner) 8.3
alure: Fr. aller “to go”, an alley, walk or passage. A gallery behind a parapet. (Fletcher) 8.3
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amalaka: (archaeology) a segmented or notched stone disk, usually with ridges on the rim, that sits on the top
of a Hindu temple's shikhara or main tower. (wiktionary); flat-ribbed melon-shaped ornament (Thapar) 6.3
ambo: a raised platform in an early Christian church, as well as in the Eastern Orthodox, Oriental Orthodox,
and Eastern Catholic churches; (Roman Catholicism), a stationary podium used for readings and homilies.
(wiktionary) 9.1
ambry/ aumbry: a cupboard or recess in a church to contain sacred vessels. (Fletcher) random
ambulatory: a processional passageway around a shrine or flanking the apse of a Christian church 6.1; 6.2
amorino: diminutive of Amor, the Roman god of love, identified with the greek Eros. Amorini were
usually represented by Renaissance artists as cherubs. (Fletcher) *not used
amphi-antis: a temple with columns between antae (i.e. a recessed portico at both ends); none such
survives. (Fletcher) *not used
amphi-prostyle: having columns at either end but not along the sides (wiktionary) 4.2
amphitheatre: a round, semicircular or oval outdoor arena surrounded by rising tiers of sheets 5.1
ancones: Greek, elbow or hollow; consoles on either side of a doorway supporting a cornice. Also
projections left on blocks of stone such as drums of columns for use in hoisting and setting in position.
(Fletcher) *not used
andron: the men’s quarter in the ancient Greek house, used as the banqueting room 4.2
angiportus: a narrow road or alley in an ancient Roman city. Called stenopos in Greek. (Kostof) *not used
angle brace: a bar fixed across a building frame to make it rigid. (Kostof) *not used
angle contraction: In the Doric order, the reduction of the column span near a buildings’ corner to offset
irregularity in column/triglyph alignment. (Kostof) *not used
angled bastion: bastion, usually shaped like an arrowhead sloping downward to resist cannon fire. 11.3
aniconic: of or pertaining to representations without human or animal form. (wiktionary) 7.1
annular vault: a curving vault set in a ring-shaped pattern; see vault 6.2
anta: (pl. antæ, antae, antas) Latin, possibly fr. ante, 'before' or 'in front of', or sometimes a parastas (pl.
parastades) a term describing the posts or pillars on either side of a doorway or entrance of a Greek
temple - the slightly projecting piers which terminate the walls of the naos. It differs from the pilaster,
which is purely decorative, and does not have the structural support function of the anta. (wikipedia) 4.2
antarala: doorway or threshold (Wiley) 6.3; vestibule leading to the garbhagriha (Thapar) 8.1 lit. “intermediate
space” a small antechamber or foyer between the garbhagriha (shrine) and the mandapa, more typical of
north Indian temples. (wikipedia)
antechamber: A small room used as an entryway or reception area to a larger room 2.0
antefixae: Latin “before” and “I fix”, ornamental blocks fixed at regular intervals to cover the end of tiles.
(Fletcher) *not used
antiquity: 1. Ancient times; faraway history; former ages; 2. The people of ancient times; 3. (obsolete) An old
gentleman; 4. (historical) The historical period preceding the Middle Ages (c. 500-1500), primarily relating to
European history; 5. (often constructed as an uncountable plural) A relic or monument of ancient times, such as a
coin, a statue, etc.; an ancient institution; 6. The state of being ancient or of ancient lineage. (wiktionary) 2.0
apadana: a columned audience hall in ancient Persian palaces 4.1
Aphaea (Greek: Ἀφαία, Aphaía) a Greek goddess who was worshipped almost exclusively at a single sanctuary
on the island of Aegina in the Saronic Gulf. She originated as early as the 14th century BCE as a local deity
associated with fertility and the agricultural cycle. (wikipedia) 4.2
Apollo: god of the sun, light, truth, archery, healing and of ballet! (wikipedia) 4.2
apotropaic: guarding against evil; sculpted guardian figures at portals and thresholds, from the Greek 4.1
appartement: French, a suite of rooms. (Moffett) *not used
apse: fr. Latin apsis, hapsis, fr. Ancient Greek ἁψίς hapsís, “arch, vault”), fr. ἅπτω, háptō, “I bind, join”; a vaulted
semicircular or semi-polygonal wall recess or extension of a hall, usually found at the sanctuary end of a
Christian church 6.1
apsidal: (architecture) of, pertaining to, or in the form of an apse (wiktionary) 9.2
apsidiole/ absidole: a small apsidal chapel, esp. one projecting from an apse. (Harris, C.) 8.3
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aqueduct: an artificial channel for water, sometimes underground but often elevated on arches 5.1
arabesque: European term for a type of linear surface decoration based on foliage and calligraphic forms
usually characterized by flowing lines and swirling shapes. (Stokstad) 7.1
arcade: a covered walk lined with shops and offices and lit from the top 16.1
arcade: a series of arches, carried by columns or piers and supporting a common wall or lintel. (Stokstad) 5.1
arcaded: a series of arches on columns or piers, either freestanding or attached to a wall 13.2

arch: a curved structure, usually made of wedge-shaped stones (voussoirs) that spans an opening. 1.2
illustrations: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Glossary_of_Architectural_Terms_-_Arches.jpg, fr.
Sir Bannister Fletcher; https://craterre.hypotheses.org/files/2017/05/5468-Building_arches_vaults.pdf
arch: a curved structural element that spans an open space. Built from wedge-shaped stone blocks called
voussoirs placed together and held at the top by a trapezoidal keystone. It forms an effective spacespanning and wight bearing unit, but requires buttresses at each side to contain the outward thrust caused by
the weight of the structure. 5.1 Corbeled arch: an arch or vault formed by courses of stones, each of which
projects beyond the lower course until the space is enclosed; usually finished with a capstone. 1.0
Horseshoe arch: an arch of more than a half-circle; typical of western Islamic architecture. 6.3 Round
arch: an arch that displaces most of its weight, or downward thrust, along its curving sides, transmitting that
weight to adjacent supporting uprights (door or window jambs, columns or piers). 5.1 Ogival arch: a
sharply pointed arch created by S curves. 9.1 Relieving arch: an arch built into a heavy wall just above a
post and lintel structure (such as a gate, door, or window) to help support the wall above by transferring the
load to the side walls. 3.0 Transverse arch: an arch that connects the wall piers on both sides of an interior
space, up and over a stone vault. (Stokstad) 8.3
architecture: 1. The art and science of designing and building structures, or large groups of structures, in
keeping with aesthetic and functional criterial. 2. structures built in accordance with such principles.
(Harris, C.); “the totality of the built environment” (Sutton) 1.0
architecture parlante: literally “speaking architecture” an 18th century French phrase referring to works that
narrate their function 14.2
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architrave: the beam that spans a pair of columns 4.2
archivolt: a band of molding framing an arch, or a series of stone blocks that form an arch resting directly on
flanking columns or piers. (Stokstad) 8.3
arcuated: arch shaped (Gardner) 6.3
arcuation: construction using the arch form (Janson) *not used
are: The are is a unit of area, equal to 100 square metres (10 m × 10 m), used for measuring land area. It was
defined by older forms of the metric system, but is now outside the modern International System of Units
(SI). It is still commonly used in speech to measure real estate, in particular in Indonesia, India, and in
various European countries. In Russian and some other languages of the former Soviet Union, the are is
called sotka (Russian: сотка: 'a hundred', i.e. 100 m2 or 1⁄100 hectare). It is used to describe the size of
suburban dacha or allotment garden plots or small city parks where the hectare would be too large.
(wikipedia) 1.0 see hectare
arena: in a Roman amphitheater, the central area where bloody gladiator combats and other boisterous events
took place. (Gardner) 5.1 fr. Latin arēna, possibly from Etruscan: sand (wiktionary)
Areopagus, the: a prominent rock outcropping located northwest of the Acropolis in Athens, Greece. Its
English name is the Late Latin composite form of the Greek name Areios Pagos, translated "Hill of Ares"
(Ancient Greek: Ἄρειος Πάγος). In classical times, it was the location of a court, also often called the
Areopagus, that tried cases of deliberate homicide, wounding and religious matters, as well as cases
involving arson of olive trees. Ares was supposed to have been tried by the gods on the Areopagus for the
murder of Poseidon's son Halirrhothius (a typical example of an aetiological myth). (wikipedia)
Arian heresy: the Son of God is a created being. 6.2
Ark of the Covenant: Hebrew: ָארוֹן ַהְבּ ִרית, Modern: Arōn Ha'brēt, Tiberian:ʾĀrôn Habbərîṯ; Koinē Greek:
Κιβωτός της διαθήκης/ Ark of the Testimony, a gold-covered wooden chest with lid cover described in
the Book of Exodus as containing the two stone tablets of the Ten Commandments. According to New
Testament Book of Hebrews, it also contained Aaron's rod and pot of manna. In Rabbinic literature, the
final disposition of the Ark is disputed. (wikipedia) 6.1
armarium: (pl. armaria); English; Unadapted borrowing fr. Latin armārium. Doublet of ambry and
armoire; Synonym of ambry (“cupboard or storage area”); (entomology) proventriculus (The part of
the avian stomach, between the crop and the gizzard, that secretes digestive enzymes; A similar part of
the digestive system of invertebrates) (wiktionary) random
armārium n (genitive armāriī or armārī); second declension; Latin; fr. arma (“weapons, tools”) + -ārium;
1. cupboard, closet, chest, especially one in the sacristy of a church where vestments are kept;
2. a safe for food, clothing, or money (wiktionary) random
aron m (pl. arons/ aroniem): Borrowed from Latin aron (also arum), from Ancient Greek ἄρον (áron). (Judaism)
ark (consecrated receptable for storing Torah scrolls) (wiktionary) 6.2
arris: fr. Old French areste, fr. Latin arista “beard (of grain), fishbone”; a sharp edge or ridge formed by
the intersection of two surfaces; (architecture) a sharp edge or ridge formed by the intersection of
two curved surfaces (wiktionary) 4.2
arsenal: fr. Italian arsenale, also French arsenal, fr. Arabic ﻋﺔ
َ ﺼﻨَﺎ
ّ ِ ( َدار اﻟdār aṣ-ṣināʿa, “manufacturing shop”);
( َدارdār) + ﻋﺔ
َ ( ِﺻﻨَﺎṣināʿa); 1. A military establishment for the storing, development, manufacturing,
testing, or repairing of arms, ammunition, and other war materiel; an armory; 2. A stock of weapons,
especially all the weapons that a nation possesses; 3. A store or supply of anything; 4. Any supply of aid
collected to prepare a person or army for hardship (wiktionary) 9.2
Art Nouveau: French; “new art”, A decorative movement in European architecture, heralded in the 1880’s
and flourishing 1893-1907 characterized by flowing and sinuous naturalistic ornament and avoidance of
historical architectural traits. (Fletcher) 17.3
articulation: a method of styling the joints in the formal elements of architectural design (wikipedia) 8.3
asbestos: a fibrous mineral used as a building material, with a high fire resistance. (Fletcher) *not used
ashlar masonry: smooth blocks of rendered stone; regularly placed smooth faced stone 6.3 see masonry
astragal: a small semicircular molding, often ornamented with a bead or reel. (Fletcher) *not used
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atelier: a studio for teaching art or architecture 16.3
atlantids/ atlantes: human figures used as column like supports 4.2
atmospheric perspective: or aerial perspective, creates the illusion of distance by the greater diminution of
color intensity, the shift in color toward an almost neutral blue and the blurring of contours as the intended
distance between eye and object increases (Gardner) 10.1
atrio: the walled courtyard before a Spanish-American church. (Kostof) *not used
atrium: the main inner curt of a Roman house, with an open roof and a central basin to catch rainwater;
the colonnaded forecourt of a Christian church 5.1
attic: the story above the main cornice in a classical façade 5.1
aula (pl. aulas or aulae or aulæ); Latin aula (“forecourt”), from Ancient Greek αὐλά (aulá), the form
of αὐλή (aulḗ, “forecourt”) in dialects other than Ionic and Attic; 1. (rare) A court or hall; 2. (anatomy,
obsolete) anterior part of the third ventricle of the brain leading to the lateral ventricles. (wiktionary) 5.1
avello: (pl. avelli) Italian, fr. Latin lābellum (“small bowl or basin”), diminutive of lābrum; (literary) tomb,
grave, (wiktionary) 10.1
axis: imaginary straight line about which parts of a building or a group of buildings are arranged 5.1
Axis mundi: a sacred center of the world, connecting realms 2.0
Bb
ba (pl. bas); 𓅽 Borrowed fr. Egyptian bꜣ, (Egyptian mythology) a being's soul or personality, represented as a
bird-headed figure, survives after death but must be sustained with offerings of food. (wiktionary) 3.0
Bāb:  ﺑﺎبArabic “gateway”, also found as a loanword in Persian and Ottoman Turkish. Commonly used
names of several gateways built throughout the centuries in Arabic or Persianate societies start with "Bab",
such as the Babs of Cairo and those of Marrakech. (en.wikipedia) 8.2
( • ﺑَﺎبbāb) m (pl. ( أ َْﺑَﻮابʾabwāb) or ( ِﺑﯿﺒَﺎنbībān)); Usually considered a borrowing fr. Aramaic ( ָבָּבאbāḇā,
“gate”), fr. Akkadian, (bābum [KA2], “gate”), particularly since the Arabs, living in tents, did not need
doors; the formation is an ancient univerbation of etyma equivalent to Arabic ( ﺑَﺎَءbāʾa) ب
ِ (bi) “he has
entered into (the house)”; 1. door, gate; 2. opening, gateway; 3. entrance; 4. opportunity, a chance,
opening; 5. military tactic, maneuver, an opening to use a strategy; 6. chapter, section, column; 7. group,
class, category; 8. (astronomy) appearance of an astronomical body, a juncture, an opening to observe; 9.
(figuratively) domain, field. (wiktionary) 9.1
back-choir: see retro-choir *not used
badgir (maiqaf): Arabic for an air shaft or “wind catcher” in an Islamic residence that brings cool air into the
house through induction *not used
bailey: an open court in a medieval fortification 8.3
balcony: a platform cantilevered from a wall, generally surrounded by a railing or balustrade. (Moffett) 2.0
baldacchino: an ornamental canopy over a tomb, altar or throne, from Baldacca (“Baghdad”) + -ino, named
for where the material originally came from. 6.1, 12.2
balk/ baulk: 1. a squared timber used in building construction; 2. a low ridge of earth that marks a boundary
line. (Harris, C.) 8.3
ballatoio: m (pl. ballatoi) Uncertain, perhaps fr. Late Latin *bellatorium with influence of ballare, fr. bellātōrius
(“warlike”), fr. the use as a defence structure. ballare + -toio; 1. balcony, gallery (promenade extending along
the wall of a building, often external) 9.1; 2. landing (at top of stairs); 3. perch, swing (for birds) (wiktionary)
balloon frame: a system of light timber-frame construction in which vertical studs are nailed to horizontal
supports 16.1
balneum: (pl. balnea) Ancient Roman baths. (Kostof) *not used
balustrade: a decorative railing supported by a series of small posts or balusters. 11.3
banco: wet mud construction process, also called cob, where balls of mud are stacked in spirals 1.2, 9.3
bank barn: A two-level barn built against a bank or hillside, with the upper level reached directly from the hill
slope. (Kostof) *not used
baptistry/ baptistery: a central plan structure usually octagonal for Christian baptism rites 6.1
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bar tracery: In bar tracery mullions divide the space into segments to form decorative patterns. see tracery
(Stokstad) Tracery which is composed of thin stone elements rather than thick ones as in plate tracery. The
glass rather than the stone dominates when bar tracery is used. It gives a more delicate, web-like effect
https://www.pitt.edu/~medart/menuglossary 9.2
baray: Khmer !␣#␣យណ&) an artificial body of water which is a common element of the architectural style of

the Khmer Empire of Southeast Asia. (wikipedia) 8.1
barbican: an outwork of a mediaeval castle of which the object was to protect a drawbridge or the entrance.
(Fletcher); tower at the entrance to a castle or a fortified town 9.2

bargeboard (probably fr. Medieval Latin bargus, or barcus, a scaffold, and not fr. the now obsolete
synonym "vergeboard") is a board fastened to the projecting gables of a roof to give them strength,
protection, and to conceal the otherwise exposed end of the horizontal timbers or purlins of the roof to
which they were attached. Bargeboards are sometimes molded only or carved, but as a rule the lower
edges were cusped and had tracery in the spandrels besides being otherwise elaborated. In New Orleans,
bargeboard is the wood from which many of the creole cottages were constructed in the early to mid1800s. Barges were constructed up-river to carry goods to New Orleans, and upon arrival dismantled
and used for construction of houses. (en.wikipedia) *not used
Baroque: A term applied to design during the late Renaissance period when architecture reached a
characteristic, non-Roman expression, rich, bold and vital. (Fletcher) 12.2
barracks: modest longitudinal buildings for housing the military 5.2
barrel vault: a long, rounded vault; see vault 5.1
barrio: (pl. barrios) Spanish for district or quarter of a town 5.3
bas-relief: carving in low or shallow relief, on a background. (Fletcher) 2.0
basalt: fr. Late Latin basaltes, a misspelling of Latin basanites, fr. Ancient Greek βασανίτης (basanítēs), fr.
βάσανος (básanos, “touchstone”), fr. Egyptian bḫn “a hard stone”; (mineralogy): hard mafic igneous rock of
varied mineral content; volcanic in origin, makes up much of the Earth's oceanic crust. (wiktionary) 5.3
base: the lowest supporting part of a column, pier or wall. 4.2
basement: the lowest or underground story of a building. (Fletcher) 16.2
basilica: Greek basilikos “kingly”; an ancient Roman meeting hall, oblong in plan with a high central space lit
by clerestories 6.1
bastide: a new town in southwest France, preplanned and often laid out as an orthogonal grid 9.2
bastion: a round, rectangular or polygonal defensive projection of a fortress wall 2.2, 11.3
batter/ battered: a wall with an inclined face. (Fletcher) 12.3
battered wall: a wall that slopes inward/ narrows as it rises 12.3
battlement: a low guarding wall or parapet with alternating depressed opening (embrasures or crenels) and
solid parts (merlons). 8.2, 8.3
bay window/ bow window: a window that projects forward from the wall 16.2
bay: a regularly repeated spatial unit of a building or wall, defined by vaults, windows, orders or other
prominent vertical features. 2.0
bayt-al-mal: treasury. (Brend) 7.1
bazaar (suq): a covered market street in Islamic cities 9.1
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BCE: before common era 1.0
bead: small cylindrical molding carved with an ornament resembling a string of beads. (Fletcher) 8.3
beam: a horizontal structural member that carries the load of the superstructure of a building; a timber lintel
(Gardner) 1.0
bearing: fr. Middle English beringe, berynge, berende, berande, berand, fr. Old English berende (“bearing; fruitful”)
(also as synonym Old English bǣrende), fr. Proto-Germanic *berandz, present participle of Proto-Germanic
*beraną (“to bear; carry”), equivalent to bear + -ing; Adj.; Of a beam, column, or other device, carrying
weight or load. (wiktionary) 5.2
bearing: fr. Middle English bering, beringe, berynge, equivalent to bear + -ing; Noun; (architecture) 1. That part
of any member of a building which rests upon its supports; 2. The portion of a support on which anything
rests; 3. (architecture, proscribed) The unsupported span. (wiktionary) 9.1
beehive tomb: corbel vaulted tomb, conical in shape like a beehive, and covered by an earthen mound.
(Stokstad) 3.0
beguinage: noun; borrowed from French béguinage; a walled community of small houses occupied by
the Beguines. (wiktionary) 9.2
Beguine: (historical) A member of a semimonastic Christian lay religious order active in Northern Europe,
particularly in the Low Countries in the 13th–16th centuries (wiktionary) 9.2
belfry: (see campanile) the bell tower of a church or city hall 9.1
bellcote: a modest belfry located astride the ridge of a church roof or made as a narrowed extension upward
of the principal gabled façade. (Moffett) *not used
beltcourse: a projecting horizontal board or projecting course of brick or stone that define a floor level on
the inside. (Moffett) *not used
belvedere: Ital. “beautiful view” a roofed but open sided structure affording an extensive view, usually
located at the roof top of a dwelling but sometimes an independent building on an eminence in a landscape
or formal garden (Fletcher) 13.1
bema: Greek “platform” (Fletcher) 6.1
bent or indirect entrance: defensive feature in medieval fortification. In a castle with a bent entrance, the
gate passage is narrow and turns sharply. Its purpose is to slow down attackers attempting to rush the gate
and impede the use of battering rams against doors. It is often combined with means for an active defence,
such as machicolations, in effect confining intruders to a narrow killing zone. Its defensive function is
related to that of a barbican in front of the gate. Indirect entrances are typical of Arab and Armenian
fortifications, as well as crusader castles. (wikipedia) 8.3
bhakti: Hinduism devotion to God (wiktionary) 9.1
biforium: a window or opening divided into two by a colonnette 8.3
bight: fr. Middle English bight, biȝt, byȝt (also bought, bowght, bouȝt, see bought), fr. Old English byht (“bend,
angle, corner; bay, bight”), fr. Proto-Germanic *buhtiz (“bend, curve”), fr. Proto-Indo-European *bʰūgʰ- (“to
bend”). Cognate with Scots bicht (“bight”), Dutch bocht (“bend, curve”), Low German Bucht (“bend, bay”),
German Bucht (“bay, bight”), Danish bugt (“bay”), Icelandic bugða (“curve”), Albanian butë (“soft, flabby”);
Compare bought; 1. A corner, bend, or angle; a hollow; 2. An area of sea lying between two promontories,
larger than a bay, wider than a gulf; 3. (geography) A bend or curve in a coastline, river, or other geographical
feature; 4. A curve in a rope (wiktionary) 9.2
bima/ bimah: Borrowed from Hebrew  ִבּיָמהDoublet of bema; ultimately from Ancient Greek βῆμα (Judaism);
raised platform in a synagogue where the Torah is read on a podium. (wiktionary) 9.2
bimaristan: (Persian: ﺑﯿﻤﺎرﺳﺘﺎن, romanized: bīmārestān; Arabic: ﺳﺘ َﺎن
ْ ِﺑْﯿَﻤﺎِر, romanized: bīmāristān), also known
as dar al-shifa (also darüşşifa in Turkish) or maristan, is a hospital in the historic Islamic world (wikipedia) 9.1
binato: Italian; finestre binate; double windows (https://en.pons.com/translate/italian-english/binato) *not
used
bishopric: fr. Middle English byschopryke, bysschopriche, bisshopriche, fr. Old English bisċoprīċe, equivalent to
bishop + -ric (compare German Reich); 1. A diocese or region of a church which a bishop governs; 2. the
office or function of a bishop. (wiktionary) 8.3
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Blemmyes: (Ancient Greek: Βλέμμυες, Latin: Blemmyae) is a demonym employed by Greeks, Romans, and
possibly Egyptians to denote Eastern Desert people who appeared in written sources from the 7th century
BC until the 8th century AD. B y the late 4th century, they had occupied Lower Nubia and established a
kingdom. From inscriptions in the temple of Isis at Philae, a considerable amount is known about the
structure of the Blemmyan state. In later writings, the Blemmyes are described in stereotypical terms as
barbarians living south of Egypt. Pomponius Mela and Pliny the Elder turn them into headless beings with
their faces on their chests. (wikipedia) 9.1
blind arcade: the arches and supports are engaged and have a purely decorative function. (Stokstad) 15.2
blind opening/ windows: window frame enclosing solid wall, not glass, keeps rhythm of fenestration 20.2
block and tackle: system of two or more pulleys with a rope or cable threaded between them, usually used to
lift heavy loads. The pulleys are assembled to form blocks and then blocks are paired so that one is fixed
and one moves with the load. The rope is threaded through the pulleys to provide mechanical advantage
that amplifies the force applied to the rope. Hero of Alexandria described cranes formed from assemblies of
pulleys in the first century. (wikipedia) 10.2
blockwork: the assembly of notched logs into boxes. 10.2
bochka/bochki: pointed barrel vault roof in Russian churches (OUP); reverse curve gables (Moffett) 10.2
bodhisattva: Buddhism, a being who has attained enlightenment but chooses to remain in this world in order
to help others advance spiritually. (Stokstad) 6.3
boiserie: interior wood paneling enriched by carving, gilding, painting or inlay. (Moffett) 13.2
bole: n.; fr. Middle English bole, fr. Old Norse bolr, akin to Danish bul and German Bohle (“plank”). See
also bulwark (“defensive wall”); The trunk or stem of a tree (wiktionary) *not used
bole: n.; Ancient Greek βῶλος (bôlos, “clod or lump of earth”): compare French bol. Doublet of bolus.
1. Any of several varieties of friable earthy clay, usually colored red by iron oxide, and composed essentially
of hydrou-ssilicates of alumina, or more rarely of magnesia.
2. (colour) The shade of reddish brown which resembles this clay.
3. (obsolete) A bolus; a dose. (wiktionary) *not used
borough/ bourgh/ burh: town, larger than a village and sometimes fortified. (Kostof) 8.3
borough: fr. Middle English borwe, borgh, burgh, buruh, fr. Old English burh, fr. Proto-West Germanic *burg,
fr. Proto-Germanic *burgz (“stronghold, city”). Cognate with Dutch burcht, German Burg, Swedish borg,
French bourg. Doublet of burgh; 1. (obsolete) A fortified town; 2. (rare) A town or city; 3. A town having
a municipal corporation and certain traditional rights; 4. An administrative district in some cities, e.g.,
London; 5. An administrative unit of a city which, under most circumstances according to state or
national law, would be considered a larger or more powerful entity; most commonly used in American
English to define the five counties that make up New York City; 6. Other similar administrative units in
cities and states in various parts of the world; 7. A district in Alaska having powers similar to a county; 8.
(historical, Britain, law) An association of men who gave pledges or sureties to the king for the good
behavior of each other; 9. (historical, Britain, law) The pledge or surety thus given. (wiktionary) 8.3
bosco: a dense grove of trees. (Moffett) *not used
bosquet: a cluster of trees in a formal French garden, planted in a quincunx (an arrangement of five units in a
pattern corresponding to the five-spot on dice) pattern 12.2
boss: an ornamental knob or projection at the intersection of ribs. (Kostof) 9.2 French; “lump” or “knob”
bostan: Turkish fr. Ottoman Turkish بوستان, fr. Persian  ;بوستانgarden (for vegetables) (wiktionary) 11.2
bothy (pl. bothies): Probably fr. booth + -y; (Scotland, Ireland); a small cottage, especially one for communal use
in remote areas by labourers or farmhands. [fr. 18th c.] (wiktionary) *not used
bouleterion/ bouleuterion: an ancient Greek council hall 4.2
boulevard: broad city street, often with a strip of trees down its center or between curb and sidewalks 12.2
bourgh: see borough
bousillage/ bouzillage/ bousille/bouzille: mixture of clay and grass or other fibrous substances used as the
infill (chinking) between the timbers of a half-timbered building. This material was commonly used by 18th9/7/2021
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cent. French colonial settlers in the historical New France region of the United States and is similar to
cob and adobe. French torchis has the same meaning or the meaning of a loaf of this material. (wikipedia) 9.3
BP: before present 1.0
brace/ brace-frame: system of timber-frame construction using large solid posts the full height of the frame,
into which horizontal members (girts) are fastened using interlocking joints (see mortise and tenon) 20.2
braccia: Italian “arm”; a unit of measurement - 1 braccia = 23” (Gardner) 10.1
bracket: projection from a wall providing support under beams, cornices, balconies, window frames 10.1
brass: fr. Middle English bras, bres, from Old English bræs (“brass, bronze”), origin uncertain. Perhaps
representing a backformation from Proto-Germanic *brasnaz (“brazen”), fr. or related to *brasō (“fire,
pyre”). Compare Old Norse and Icelandic bras (“solder”), Icelandic brasa (“to harden in the fire”), Swedish
brasa (“a small made fire”), Danish brase (“to fry”); French braser ("to solder"; > English braise) fr. the same
Germanic root. Compare also Middle Dutch braspenninc ("a silver coin", literally, "silver penny"; > Dutch
braspenning), Old Frisian bress (“copper”), Middle Low German bras (“metal, ore”), a metallic alloy of
copper and zinc used in many industrial and plumbing applications. (wiktionary) 9.3
brick: fr. Middle English brik, bryke, bricke, fr. Middle Dutch bricke ("cracked or broken brick; tile-stone";
modern Dutch brik), whence also Old French briche and French brique (“brick”). Compare also German Low
German Brickje (“small board, tray”). Related to break
1. (countable) A hardened rectangular block of mud, clay etc., used for building.
2. (uncountable) Such hardened mud, clay, etc. considered collectively, as a building material.
3. (countable) Something shaped like a brick. (wiktionary) 1.0
brise-soleil: French “sun break” a screen to break the glare of sunshine upon windows; often takes the form
of louvers and are usually made a permanent and effective part of the architecture. (Fletcher) 19.2
broch: a prehistoric Scottish stronghold in the form of a double-walled round tower with a central court.
(Kostof) *not used
broderies: boxwood hedges planted and cut in lacelike patterns (???) 12.2
broken pediment: a pediment with a gap at the apex 13.3
bronze: fr. French bronze (1511), fr. Italian bronzo (13th cent.); a naturally occurring or man-made alloy of
copper, usually in combination with tin, but also with other metals; A reddish-brown colour, the colour of
bronze; a work of art made of bronze, especially a sculpture. (wiktionary) 1.0
brownstone: a brown sandstone found in the NE U.S. A popular building material in 19th century NY and
the eastern U.S. (Fletcher) *not used
bugnato (pl. bugnati): 1. ashlar work; 2. rustication (wiktionary) 10.1
building: relatively permanent enclosed structure constructed over a plot of land for habitable use (Ching) 1.0
bungalow: small villa used as a weekend retreat, after modest camp buildings for colonists in India. 16.2
burgus: m (genitive burgī); second declension; Latin; Noun; First attested in the early 2nd century CE, of uncertain
provenance: no doubt a borrowing, but could be from Proto-West Germanic *burg, Ancient Greek πύργος
(púrgos), or rather a lost Balkan cognate: it is a word that travelled far, even to earliest Arabic as ( ﺑُْﺮجburj).
1. (Late Latin, originally) A fort or castle, especially a smaller one; a watchtower;
2. (Late Latin, generally) A fortified town; a walled town;
3. (Medieval Latin) A borough: a town specially incorporated and with special rights. (wiktionary) 9.2
burh: see borough
buttery: In a medieval house, a store-room for food and especially drink, opening on to the screens passage.
(Harris, J.) 9.2
buttress: an exterior mass, usually shaped like a thick rib or flange, that helps to support a wall. 2.1; a
projecting support built against an external wall usually to counteract the lateral thrust of a vault or arch
within. (Stokstad) 8.3
Byzantine architecture: The style evolved at Constantinople in the 5th century, and still the style of the
Eastern or Greek [Orthodox] Church. (Fletcher) 6.2
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Cc
cable: a Norman molding enrichment like a twisted rope (Fletcher) 8.3
cable molding/cabling: 1. an ornament formed like a cable, showing twisted strands; the convex filling of
the lower part of thee flutes of classical columns (Harris, C.) 8.3
cacique: borrowed fr. Spanish; tribal chief (wiktionary) 7.3
cairn: prehistoric mound containing passages lined with monoliths 1.3
caisson: an airtight box or chamber used for work on river bottoms. (Moffett) *not used; also see zaojing
caldarium: the hot water room in a Roman bath. 5.1
calefactory 1. (architecture) The room or building in a monastery holding its communal fire, kept warm and
used as a sitting room; 2. warming pan, or similar device used by a priest to warm his hands. (wiktionary)
8.3 see warming house
camber: slight rise or upward curve of an otherwise horizontal structure. (Fletcher) *not used
came: a lead strip used in the making of leaded or stained-glass windows. Cames have an indented groove on
the sides into which individual pieces of glass are fitted to make the overall design. (Stokstad) 9.2
cami: a Turkish congregational mosque 11.2
camino: m Spanish; fr. Old Spanish camino, fr. Vulgar Latin or Late Latin cammīnus, fr. Gaulish; compare
Portuguese caminho or French chemin; 1. way, route; 2. road; 3. path (wiktionary) 8.3
Camino de Santiago: (Latin: Peregrinatio Compostellana, "Pilgrimage of Compostela"; Galician: O Camiño de
Santiago), known in English as the Way of St. James, network of pilgrims' ways/ pilgrimages leading to the
shrine of the apostle Saint James the Great in the cathedral of Santiago de Compostela in Galicia, northwestern Spain, where tradition holds that the remains of the saint are buried. (wikipedia) 8.3
campanile: fr. Italian campanile, fr. campana (“bell”); bell tower (or belfry), usually freestanding. 6.2
campiello: a small public space or square in an urban neighborhood. (Kostof) 9.1
campo: fr. Old Galician and Old Portuguese campo, fr. Latin campus; compare Portuguese campo, Asturian
campu, Spanish campo, (field); French champ, Italian campo, Sardinian càmpu, Romanian câmp, English camp,
Esperanto kampo, Tetum kampu; 1. field (open land area); 2. meadow, pasture; 3. (sports) field; 4. (heraldry)
field; 5. (physics) field (region affected by a force); 6. farmland; 7. plaza; 8. battleground; battlefield;
(wiktionary) 9.1
camposanto: holy field (Gardner) 9.1
canal: Borrowed fr. Middle French canal, fr. Old French canal, fr. Latin canālis (“channel; canal”), fr. canālis
(“canal”), fr. canna (“reed, cane”), fr. Ancient Greek κάννα (kánna, “reed”), fr. Akkadian (qanû, “reed”),
fr. Sumerian (qanû, “reed”), fr. Sumerian (gi.na). Doublet of channel; an artificial waterway or artificially
improved river used for travel, shipping, or irrigation. (wiktionary) 2.0
cancelli: Ital. cancello “barrier” Low screen walls enclosing the choir in Early Christian churches, hence
chancel. (Fletcher) 9.1
cancha: typical Inca house with a large courtyard set behind a stone wall and sharing a party wall with the
neighboring house 10.3
candi: Hindu or Buddhist temple/ shrine in Indonesia (wiktionary) 8.1
canon: fr. Middle English canoun, fr. Old French canon, fr. Latin canōn, fr. Ancient Greek κανών (kanṓn,
“measuring rod, standard”), akin to κάννα (kánna, “reed”), fr. Semitic (compare Hebrew ( ָקֶנהqane,
“reed”) and Arabic( ﻗَﻨَﺎةqanāh, “reed”)). Doublet of qanun. See cane.
1. A generally accepted principle; a rule;
2. A group of literary works that are generally accepted as representing a field;
3. The works of a writer that have been accepted as authentic.
4. A eucharistic prayer, particularly the Roman Canon.
5. A religious law or body of law decreed by the church.
6. A catalogue of saints acknowledged and canonized in the Roman Catholic Church.
7. In monasteries, a book containing the rules of a religious order.
8. member of a cathedral chapter; one who possesses a prebend in a cathedral or collegiate church. 9.2
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9. A piece of music in which the same melody is played by different voices, but beginning at different
times; a round.
10. (Roman law) A rent or stipend payable at some regular time, generally annual, e.g., canon frumentarius;
11. (fandom slang, uncountable) Those sources, especially including literary works, which are considered part of
the main continuity regarding a given fictional universe;
12. (cooking) A rolled and filleted loin of meat; also called cannon.
13. (printing, dated, uncountable) A large size of type formerly used for printing the church canons,
14. standardized as 48-point.
15. The part of a bell by which it is suspended; the ear or shank of a bell.
16. (billiards) A carom. (wiktionary)
canopy: fr. Middle English canape, canope, fr. Latin cōnōpēum (“curtain”) (ultimately fr. Ancient Greek
κωνωπεῖον (kōnōpeîon)), through Medieval Latin canopeum, or possibly Old French conope, conopé (compare
modern French canapé). Doublet of canapé and conopeum.
1. A high cover providing shelter, such as a cloth supported above an object, particularly over a bed.
2. Any overhanging or projecting roof structure, typically over entrances or doors. 6.1
3. The zone of the highest foliage and branches of a forest.
4. In an airplane, the transparent cockpit cover.
5. In a parachute, the cloth that fills with air and thus limits the falling speed (wiktionary)
cantilever: a horizontal structural member supported by a wall or a column at one end only 1.2
cantoria: Ital. “choir/ chantry”. In the Renaissance generally used to denote a singers; gallery, often
elaborately carved, in a major church (Fletcher) *not used
cao: Chinese architecture: space (Wiley) 7.2
cape: n.; Borrowed fr. Middle French cap, fr. Occitan cap, fr. Latin caput (“head”); (geography) a piece or point of
land, extending beyond the adjacent coast into a sea or lake; a promontory; a headland. (wiktionary) 9.3
cappella: f (pl. cappelle): fr. Medieval Latin or Late Latin; (Christianity) chapel (wiktionary) 8.3
capilla (de Indios): chapel beside a Spanish-American church and open to the atrio/courtyard. (Kostof) 19.2
capital: Latin caput “head” the upper element of a column or pilaster, above the shaft 4.2
capstone: any single stone in a protective capping or coping on top of a wall or post. 1.2
caput: Latin; n (genitive capitis); third declension; fr. Proto-Italic *kaput, fr. Proto-Indo-European *káputCognates include German Haupt and English head.
1. (of human and animals) The head; (poetic) The head as the seat of the understanding.
2. (transferred sense) (of inanimate things): (in general) The head, top, summit, point, end, extremity (beginning or
end); (of rivers) The origin, source, spring (head); (rare) (of rivers) The mouth, embouchure;
(botany, sometimes) The root; Vine branches; (poetic) (of trees) The summit, top.
3. (literature) A man, person, or animal.
4. (figuratively): Physical life; Civil or political life; (very frequently) The first or chief person or thing;
the head, leader, chief, guide, capital.
5. (writing) A division, section, paragraph, chapter.
6. (New Latin, anatomy) A headlike protuberance on an organ or body part, usually bone.
7. (New Latin, medicine) A disease; a severe swelling of the soft tissues of a newborn's scalp that develops as
the baby travels through the birth canal.
Usage notes: Caput used with either a genitive or a dative in the sense of a capital city. (wiktionary) 4.2
caravansary: an Islamic stopping place for caravans, also called a khan. It was often a rectangular walled
complex with a single large portal at one end opening onto a court yard; along the sides of the complex were
accommodations for travelers and animals, and having a covered hall at the end; inn 7.1
caravanserai: (pl. caravanserais); Borrowed fr. Persian ( کاروانسرایkârvânserây), fr. ( کاروانkârvân,
“caravan”) + ( سرایsarây, “courtyard; dwelling; palace”); 1. A roadside inn having a central courtyard
where caravans can rest; 2. (humorous) An upscale hotel; 3. home or shelter for caravans (wiktionary) 9.1
carbuncle: fr. Middle English carbuncle, charbocle, fr. Old French carbuncle, charbuncle, fr. Latin carbunculus (“a
small coal; a reddish kind of precious stone; a kind of tumor”), diminutive of carbō (“a coal, charcoal”); 1.
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(archaic) A deep-red or fiery colored garnet or other dark red precious stone, especially when cut cabochon;
2. (heraldry) A charge or bearing supposed to represent the precious stone, with eight sceptres or staves
radiating from a common centre; an escarbuncle. (wiktionary) 8.3 3. (pathology) An abscess larger than a boil,
usually with one or more openings draining pus onto the skin; usually caused by staphylococcal infection;
4. An unpopular or ugly building; an eyesore. (wiktionary)
cardo: the principal north south street in a Roman city 6.2
Carolingian: Latin Carolus “Charles” buildings constructed under the influence of Charlemagne (r. 792-814).
(Moffett) 8.3
Carrara marble: snow white marble from Carrara, Tuscany and further north. (Fletcher) 5.1
cartouche: a boldly decorated frame hung above doorways. (Moffett) 5.1
caryatid: a draped female figure used as a pillar/ column. 4.2
casbah: Borrowed from Arabic ﺼﺒَﺔ
َ َ( ﻗqaṣaba); 1. The fortress in a city in North Africa or the Middle East; 2.
(by synecdoche) medina, the older part of a city in North Africa or the Middle East (wiktionary) 17.2
casein: fr. French caséine, formed fr. Latin caseus (“cheese”) + -ine; (biochemistry) a protein
present in both milk and in the seeds of leguminous plants (wiktionary) 6.1
casemate: a room in a fortress wall with openings (embrasures) for the firing of weapons *not used
casement window: a window of which the opening lights are hinged at the side and open in the manner of a
door. (Fletcher) *not used
casement: a wide hollow used in late Gothic, so called as it encased bunches of foliage. (Fletcher) *not used
casino: a summer or garden house of ornamental character. (Fletcher) *not used
casket: Probably from Norman cassette. Possibly reformed by analogy with cask, thus analyzable as cask + et. Doublet of cassette. 1. A little box, e.g. for jewellery. (wiktionary) 9.2 2. (Britain) An urn; 3.
(Canada, US) A coffin; 4. (nautical) A gasket.
cassone (pl. cassones/ cassoni): fr. Italian cassone. Doublet of caisson; a highly-decorated traditional
Italian dowry chest. (wiktionary) 10.1
cast iron: iron shaped by pouring into molds, used in building works from the late 18th century until
superseded by steel in the 19th. (Fletcher) 14.1
castellation: fortifying a house and providing it with battlements. (Fletcher) *not used
castle: fr. Middle English castle, castel, fr. late Old English castel, castell (“a town, village, castle”), borrowed
fr. Late Latin castellum (“small camp, fort”), diminutive of Latin castrum (“camp, fort, citadel, stronghold”),
possibly fr. Proto-Indo-European *kat- (“hut, shed”). Doublet of castell, castellum and château; parallel
borrowings (fr. Late Latin or Old French) are Scots castel, castell (“castle”), West Frisian kastiel (“castle”),
Dutch kasteel (“castle”), German Kastell (“castle”), Danish kastel (“citadel”), Swedish kastell (“citadel”),
Icelandic kastali (“castle”), Welsh castell; the Middle English word was reinforced by Anglo-Norman/Old
Northern French castel, itself fr. Late Latin castellum (“small camp, fort”) (compare modern French château
fr. Old French chastel); if Latin castrum (“camp, fort, citadel, stronghold”) is fr. Proto-Indo-European *kat(“hut, shed”), Latin casa (“cottage, hut”) is related; possibly related to Gothic 𐌷𐌴𐌸𐌾𐍉 hēþjō, “chamber”),
Old English heaþor (“restraint, confinement, enclosure, prison”). See casino, cassock; a large building that is
fortified and contains many defenses; previous ages often inhabited by a nobleman or king; (dated) a strong,
imposing, and stately mansion; (dated) small tower, as on a ship, or an elephant's back. (wiktionary) 6.1
castrum: (pl. castra) ancient Roman walled military camp with a gridded rectangular layout 6.1 later a castle,
fort or fortified town (Kostof)
catacomb: underground system of passages used as a cemetery, from ad catacumbas “in the hollows” 6.1
Catalan vault: a vault with a low pitch built with bricks set lengthwise rather than on their sides. The vault’s
profile is close to that of a segmental arch; see vault 19.2
catenary: the paraboloid shape that a chain assumes when hung from two verticals, and is then inverted for
an upright arch or vault. 9.2, 19.3
Catharism/ Cathars: fr. the Greek: καθαροί, katharoi, "the pure [ones]"), Christian dualist or Gnostic
movement in the 12th- 14th cent. which thrived in Southern Europe, particularly in northern Italy and
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southern France. Followers were described as Cathars and referred to themselves as Good Christians, and
are now mainly remembered for a prolonged period of persecution by the Catholic Church, which did not
recognize their unorthodox Christianity. Catharism arrived in Western Europe in the Languedoc region of
France in the 11th century. The adherents were sometimes referred to as Albigensians, after the city Albi in
southern France where the movement first took hold. The belief may have originated in the Byzantine
Empire. Catharism was initially taught by ascetic leaders who set few guidelines and so some Catharist
practices and beliefs varied by region and over time. The Catholic Church denounced its practices, including
the consolamentum ritual by which Cathar individuals were baptised and raised to the status of "Perfect".
(wikipedia) 9.2
cathedral: bishop’s church, usually the principal church in a city, from cathedra, “bishop’s throne” 6.1, 9.2
originally denoted a professor’s chair for a lecture.
causeway: a raised road or path 2.2
cavea: tiered semicircular seating area in an ancient Roman theater 6.2
cavetto: Ital. fr. Lat. cavus “hollow” a simple concave molding. (Fletcher) *not used
CE: common era 1.0
cella: the main room in a classical Greek or Roman temple. 4.2
Celts: a collection of Indo-European peoples in parts of Europe and Anatolia identified by their use of the
Celtic languages and other cultural similarities. Historic Celtic groups included the Gauls, Celtiberians,
Galatians, Britons, Gaels, and their offshoots. The relationship between ethnicity, language and culture in
the Celtic world is unclear and controversial. In particular, there is dispute over the ways in which the Iron
Age inhabitants of Britain and Ireland should be regarded as Celts. (wikipedia) 8.3
cement: the binding component of concrete. Natural cements occur in areas of former volcanic activity, as
around Puteoli in Italy, where the Romans exploited deposits they called pozzolana. Artificial cements have
been made since 1824, when Joseph Aspdin discovered a process for heating limestone, clay, and sand to a
very high temperature and then grinding the results. (Moffett) 5.1
cenotaph: literally an “empty tomb,” a monument to a person buried elsewhere 14.2
cenote: fr. Spanish cenote, from Yucatec Maya tsʼonot; a deep natural well or sinkhole, especially in Central
America, formed by the collapse of surface limestone that exposes ground water underneath, and sometimes
used by the ancient Mayans for sacrificial offerings. (wiktionary) 7.3
centering: wooden scaffold or form required to support a masonry vault or arch while under construction.
(Moffett) 6.2
central plan: a ground plan that is symmetrical in all directions (rather than an axial plan) 6.1
centry-garth: where all the priors and monks were buried. (The Antiquities of the Abbey or Cathedral
Church of Durham) 8.3
centuriation: an ancient Roman grid system of land division 15.1
chacmol/chacmool: altar made in the shape of a reclining person with the belly facing the sky, used by
Aztecs and earlier Mesoamerican cultures for blood sacrifices (OUP); “jaguar”, lit. “red paw” (wiktionary)7.3
chahar bagh/ charbagh/ cahar bagh: fr. Persian, a walled paradise garden; divided into quadrants by cross
axial walkways (Stokstad) 7.1, 8.2, 12.1
chaînes: French, chaîne “chain” vertical strips of rusticated masonry rising between the horizontal string
moldings and cornice of a building, so dividing the facades into bays or panels. A popular mode of wall
ornamentation French 17th cent. domestic architecture. (Fletcher) *not used
chaitya: an Indian Buddhist cave temple or shrine carved out of a hillside, with a nave, side aisles, and a stupa
in the apse 6.3 "Caitya", from a root cita or ci "heaped-up", a Sanskrit term for a mound or pedestal or
"funeral pile. It is a sacred construction of some sort, and has acquired different more specific meanings in
different regions, including "caityavṛkṣa" for a sacred tree. (wikipedia); Vedic chaiti “sacred place” (Thapar)
chakravarti: Indian religions, Sanskrit: चक्रवितर् न् cakravartin, Pali: cakkavatti) refers to an ideal universal ruler
especially in the sense of an imperial ruler of the entire Indian sub-continent (as in the case of the Maurya
Empire despite not conquering the southern kingdoms). The first references to a Chakravala Chakravartin
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appear in monuments from the time of the early Maurya Empire, in the 4th-3rd cent. BCE, in reference to
Chandragupta Maurya and his grandson Ashoka. (wikipedia) 8.1
chamfer: the groove or oblique surface made when an edge or corner is beveled or cut away, usually at a 45degree angle, as in the chamfered corners of the Barcelona blocks. 16.1
champlevé: an enameling process in which the design is cut out of a metal plate, leaving thin ridges that hold
the enamel. (Kostof) 8.3
chancel: fr. the Late Latin word cancellus ("lattice") the rear, usually eastern, section of a Christian church
containing the choir and the principal altar (Fletcher) 13.1, also 6.1
chancel screen (see rood screen): a wooden fence separating the altar area, or chancel, from the main body
of a Christian church, fr. Italian cancelli “low screen walls” 15.2
chantry: French fr. chanter “to sing”; a small chapel, usually attached to a church endowed with lands or other
means, for the maintenance of priests to sing or say mass for whom the donor directs. (Fletcher) 9.2
chapel: a room or building within a larger complex used for religious ceremonies 3.1, a small area within a
Christian church containing an altar and used for private prayer 6.1
chapter: fr. Middle English chapiter, fr. Old French chapitre, fr. Latin capitulum (“a chapter of a book, in
Medieval Latin also a synod or council”), diminutive of caput (“a head”); see capital, capitulum and
chapiter, which are doublets of chapter;
1. (authorship) One of the main sections into which the text of a book is divided.
2. Certain ecclesiastical bodies (under canon law); 1. An assembly of monks, prebendaries and/or other
clergymen connected with a cathedral, conventual or collegiate church, or of a diocese, usually
presided over by the dean; 2. A community of canons or canonesses; 3. A bishop's council. 9.2
3. A section of a social body; 1. An administrative division of an organization, usually local to a
specific area; 2. An organized branch of some society or fraternity, such as the Freemasons; 3.
A meeting of certain organized societies or orders; 4. A chapter house; 5. A sequence (of events),
especially when presumed related and likely to continue; 6. A decretal epistle; 7. (obsolete) A location
or compartment. (wiktionary)
chapter house: a place of assembly for the business meetings of a monastery; (OUP) an assembly room in a
monastery, generally located off the cloister, where the monks and abbot gathered daily for reading a
chapter of the rule by which monastic life was governed. (Moffett) 8.3
charrette/ charret: fr. Old French charrete, dim. of charre; 1. (obs.) a chariot; 2. a period of intense work, esp.
group work undertaken to meet a deadline. (wiktionary); cart; sense of “work to meet a deadline” probably
from architecture students loading their work into a cart on the day of an exposition (wikipedia) *not used
chasse (pl. chasses); From Middle English chasse, variant of case, from Old French chasse. Doublet
of case; A reliquary casket. (wiktionary) 8.3
château: (pl. chateaux) French, for castle. In renaissance France, the term is generally applied to a large
country residence without any military pretentions. (Moffett) 12.2
chatra/ chattri/ chhatri: fr. Urdu, Hindi Chatta “umbrella” a decorative kiosk with a dome raised on slender
columns, used mostly in northern India for sheltering statues 4.3, 12.1
chemin: m fr. Middle French chemin, fr. Old French chemin, fr. Vulgar Latin, Late Latin cammīnus, fr. Gaulish.
Cognate with Occitan camin, Catalan camí, Italian cammino, Portuguese caminho, Spanish camino, and Walloon
tchimin; 1. path, way; 2. (Louisiana) road (wiktionary) 6.2
chéng: city, city wall, walled city (dictionary.hantrainerpro.com) 5.2
cherub (pl. cherubs/ cherubim/cherubims): fr. Middle English cherub, cherube, cherubin, cherubine,
cherubym, cherubyn, cherybin, gerubin, jerubin (“angel of the second highest order; depiction of such an angel”),
fr. Old English cerubin, cerubim, ceruphin, cherubin, fr. Latin cherūbīn, cherūbīm, fr. Ancient Greek χερουβίν
(kheroubín), χερουβείν (kheroubeín), χερουβίμ (kheroubím), fr. Hebrew ( ְכּרוִּביםk'ruvím); further etymology
uncertain. The English and Middle English word cherub(e) is derived fr. Latin cherub (“cherub”) (the
singular form of cherūbīm, cherūbīn), fr. Ancient Greek χερούβ (kheroúb), ultimately fr. Hebrew ( ְכּרוּבkerúv).
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Because it was not always clear from Bible passages whether a single being or group of beings was being
referred to, cherubin was used both as a singular word (pl. cherubins) and pl. word up to the 18th cent.
However, in Bible form translations particularly from the 16th century onward cherub began to be
favoured as the singular form, and from the 17th century cherubim as the plural form (influenced by Hebrew
( ְכּרוִּביםk'ruvím)). The English word is cognate with French chérubin, Italian cherubino, Old Spanish cherubin
(modern Spanish querubín), Galician querubín, Portuguese querubim.
1. (biblical) A winged creature attending God, described by Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite (c. 5th–6th
century) as the second highest order of angels, ranked above thrones and below seraphim; similar to
a lamassu in the pre-exilic texts of the Hebrew Bible, more humanoid in later texts.
2. An artistic depiction of such a being, typically in the form of a winged child or a child’s head with
wings but no body.
3. (figuratively) a person, especially a child, seen as particularly angelic or innocent. (wiktionary) 3.0
chevet: a series of radiating chapels extending from the apse of a Gothic church 8.3, 9.2 “headpiece” (Wiley)
chevrons: a succession of v-shaped decorative motifs. 9.3 15.3
Chicago windows: a three bay window used on early high-rise structures, with a broad central light flanked
by two narrow, double-hung windows. 16.1
chief rafter: see principal rafter (wikipedia) *not used
chigi: crossed finials on the roof of a Shinto shrine. (Young) 7.2
chimney girt: in brace framed construction, one of the heavy horizontal timbers that supports the floor
beams. (Kostof) *not used
chini khana: lit. “China cabinet” a panel of niches, sometimes as actual shelving but used here for its contrast
and reversal of subject and void. (Stokstad) 12.1
Chinoiserie: a Western style of decoration based on Chinese motifs 14.1
chœur: m; French; fr. Middle French cuer, quer, a semi-learned adaptation or borrowing fr. Latin chorus,
fr. Ancient Greek χορός (khorós). Doublet of chorus; 1. chorus; 2. choir (wiktionary) 9.2
choir: part of a church between the nave and the apse, reserved for singers and clergy (C. Harris) 6.2, part of a
church where the choir sits, either incorporated with the chancel or in front of it 6.2
chord: 1. the main part of a truss; 8.3 2. the span of an arch. (Kostof) 8.3
chorten: votive structures to honor Buddhist saints (Thapar); a Tibetan stupa (wiktionary) random
Christ in Majesty/ Christ in Glory: Latin: Maiestas Domini, the Western Christian image of Christ seated on
a throne as ruler of the world, seen frontally in the centre of the composition, often flanked by other sacred
figures. In the Byzantine world, the image developed slightly differently into the half-length Christ
Pantocrator, "Christ, Ruler of All", a usually unaccompanied figure, and the Deesis, where a full-length
enthroned Christ is entreated by Mary and St. John the Baptist, and often other figures. In the West, the
evolving composition remains very consistent within each period until the Renaissance, and then remains
important until the end of the Baroque, when the image is ordinarily transported to the sky. (wikipedia) 9.2
chuëh/ ch’ueh: watch tower on either side of a palace gate (chinese-word.com/data/6572.html) 7.2
church: the principal Christian religious building used in public worship, with a central apse for auditory
functions, side aisles for processions and an altar in an apse, usually in the east. 6.1
churrigueresque: a highly ornamented Spanish or Spanish American style of the early eighteenth century,
named after the architect José Churriguera. 13.2
ciborium: (ecclesiastical architecture)"ciborion": Greek: κιβώριον, a canopy or covering supported by
columns, freestanding in the sanctuary, that stands over and covers the altar in a basilica or other church.
(wikipedia) 6.1
cimborio: (architecture) A lantern (typ. octagonal) built over the crossing of a Gothic cathedral (wiktionary) 9.2
cipollini/ cipolin: fr. Italian cippollino (“a little onion”), fr. cipolla (“onion”) (compare English cibol). So called
because its veins consist, like onions, of different strata, one lying upon another. (minerology) a whitish
marble from Rome, containing pale greenish zones. It consists of calcium carbonate, with zones and
cloudings of talc. (wiktionary) 6.2
Circassians: also known by their endonym Adyghe (Circassian: Адыгэхэр, Adıgəxər; Russian: Ады́ги,
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Adygi; Turkish: Adige); a Northwest Caucasian ethnic group native to Circassia, most of whom were exiled
to Turkey and the Middle East (where most of them live today) during the Circassian genocide in the
aftermath of the Russo-Circassian War. (wikipedia) 9.1
circumambulation: walking around a stupa in a clockwise direction. 6.3
circus: an 18th century circular or curved range of houses 14.1
circus/ hippodrome: an ancient Roman roofless enclosure oblong in shape, with one straight end and tiers
of seats along both sides 5.1
Cistercians/ Order of Cistercians: (Latin: (Sacer) Ordo Cisterciensis; Catholic religious order of monks and
nuns that branched off from the Benedictines and follow the Rule of Saint Benedict. The term Cistercian
(French Cistercien), derives fr. Cistercium, Latin name for the village of Cîteaux, (near Dijon, eastern France),
where a group of Benedictine monks from the monastery of Molesme founded Cîteaux Abbey in 1098,
with the goal of following more closely the Rule of St. Benedict. (wikipedia) 8.3
citadel an elevated fort or stronghold 2.3
cité: French; city, but also the sense of an old fortified town (Moffett) 9.2
City Beautiful: a late 19th century American city-planning movement based on French academic principles of
axiality, monumentality, and bilateral symmetry 16.3
civitas (pl. civitates); Noun; Borrowed fr. Latin cīvitās (“city; state, city-state”); Doublet of city; 1. (Roman
history) The social body of the citizens united by law; 2. (Roman history) A city and its territory; 3. (pedantic)
A community; 4. (pedantic) A state, (chiefly) a city-state. (wiktionary) 8.3
cladding: a protective layer of material added to an exterior wall. 1.0
clapboard: overlapping horizontal boards used as a protective wall covering 13.3
classical architecture: the architecture of ancient Greece or Rome; lowercased, the term classical refers to
later derivatives of Greek and Roman architecture. (Kostof) 4.2
classical/ classicism: Ancient Greek and Ancient Roman architectural forms and principles or the revival of
these forms in later periods 4.2
classicism: Ancient Roman and Greek architectural forms and principles or, in lowercase, the revival of these
forms in later periods. (Kostof) 4.2
claustral: Adj.; Based on Latin claustrum (“cloister”). Doublet of cloistral; Of or pertaining to a cloister; 2.
Having cloisters; cloistered; (wiktionary) 8.3
claustrum: in a monastery, the open courtyard surrounded by covered walkways. (Kostof) 8.3
clerestory/ clearstory: the elevated range of windows in a wall that rises above adjacent roofs. 2.2
clinker bricks: partially-vitrified bricks used in the construction of buildings. Clinker bricks are produced
when wet clay bricks are exposed to excessive heat during the firing process, sintering the surface of the
brick and forming a shiny, dark-colored coating. Clinker bricks have a blackened appearance, and they are
often misshapen or split. Clinkers are so named for the metallic sound they make when struck together.
Clinker bricks are denser, heavier, and more irregular than standard bricks. Clinkers are water-resistant and
durable, but have higher thermal conductivity than more porous red bricks, lending less insulation to
climate-controlled structures. The brick-firing kilns of the early 20th century - called brick clamps or
"beehive" kilns—did not heat evenly, and the bricks that were too close to the fire emerged harder, darker,
and with more vibrant colors, according to the minerals present in the clay. Initially, these clinkers were
discarded as defective, but around 1900, the bricks were salvaged by architects who found them to be
usable, distinctive, and charming. Clinker bricks were widely admired by adherents of the Arts and Crafts
movement. In the U.S., clinker bricks were popularized by the Pasadena, California architecture firm Greene
and Greene, who used them for walls, foundations, and chimneys. On the East Coast, clinkers were used
extensively in the Colonial Revival style of architecture. Modern brick-making techniques do not produce
clinker bricks; they have become rare. Builders can procure clinkers from salvage companies; alternatively,
some brickmakers purposefully manufacture clinker bricks or produce imitations. (Wikipedia) *not used
clinker/ cement clinker: a solid material produced in the manufacture of Portland cement as an
intermediary product. Clinker occurs as lumps or nodules, produced by sintering (fusing together without
melting to the point of liquefaction) limestone and aluminosilicate materials such as clay during the cement
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kiln stage. As of 2018, cement production contributed about 8% of all carbon emissions worldwide,
contributing substantially to global warming. Most of those emissions were produced in the clinker
manufacturing process. (Wikipedia) *not used

clochán, Dingle Peninsula, Kerry, Ireland
clochán/ clochain: or beehive hut, dry-stone hut with a corbelled roof, commonly associated with the
south-western Irish seaboard. The date of most of these structures is unknown with the buildings belonging
to a long-established Celtic tradition there is no direct evidence to date the surviving examples before c. AD
700. Some associated with religious sites may be pre-Romanesque; most fully intact structures date after the
12th century or later; they are where monks lived. (Wikipedia) *not used
cloisonné: an enameling process in which strips of metal (cloisons) are soldered to a base, forming
compartments into which enamel is poured and fused. (Kostof) 8.3
cloister vault/ domical vault: dome with groined surfaces rising fr. a square or octagonal base (Moffett) 8.3
cloister: claustrum, a monastery courtyard, usually planted, enclosed by a covered ambulatory 8.3
close: Borrowed from French clos, from Latin clausum, participle of claudō; 1. (now rare, chiefly Yorkshire) An
enclosed field; 2. (chiefly British) A street that ends in a dead end; 3. (Scotland) A very narrow alley between
two buildings, often overhung by one of the buildings above the ground floor; 4. (Scotland) The common
staircase in a tenement; 5. A cathedral close; 6. (law) The interest which one may have in a piece of ground,
even though it is not enclosed. (wiktionary) 9.2
cluster housing: suburban, medium-density apartment or row-house complexes. (Kostof) *not used
co-housing: voluntary collectivization of resources for a group of people sharing a residential complex 20.1
cob: see banco 1.2
codex: (pl. codices/ codexes); fr. Latin cōdex, variant spelling of caudex (“tree trunk, book, notebook”);
compare caudex (in botany).
1. An early manuscript book.
2. A book bound in the modern manner, by joining pages, as opposed to a rolled scroll.
3. An official list of medicines and medicinal ingredients. (wiktionary) random
coffer: a square or polygonal decorative panel embossed into a ceiling or an arch. 5.1, 6.1
collar-beam: a horizontal member that joins and strengthens rafters of a pitched roof. (Kostof) random
collar-purlin: a purlin (longitudinal member) laid centrally and stiffening the collars of an open timberframed roof, and supported by a crown-post rising from a tie-beam. If the roof was long, more than one
crown-post (and therefore, more than one tie beam might be needed). (Fletcher) *not used Collar
purlin or crown plate: central timber which carries collar-beams and is supported by crown-posts.
(http://www.lookingatbuildings.org.uk/glossary/glossary/P.html?no_cache=1&tx_contagged%5Bpointer
%5D=9)
colonette/ colonnette: 1. a small column, usually decorative; 2. in medieval architecture, a thin round shaft
to give a vertical line in elevation, or as an element in a compound pier. (Harris, C.) 6.2
colonnade: a row of columns supporting a beam or entablature. 3.1
colorism: (painting) style of painting characterized by the use of intense color (wiktionary) 9.1
colossal order: columns or pilasters that rise more than a single story 11.3
Colossus: a statue much larger than life size 4.2
column: a cylindrical vertical support, often tapering upward and made either in one piece or of shorter
cylindrical sections called drums. 1.2 In classical architecture a column consists of a base (though not in
Doric), a shaft, and a capital. 4.2
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comb: a wall along the roof ridge that makes the roof seem higher, common in Mayan temples 7.3
combwork: exterior plaster decoration, or pargeting, often consisting of thin parallel grooves 9.2
common: public land belonging to the community at scale 13.3
commune: a small administrative district, such as a city and its territory; the inhabitants or government of
such district 9.1
compluvium: Lat. pluvia “rain”; a quadrangular opening in the atrium of a Roman house, towards which the
roof sloped so as to throw the rain water into a shallow cistern or impluvium in the floor. (Fletcher) 5.1
composite plan/ pose/ image: combining different viewpoints within a single representation (Stokstad) 3.0
composite: a Roman order combining features of the Ionic and Corinthian. (Moffett) 5.1
compound pier: pier composed of a conjunction of colonettes, generally attached to a central shaft. (Harris,
C.) 8.3
compression: the force within a structure that can crush or force together the architectural members; the act
of pressing together, forcing down with its own weight. 1.2
conch: half dome (Stokstad) 6.1
conchoidal: fr. Latin concha (“mussel”) (fr. Ancient Greek κόγχη (kónkhē)) + -oid or directly fr. Ancient
Greek κογχοειδής (konkhoeidḗs), referring to the curved outline of a mussel shell or anything in this form.
1. (mathematics) Of or pertaining to a conchoid; that may be defined as a conchoid.
2. (mineralogy, of a fracture) Irregular, with planar, concentric curves, similar to those on a mussel shell.
3. (mineralogy, of a mineral) That fractures with planar concentric curves (e.g., as flint, chert or obsidian)
(wiktionary) *not used
concrete: artificial stone made of a mixture of cement, water, gravel, and sand. Reinforced concrete is
embedded with steel rods, or rebars, to add tensile strength. 5.1, 18.2
conoid: having the form of a cone; the term is usually applied to the lower part of a Mediaeval vault where
the ribs converge against the outer wall and form an approximation of an inverted half-cone or halfpyramid. (Fletcher) 9.2
Conquest, the/ The Norman Conquest: the 11th-century invasion and occupation of England by an army
made up of Normans, Bretons, Flemish, and men from other French provinces, all led by the Duke of
Normandy later styled William the Conqueror. (wikipedia) 8.3 (this term is also used in other contexts).
console: bracket, generally decoratively curved, that supports a cornice or projecting element. (Moffett) 10.0
contado m (pl. contadi) Italian; fr. Occitan comtat, fr. Latin comitātus. Doublet of contea.
1. (historical) county (territory of a count)
2. (historical, Middle Ages) Territory under the jurisdiction of a commune;
3. The countryside surrounding a city; the inhabitants of such countryside. (wiktionary) *not used
contrapposto: Italian for “set against” A composition developed by the Greeks to represent movement in a
figure. The parts of the body are placed asymmetrically in opposition to each other around a central axis,
and careful attention is paid to the distribution of weight. (Janson) 9.2
conurbation: a group of towns linked together geographically and possibly by function. (Kostof) *not used
conversi: the historical antecedents of the Cistercian Lay Brothers. The term was originally applied to those
who voluntarily renounced the world and entered a religious order to do penance and to lead a life of
greater perfection. The renouncing of the world was known as the conversio a saeculo, which had as its object a
reform or change of life, the conversio morum, hence conversi or the “converted” (https://conversi.org) 8.3
coping: the capping or covering to a wall. (Fletcher) 1.0
coquemard/ coquemar: m (pl. coquemars); French, fr. Latin cucuma; kettle or ewer with handle, spout
and lid. (wiktionary) 9.2
coquille: a seashell-like organic form. (Moffett) *not used
corbel: structural member jutting out of a wall to carry a superincumbent weight. (wiktionary) 8.3
corbelled vault: construction, without true arching action, made by shifting opposing courses slightly and
regularly inward until they meet. (Moffett) 1.0, see arch for illustration; see vault
corbelling: based on the cantilever, extending the upper stone part way over open space. 1.2
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Corinthian order: the most attenuated and richly decorated of the three main classical Greek orders.
Acanthus leaves (caucoli) emerge from its capital are topped by small volutes. 4.2
cornerstone: fr. Middle English corner stoon; equivalent to corner + stone. The figurative sense in part after Psalm
118:22, quoted several times in the New Testament.
1. A stone forming the base at the corner of a building.
2. Such a stone used ceremonially, often inscribed with the architect's and owner's names, dates, etc. 9.2
3. (figuratively) That which is prominent, fundamental, noteworthy, or central. (wiktionary)
cornice: a projecting ornamental molding along the top of a building or wall; the top projecting part of an
entablature; a cavetto cornice: projecting molding hollowed in the shape of a quarter circle. 10.1 the
overhanging molding atop any building (Moffett) 7.1
cornières: covered passages around the marketplace of a new town in medieval France. (Kostof) 9.2
coro: m fr. Old Spanish coro, borrowed fr. Latin chorus, fr. Ancient Greek χορός (khorós)1. choir; 2. (music)
chorus (of a song); 3. (architecture) choir (area where singers in a church stand). (wiktionary) 8.3
corps-de-logis: French, part of a substantial house which forms a self-contained dwelling, i.e. without the
service quarters (communs) stables, etc. (Fletcher); central dwelling block of a French hôtel 12.2
cortile: Italian architecture, an open courtyard inside a building. (Moffett) 10.1
Cosmati: technique of opus sectile ("cut work") formed of elaborate inlays of small triangles and rectangles of
colored stones and glass mosaics set into stone matrices or encrusted upon stone surfaces. Bands, panels
and shaped reserves of intricate mosaic alternate with contrasting bands, guilloches and simple geometric
shapes of plain white marble. Pavements and revetments were executed in Cosmatesque technique, columns
were inlaid with fillets and bands, and immovable church furnishings like cathedras and ambones were
similarly treated. In addition, members of the Cosmati also engaged in commerce in ancient sculptures,
some unearthed in the course of excavating for marbles for reuse. More than one ancient Roman
sculpture has survived with the name of one of these craftsmen incised in it. (wikipedia) random
cosmography: from Ancient Greek κοσμογρᾰφία kosmographía, “description of the world”; the creation
of maps of the universe. (wiktionary) 7.3
cottage orne: a small rustic house of the late 18th or early 19th cent., often with an asymmetrical plan. (Kostof)
*not used
counter-scarp: area between a fortified wall and the bare slope before that area (glacis). (Kostof) *not used
cour d’honneur: French. The finest most handsome court of a château or other great house where visitors
were formally received. (Fletcher) 14.2
course: a horizontal layer of stone used in building (Stokstad) 5.1
cove/coving: a hollow, forming part of an arch in section, joining the walls and ceilings of a room. Often
decorated with coffering or other enrichment. (Fletcher) *not used
Crac: see Krak 8.3
crane: From Middle English cran, from Old English cran (“crane”), from Proto-Germanic *kranô(“crane”),
from Proto-Indo-European *gerh₂- (“to cry hoarsely”). Cognate with Scots cran (“crane”), Dutch kraan
(“crane”), German Kran (“crane”). The mechanical devices are named from their likeness to the bird; 1.
Any bird of the family Gruidae, large birds with long legs and a long neck which is extended during flight; 2.
(US, dialect) Ardea herodias, the great blue heron; 3. A mechanical lifting machine or device, often used for
lifting heavy loads for industrial or construction purposes. 9.2 4. An iron arm with horizontal motion,
attached to the side or back of a fireplace for supporting kettles etc. over the fire; 5. A siphon, or bent pipe,
for drawing liquors out of a cask; 6. (nautical) A forked post or projecting bracket to support spars, etc.;
generally used in pairs. (wiktionary) 7.3
crenel (pl. crenels/ creneaux): fr. old French, the space between merlons in a crenelated battlement.
(wiktionary) 8.2
crenellation: a pattern of depressed openings (crenels) in a fortification wall (see battlement). 8.3
crescent: a concave, curing row of houses 14.1
crocket: bud shaped decoration found on the roofs and pinnacles of Gothic churches 9.2
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crocket: Gothic architecture, an upward-oriented ornament, often vegetal in form, regularly spaced along
sloping or vertical edges of emphasized features such as spires, pinnacles, and gables. (Harris, C.) 8.3
crocket: a stylized carving of curled leaves, buds or flowers which are used at regular intervals to decorate the
sloping edges of spires, finials, pinnacles, and wimpergs. (wikipedia) *not used
croft: noun is derived from Middle English croft, crofft, croffte, croofte, crofte (“small, usually enclosed, agricultural
land, often adjoining a house; any enclosed land, courtyard”), fr. Old English croft (“enclosed field”);
possibly fr. Proto-Germanic *kruftaz (“a hill; a curve”), fr. Proto-Indo-European *grewb- (“to bend; arch,
crook, curve”); see also crop. The English word is cognate with Middle Dutch kroft, krocht, crocht (“high and
dry land; a field on the downs”), Middle Low German kroch (“enclosed piece of farmland or pasture”),
Scots croft, craft (“croft”); the verb is derived from the noun; an enclosed piece of land, usually small and
arable and used for small-scale food production, often with a dwelling next to it; in particular, such a
piece of land rented to a farmer (crofter), especially in Scotland, together with a right to use pastureland
shared by other crofters. (wiktionary) *not used
cromlech: a prehistoric circular enclosure made of huge stones. (Kostof) 1.0
cross section: an orthographic projection of a section made by cutting transversely, esp. at right angles to the
long axis of an object. Also called transverse section. (Ching) 7.2
cross vault/groin vault: the intersection of two barrel vaults 5.1 see vault
cross-in-square: another name for a quincunx plan. (Moffett) 6.2
crossing: the intersection of the nave and the transept in a Christian church 6.2
crowfoot parapets: step merlons/ step shaped battlements used throughout ancient Southwest Asia. 4.1
crown-post: a post standing upright on the tie-beam of a timber roof and by means of struts or braces giving
support to a central collar purlin and adjacent rafters, but not reaching the apex of a roof as in the case of a
king-post. (Fletcher) *not used
crowstepped gable: a stepped gable. (Kostof) *not used
cruciform: cross-shaped (Stokstad) 6.2
cruck construction: a construction system using equidistant pairs of large curved timbers (crucks) as the
principal framing members in an arched house frame. The crucks serve as both wall posts and roof rafters
and are joined at the top of the frame where they support a ridge beam. (Kostof) 1.0
cruck frame: a wooden framing system made of matched pairs of large curved timbers (crucks) that are like
slices of trees, forming a pointed arch at the top when they meet. 1.2
Crusades, the: “ series of religious wars initiated, supported, and sometimes directed by the Latin Church in
the medieval period. The term refers especially to the Eastern Mediterranean campaigns in the period 10951271 that had the objective of conquering the Holy Land from Islamic rule. The term has also been applied
to other church-sanctioned campaigns fought to combat paganism and heresy, to resolve conflict among
rival Roman Catholic groups, or to gain political and territorial advantage. The difference between these
crusading campaigns and other Christian religious conflicts was that they were considered a penitential
exercise that brought forgiveness of sins declared by the church. Historians contest the definition of the
term "crusade". Some restrict it to only armed pilgrimages to Jerusalem; others include all Catholic military
campaigns with a promise of spiritual benefit; all Catholic holy wars; or those with a characteristic of
religious fervor.” (wikipedia) 8.3
crypt: a room or story beneath the main floor of a church sometimes underground, containing graves, relics
or chapels 6.1
cryptoporticus: in Roman villas, a partly submerged service passageway lit by clerestories *not used
cuarto: m fr. Old Galician and Old Portuguese quarto, fr. Latin quartus; doublet of carto; bedroom; (by
extension) any room of a house (Wiktionary) 8.2
cubiculum: (pl. cubicula) Latin, a bedroom in a Roman house, but sometimes used in a less specific sense to
denote other rooms. (Fletcher) 5.1, 6.1 small rooms to house sarcophagi (Stokstad) 6.1
cubit: a unit of linear measurement, commonly 18”, based on the length of the forearm from the elbow to the
tip of the middle finger. 2.1
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cuerda seca: Spanish "dry cord" a technique used when applying colored glazes to ceramic surfaces.
(wikipedia) *not used
cupola: a small dome, particularly atop a roof or small tower 6.2
cursus publicus: fr. Latin "the public way"; Ancient Greek: δημόσιος δρόμος, dēmósios drómos) was the state
mandated and supervised courier and transportation service of the Roman Empire, later inherited by the
Eastern Roman Empire. It was a system based on obligations placed on private persons by the Roman
State. (wikipedia) 6.1
curtain wall: 1. The logical outcome of skeleton frame construction, in which the external walls serve no
load-bearing purpose, but are suspended on the face of the building like a curtain. 9.1 2. Mediaeval military
architecture, denoting a defensive wall linking towers and gatehouses. (Fletcher) 8.3
curvilinear: (geometry, art) formed by curved lines. (wiktionary) random
cushion capital: a cube with its bottom edges and corners cut away to form a transition from a circular
column shaft to a square. (Kostof) *not used
cusp/ cusped: Latin cuspis “a point” The point formed by the intersection of the foils in Gothic tracery.
(Fletcher) 8.2; A point made by the intersection of two curved lines or curved structures. A common motif
in Gothic architecture. 12.3
cut tile: cut ceramic tile pieces fitted precisely together, emphasizes the clarity of the shapes (Stokstad) 12.1
cutwater: 1. (nautical) The forward curve of the stem of a ship; 2. The wedge of a bridge pier, that resists
the flow of water and ice. 8.3 3. A black skimmer; a sea bird of the species Rynchops niger, that flies low
over the sea, "cutting" the water surface with its lower mandible to catch small fish. (wiktionary)
cyclopean masonry: walls made with large, irregularly shaped stones 3.1 see masonry
cyma: Latin “wave or billow” A molding with an outline of two contrary curves – either the cyma recta or
cyma reversa. (Fletcher) *not used
Dd
dado: The portion of a pedestal between its base and cornice; also applied to the lower portions of walls
when decorated separately. (Fletcher) 3.0
Daibutsuden/ 大仏殿: Japanese derived term fr. 大 (dai, “big”) + 仏 (butsu, “Buddhist image”) 大仏
great statue of Buddha (wiktionary) 7.2
dais: A raised platform at the end of a Medieval hall, where the master dined apart from his retainers.
(Fletcher) *not used
Dakshina Meru: Meru Mountain of the South (tamilandvedas.com/2015/06/08/dakshina-meru-216-ft-tallbrihadeeswarar-temple) 8.1
dar: house, alley (Raymond) *not used
darb: alley (Raymond) *not used
Dark Ages: “Period of European history” from Latin saeculum obscūrum (“dark age; dark century”), first used
by Italian scholar Petrarch (1304-1374);
1. (proscribed) The period of European history encompassing (roughly) 476–1000 C.E.
2. (Ancient Greece) Greek Dark Ages (c. 1100 BC - 750 B.C.E.)
3. Dark ages of Cambodia (c. 1450 - 1863)
4. Dark ages of Laos (c. 1707 - 1893)
5. (astronomy) Dark Ages, 380 thousand to about 1 billion years after the Big Bang
6. (figuratively) Any relatively primitive period of time; notes[edit]
Usage notes: The usage of Dark Ages to refer to the period from roughly 476-1000 is now mostly
proscribed by historians as a misnomer, as the term was created during the Enlightenment referring to
lack of historical records at the time, and technological/scholarly progress did not drop as is commonly
thought by laymen. A more correct term in contemporary usage is the Early Middle Ages. *not used
darśana: Sanskrit: दशर्न, lit. view, sight is the auspicious sight of a deity or a holy person (wikipedia) “beholding
of an auspicious deity” (Wiley) 6.3
daubing: see wattle and daub.
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decorate: used by St. Bernard as a noun, has no definition as a noun in English 8.3
Decorated style: The second style of English Gothic architecture is generally termed Decorated Gothic,
because the amount of ornament and decoration increased dramatically. It corresponded roughly with the
Rayonnant period in France, which influenced it. It was a period of growing prosperity in England, and this
was expressed in the decoration of Gothic buildings. Almost every feature of the interiors and facades was
decorated. (wikipedia) 9.2, random
decorative arts: (plural only) Arts and crafts concerned with making beautiful but functional objects.
Includes carpentry, metalworking and interior design. (wiktionary) 7.1
decumanus: in Etruscan and Roman cites, the principal east-west road. (Moffett) 5.1
deësis: a call to witness. (wiktionary) 6.2
demesne: lord’s manor, estate of the land of which the owner is in possession. (Kostof) *not used
dentils: Latin dentes “teeth” tooth-like blocks in Ionic and Corinthian cornices. (Fletcher) 10.1
desegno: both drawing and design (Wiktionary) 11.3
Devakulika: Sanskrit. (देवकुिलक) refers to “miniature turreted shrines”. It refers to shrines built on the inner
side of the prākāra (wall built around a building); a shrine; a cell; a supplementary or smaller shrine.
(https://www.wisdomlib.org/definition) random
devatas: (Hindu) minor female deities who are depicted standing rather than dancing (wikipedia); A kind
of good spirit, similar to a guardian angel. (wiktionary) 8.1
dharma: Sanskrit धमर् “that which upholds or supports”: 1. (Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism) the natural order
of the universe; natural law, cosmic order; 2. (Hinduism) One's obligation in respect to one's position in
society, one's duty; 3. (Buddhism) The teachings of the Buddha as one's personal path to enlightenment; 4.
(Buddhism) The teachings of the Buddha as a practice to be promulgated and taught. (wiktionary) random
diaconicon: in a Byzantine church, a room where the Bishop puts on his vestments (Wiley) *not used
diagonal rib: in plan, one of the ribs forming the “x” of a groin vault. (Gardner) 9.2
diagrid: the structural application of diagonal grids in tension, used in high rise tubular structures. 20.2
diaper: any of a range of decorative patterns used in a variety of works of art, such as stained glass, heraldic
shields, architecture, and silverwork. Its chief use is in the enlivening of plain surfaces. (wikipedia) 9.1
diaphragm arch: transverse wall-bearing arch forming a partial wall dividing a vault or a ceiling into
compartments. (wikipedia) 9.1
dike: a wall or bank used to contain water 2.1
dikka: fr. Arabic ( ِدﱠﻛﺔdikka), (Islam) A tribune raised upon columns from which the Qur'an is recited and
prayers are intoned by the Imam of a mosque. (wiktionary); platform for the muezzin 9.1
dipteral: Greek dipteros “double-winged” a temple having a double range of columns on each of its sides.
(Fletcher) 4.2
direct access grouping: in an apartment building, one to four apartments per landing, arranged in distinct
stacks around an entry and stair hall. (Kostof) *not used
di sotto in sù: Italian; “from below upward” (Gardner) 10.1
distyle in antis: denotes a temple with the side walls extending to the front of the porch and terminating with
two antae, the pediment being supported by two pilasters or sometimes caryatids. The distyle is the earliest
type of temple structure in the ancient Greek world. 4.2 (wikipedia); a portico with two columns between
antae (Fletcher)
diwan/ divan: Persian, the executive council, often the space for assemblies, an open hypostyle hall in a
Persian or Mughal palace; Ottomans used the word for their council chamber, which was surrounded with
low couches, leading to the name divan for the piece of furniture. 11.2; the space for assemblies, an open
hypostyle hall in a Persian or Mughal palace 12.1
doge (pl. doges/ dogi): fr. Venetian or Italian doge, fr. Latin ducem, accusative of dux (“leader, prince”).
Doublet of duke and dux; (historical) chief magistrate in the republics of Venice and Genoa. (wiktionary) 9.1
Dogon, the (or Kaador/Kaado): ethnic group indigenous to the central plateau region of Mali, in West
Africa, south of the Niger bend, near the city of Bandiagara, and in Burkina Faso; the population is between
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400,000 and 800,000; they speak the Dogon languages… of the Niger–Congo language family, [that] are not
closely related to any other languages (wikipedia) 9.3
dolmen: a prehistoric tomb made of two upright megaliths capped with a horizontal stone, and buried under
an earth mound 1.3
dome: Italian duomo “a cathedral” fr. Latin domus “ a house” curved roof usually spanning a circular or
polygonal base and sometimes raised on a drum. 5.1
dome: rounded vault, usually over a circular space. Consists of curved masonry and can vary in shape
from hemispherical to bulbous to ovoidal. May use a supporting vertical wall (drum) from which the
vault springs, and may be crowned by an open space (oculus) and/or an exterior lantern. When a dome
is built over a square space, an intermediate element is required to make the transition to a circular drum.
There are two systems. A dome on pendentives incorporates arched, sloping intermediate sections of
wall that carry the weight and thrust of the dome to heavily buttressed supporting piers. A dome on
squinches uses an arch built into the wall (squinch) in the upper corners of the space to carry the weight
of the dome across the corners of the square space below. A half-dome or conch may cover a semicircular space. (Stokstad) 5.1
domino construction: system of building construction introduced by the architect Le Corbusier in which
reinforced concrete floor slabs are floated on six free-standing posts placed as if at the positions of the
six dots on a domino playing piece. (Stokstad) *not used
domos: the principal space in a megaron. (Moffett) 3.0
domus: an ancient Roman house for wealthy citizens, usually served by an atrium, or impluvium court,
and an enclosed garden 5.1
donjon: The fortified tower of a motte or early castle; a keep (wiktionary) see keep 8.3
Doric order: the stoutest and least decorated of the three main classical Greek orders. Doric has a plain
capital, a fluted shaft and no bases. The entablature is decorated with alternating squares filled with
triglyphs and metopes. 4.2
dormer: a window that protrudes out of a pitched roof with its own pitched roof 12.2
dormintory: no definition found, same as dormitory?? anyone have the OED? *not used
dorter: a dormitory, esp. in a monastery (Harris, C.) 8.3
dosseret: a clearly defined block resting on the capital of a column and serving as an extra impost in
Byzantine and Romanesque architecture. (Merriam-Webster) 6.2
double-ender: a Carolingian church with apses at both east and west ends 8.3
dougong: in Chinese architecture, a cantilevered bracket or cluster of brackets used for roof support 7.2
dovetail: (woodworking) a type of joint where adjoining boards are fastened by interlocking fan-shaped
cutouts (wiktionary) 8.3
drawing room: n; Shortening of withdrawing room; 1. (Britain) A multifunctional room that can be used
for any purpose in a palace or castle; 2. (Britain) Any room where visitors may be entertained; now, the
living room; 3. A room where engineers draw up plans and patterns; 4. (Britain) A levée where ladies are
presented at court or to society; 5. (US) A private room on a railroad sleeping car. (wiktionary) *not used
dressed stone: ashlar. (Stokstad) 10.3
dromos: long high walled entrance to a Mycenaean tomb or space set aside for races in a Greek city. 3.1
drum: one of the cylindrical blocks of stone that forms a column 4.1, 4.2, a circular or polygonal enclosure
supporting a dome 6.2
Duecento: Italian; 1200-1300 (Gardner) *not used
dukhang: core of the temple in the Himalayan monastery (Thapar) random
duomo: fr. Latin domus [ecclēsiae] (a calque of Ancient Greek οἶκος τῆς ἐκκλησίας (oîkos tês ekklēsías), literally
“house [of the church]”), from Proto-Italic *domos, from Proto-Indo-European *dṓm, derived from the
root *dem- (“to build”) (wiktionary); Italian “cathedral”, from Domus Domini, “house of the lord”, 9.1
Dutch gable: a shaped gable surmounted by a pediment. (Fletcher) see gable. *not used
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Ee
Early English or First Pointed (late 12th–late 13th centuries) see English Gothic 9.2
earthwork: a mounded tumulus of earth for monumental effect 5.3, 10.3
eave: the overhang of a sloped (or flat) roof projecting beyond a wall 5.2
ecclesiastical: of or pertaining to the church. (wiktionary) 6.1
echinus: Greek echinos “sea urchin” convex or projecting molding, resembling the shell of a sea-urchin, which
supports the abacus of the Greek Doric capital; sometimes with egg and dart ornament. (Fletcher) 4.2
eclecticism: the combination of elements from a variety of architectural styles, especially in late 19th century
European and American architecture 16.3
edification: Old French, fr. Latin aedificationem “building, construction”; the act of edifying, or state of being
edified or improved; a building process, esp. morally, emotionally, or spiritually (wiktionary) 9.2
egg and dart: alternating oval and pointed motifs, originating in Greece and widely applied to moldings in
the Renaissance. (Fletcher) 4.2
elevation: exterior/ interior vertical building plane, or the drawing of same 4.2
Elizabethan: applied to English Early Renaissance architecture of the period 1558-1603. (Fletcher) *not used
embankment: long mound of earth, stone, or similar material, usually built for purposes such as to hold back
or store water, for protection from weather or enemies, or to support a road or railway. (wiktionary) 2.0
embrasure: opening in a parapet between two merlons 8.2; inward splaying of a door or window. (Fletcher)
embroidery: stitches applied in a decorative pattern on top of a woven fabric ground (Stokstad) 7.1
eminent domain: the legal process of expropriating private property for public utility *not used
empty throne: Hetoimasia, Etimasia (Greek ἑτοιμασία, "preparation"), prepared throne, Preparation of the
Throne, ready throne or Throne of the Second Coming is the Christian version of the symbolic subject of
the empty throne found in the art of the ancient world, whose meaning has changed over the centuries. In
Ancient Greece it represented Zeus, chief of the gods, and in early Buddhist art it represented the Buddha.
In Early Christian art and Early Medieval art it is found in both the East and Western churches, and
represents either Christ, or sometimes God the Father as part of the Trinity. In the Middle Byzantine period
from about 1000, it came to represent more specifically the throne prepared for the Second Coming of
Christ, a meaning it has retained in Eastern Orthodox art to the present. The motif consists of an empty
throne and various other symbolic objects, in later depictions surrounded when space allows by angels
paying homage. (wikipedia) 6.2
en suite: a series of rooms side by side; that is, without a continuous corridor. (Moffett) 10.1
enceinte: a fortified walled enclosure. (Kostof) 8.3
enfilade: a series of doors laid out in plan such that they align and provide a vista when open 1.1
engaged column: a half round column attached to a wall. see pilaster. (Gardner) 8.3
English bond: brickwork with alternate courses of stretchers and headers. (Fletcher) *not used
English Free Style: revival of regionalist vernacular sympathies (???) 17.1
English gardens: picturesque, irregular gardens developed for English county houses in 17th-18th cent. 14.1
English Gothic: an architectural style that flourished from the late 12th until the mid-17th cent. The style was
most prominently used in the construction of cathedrals and churches. Gothic architecture's defining
features are pointed arches, rib vaults, buttresses, and extensive use of stained glass. Combined, these
features allowed the creation of buildings of unprecedented height and grandeur, filled with light from large
stained glass windows. Important examples include Westminster Abbey, Canterbury Cathedral and Salisbury
Cathedral. The Gothic style endured in England much longer than in Continental Europe.
Stylistic periodizations of the English Gothic style are
• Early English or First Pointed (late 12th–late 13th centuries)
• Decorated Gothic or Second Pointed (late 13th–late 14th centuries)
• Perpendicular Gothic or Third Pointed (14th–17th centuries). (wikipedia) 9.2
entablature: horizontal spanning element of a classical order divided into the architrave, frieze, cornice. 4.2
entasis: the slight convex bulge in a column to offset the illusion that it is thinner in the middle. 4.2
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entresol: mezzanine; intermediate floor in a building, typically resembling a balcony. Most often refers to the
floor immediately above the ground floor and below a higher floor. (wiktionary) *not used
epigraph: fr. Greek, inscriptions, especially on buildings. (wiktionary) 7.3
epigraphy: fr. Greek, inscriptions (collectively); the study or decipherment of inscriptions, especially of
ancient ones. (wiktionary) 7.3
episcenium: in an ancient Greek or Roman theater, the upper storey of the stage and scene building behind
the performing area. (Kostof) *not used
episcopal see: the area of a bishop's ecclesiastical jurisdiction. (wikipedia) *not used
epistyle: the Greek term for architrave; the beam spanning a pair of columns. (Kostof) *not used
esplanade: a wide open landscape foregrounding a monumental urban complex 12.2
estipite: a pillar or pilaster carrying such extra decoration as secondary capitals, geometric panels, and scroll
ornaments, used in 17th and 18th century Spanish and Latin American architecture. 13.2
ex-voto: a work sponsored in thanks or anticipation, a benefice from heaven (see Siena). 9.1
exarch: Borrowed from Ecclesiastical Latin exarchus.
1. (historical) In the Byzantine Empire, a governor of a distant province.
2. In the Eastern Christian Churches, the deputy of a patriarch, or a bishop who holds authority over
other bishops without being a patriarch;
3. In these same churches, a bishop appointed over a group of the faithful not yet large enough or
organized enough to constitute an eparchy or diocese. (wiktionary) 6.2
exarchate: (historical) the province or area of an exarch (wiktionary) 6.2
exedra/exhedra: (pl. exedrae); a semicircular or rectangular recess, usually with seats or a bench,
sometimes roofed. 5.1
exoskeletal: referring to structures of support that stand outside of a building’s volume. 19.1
extrados: Latin extra “without” + dorsum “back” the outer curve of an arch. (Fletcher) 5.1, see arch
illustrations
extraterritoriality: 1. (law, uncountable) Immunity from the local laws of a certain area, especially due to
diplomatic negotiation; 2. (countable) A territory or space that is under the power of a certain area but
not defined by its norms. (wiktionary) 9.1
eyebrow arch: broad recessed arch 9.1
Ff
fabric: Borrowed fr. French fabrique, fr. Latin fabrica (“a workshop, art, trade, product of art, structure,
fabric”), fr. faber (“artisan, workman”). Doublet of forge, borrowed fr. Old French; see urban fabric; 1.
(now rare) An edifice or building. 9.2; 2. (archaic) The act of constructing, construction, fabrication. 9.2 3.
(archaic) The structure of anything, the manner in which the parts of a thing are united; workmanship,
texture, make; 4. The framework underlying a structure; 5. A material made of fibers, a textile or cloth. 8.1 6.
(petrology) The appearance of crystalline grains in a rock; 7. (computing) Interconnected nodes that look like a
textile fabric when diagrammed. (wiktionary)
facade: the face or elevation of a building. (Fletcher) 1.0
faiance: glazed earthenware used for pottery or for building, originally made at Faenza, Italy from about 1300.
(Fletcher) *not used
falsework: wooden scaffolds built to sustain arches and vaults during construction; see centering 10.1
fanlight: in an ancient Greek or Roman theater, the upper storey of the stage and scene building behind the
performing area. (Kostof) *not used
fan vault: vaulting peculiar to the Perpendicular period, in which all ribs have the same curve, and resemble
the framework of a fan. (Fletcher) 9.2 see vault
fang: the largest division within a city in ancient China was a fang (坊; fāng), equivalent to a current day ward.
(wikipedia) 7.2
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fascia: Latin facies “face” a vertical face of little projection, usually found in the architrave of an Order. The
architrave of the Ionic and Corinthian Orders is divided into two or more such bands; a board or plate
covering the end of roof rafters. (Fletcher) *not used
fastigium: a window of appearances where the ruler assumes a divine semblance. *not used
ْ َ ٱْﻟِﺨ, romanized: al-Khilāfa al-Fāṭimīya) was an Ismaili
Fatimids: The Fatimid Caliphate (Arabic: ﻼﻓَﺔ ٱْﻟﻔَﺎِطِﻤﯿﱠﺔ
Shia caliphate of the 10th to the 12th centuries CE. Spanning a large area of North Africa, it ranged from
the Red Sea in the east to the Atlantic Ocean in the west. The Fatimids, a dynasty of Arab origin, trace their
ancestry to Muhammad's daughter Fatima and her husband ‘Ali b. Abi Talib, the first Shi‘ite imam. The
Fatimids were acknowledged as the rightful imams by different Isma‘ili communities, but also in many other
Muslim lands, including Persia and the adjacent regions. Originating during the Abbasid Caliphate, the
Fatimids conquered Tunisia and established the city of "Al Mahdia" (Arabic: )اﻟﻤﮭﺪﯾﺔ. The Shiʿite dynasty
ruled territories across the Mediterranean coast of Africa and ultimately made Egypt the center of the
caliphate. At its height, the caliphate included – in addition to Egypt – varying areas of the Maghreb,
Sudan, Sicily, the Levant, and the Hijaz. (wikipedia) 7.1
faubourg: a suburb of a medieval French city, outside the city’s walls 9.2
feng shui: “wind and water”, a Chinese method of geomancy (A method of divination) for proper building
orientation influenced by Daoism (based on the study of Lao-Tzu, or “The Way”) 5.2
feretory: fr. Latin ferre=to carry; a shrine for relics designed to be carried in procession (Fletcher) *not used
ferey: traditional hand-made mud-bricks, used in the Sahel. (Wiley) 9.3
ferro-vitreous: a type of structural system in the Industrial age made with iron and glass for lightness and
translucency 15.3
ferroconcrete: concrete with embedded steel wire or rods. The combination takes advantage of the
compressive strength of the former and the tensile strength of the latter. (Moffett) *not used
feudalism: the dominant social system in medieval Europe, in which the nobility held lands from the Crown
in exchange for military service, and vassals were in turn tenants of the nobles, while the peasants (villeins/
serfs) were obliged to live on their lord's land and give him homage, labor, and a share of the produce,
notionally in exchange for military protection. (oxfordreference.com) 8.3
fief: fr. Middle French fief, fr. Old French fief, from Medieval Latin fevum, a variant of feudum (whence also
Old French fieu, fied), fr. Old Frankish *fehu (“cattle, livestock”), fr. Proto-Germanic *fehu (“cattle, sheep”),
fr. Proto-Indo-European*peku-, *peḱu- (“sheep”); Doublet of fee; 1. An estate held by a person on condition
of providing military service to a superior; 2. Something over which one has rights or exercises control;
3. (figuratively) area of dominion, especially in a corporate or governmental bureaucracy. (wiktionary) 5.2
fiefdom: 1. The estate controlled by a feudal lord; a fief; 2. (by extension, chiefly derogatory) Any organization in
the control of a dominant individual. (wiktionary) 5.2
figurative: adjective; fr. Middle French figurative; (art) representing forms recognizable in life and clearly
derived from real object sources, in contrast to abstract art. (wiktionary) 7.3
figure-ground: a term taken from psychology and art signifying the balance of solid and void, which in maps
relates to the relation of solid buildings to empty streets. 19.1
fillet: a small flat band between moldings to separate them from each other; also the uppermost member of a
cornice. (Fletcher) 4.2
findspot (pl. findspots); (archaeology) The location at which an item was found. (wiktionary) *not used
finial: fr. Latin finis “end”; an ornament that tops a pinnacle, spire, or vertical member, usually pointed and
decorated with stylized foliage 9.1 upper portion of a pinnacle or other architectural feature (Fletcher) 7.2
fireproof construction: a construction system with masonry load bearing wall, interior iron columns and
beams, and masonry arches to support floors; used in 19th century British industrial architecture 14.3
Flamboyant: French flambeau “flame” tracery in which the bars of stonework form long wavy divisions like
flames. (Fletcher) 9.2
flashing: in making stained glass windows, fusing one layer of colored glass to another to provide a greater
range of colors. (Gardner) 9.2
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flèche: a spire, usually comparatively small and slender, above the ridge of a roof, particularly one rising from
the intersection of the nave and transept roofs of Gothic churches. (Harris, C.) 9.2
Flemish bond: brickwork with alternate stretchers and headers in the same course. (Fletcher) *not used
Flemish gable: see gable
fleur de lis (pl. fleurs de lis): fr. French; (heraldry) a design representing a flower whose three petals are joined
together at the bottom, often used in heraldry, where it is particularly associated with the French monarchy
(wiktionary) 9.2
flint: fr. Middle English flynt, flint, fr. Old English flint, fr.Proto-Germanic*flintaz (compare Middle Dutch
vlint, Old High German flins, Danish flint), fr. Proto-Indo-European *splind- (“to split, cleave”) (compare
Irish slinn (“slate, shingle”), Ancient Greek πλίνθος (plínthos)), fr. *(s)plei- (“to split”). More at split.
1. A hard, fine-grained quartz that fractures conchoidally and generates sparks when struck against a
material such as steel, because tiny chips of the steel are heated to incandescence and burn in air.
2. A piece of flint, such as a gunflint, used to produce a spark by striking it with a firestriker.
3. A small cylinder of some other material of the same function in a cigarette lighter, etc.
4. A type of maize/corn with a hard outer hull.
5. (figuratively) Anything figuratively hard. (wiktionary) *not used
floor plan: diagram, usually to scale, showing the layout of a building. (wiktionary) 6.2 (see plan)
flutes/ fluting: shallow vertical concave grooves cut into a column shaft or pilaster 4.2
flying buttress: an arch or half arch that transfers the thrust of a vault or roof from an upper part of a wall to
an external pylon 9.2
flyleaf: (pl. flyleaves) a blank page at the front or back of a book. (wiktionary); the free half of the endpaper;
traditionally, in hand-bound books, the endpaper was just a sheet of blank or ornamented paper physically
masking and reinforcing the connection between the cover and the body of the book. (wikipedia) 9.2
foil: Latin folium “leaf” small arc openings in Gothic tracery separated by cusps. (Fletcher) 9.1
foliate: adjective; 1. of or relating to leaves; 2. shaped like a leaf; 3. (geology) foliated. (wiktionary) 7.1
foliated: 1. (geology, of a rock) Having a structure of thin layers; 2. (architecture) Decorated with foliage.
(wiktionary) 4.2
folly/folie: a structure such as a tower or fake ruin, built in a garden or park to complement a view 14.1
fondaco (pl. fondachi/ fondacos): Borrowed fr. Italian fondaco (“trading factory, warehouse”), fr. Arabic
( ﻓُْﻨُﺪقfunduq). Doublet of fonduk; Venetian: Fontego; (historical, Italian contexts); a type of inn, especially as the
residence of a merchant or trader; a trading post, a trading factory. (wiktionary) 9.1
fonduk: a hospice for traders in an Islamic city 9.1
font: fr. Old English font, an early borrowing from Latin fons, fontis (“fountain”), A receptacle in a church
for holy water - especially one used in baptism (wiktionary) 6.1
fontego: see fondaco
forecourt: Any open area in front of a building. (wiktionary) 3.0
foreshortening: the illusion created on a flat surface by which figures and objects appear to recede or project
sharply into space, accomplished according to the rules of perspective. (Stokstad) 5.1
forica: fr. Latin foria (“diarrhoea”); public latrine, restroom (wiktionary) presumably in the Roman world *not
used
formwork: temporary casing made of wood within which concrete is molded. (Fletcher) 18.1
fort: a fortified place of exclusively military nature. (Harris, C.) 4.1
fortification: Borrowed fr. Middle French fortification, fr. Late Latin fortificatio, fortificationem, fr. fortifico, fr.
Latin fortis.
1. The act of fortifying; the art or science of fortifying places to strengthen defence against an enemy.
2. That which fortifies; especially, a work or works erected to defend a place against attack; a fortified
place; a fortress; a fort; a castle. 1.0
3. An increase in effectiveness, as by adding ingredients.
4. A jagged pattern sometimes seen during an attack of migraine. (wiktionary)
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fortress: 1. a fortification of massive scale, generally of monumental character and sometimes including an
urban core; also called stronghold. 2. a protected place of refuge. (Harris, C.) 9.2
forum: a public civic and commercial square in ancient Roman cities, usually surrounded by colonnades
and including a basilica, temple and fountain. 5.1
foundation: the lowest division of a building other construction, partly or wholly below the surface of the
ground, designed to support and anchor the superstructure and transmit its loads directly to the earth
(Ching) 5.1
fractal: a form that repeats the same shaped elements at different scales 6.3, 7.1, 10.1
framing: in construction, is the fitting together of pieces to give a structure support and shape.[1] Framing
materials are usually wood, engineered wood, or structural steel. (wikipedia) 1.0
Frankish: fr. Frank + -ish. Compare Middle English Frenkisch, Frenkis (“Frankish, French”), Old English
Frencisc (“Frankish, French”); 1. Of or pertaining to the Franks; 2. In or of the language of the Franks.
(wiktionary) 8.3
Frank: fr. Middle English Frank, partially fr. Old English Franca (“a Frank”); and partially fr. Old French
Franc, and/or Latin Francus (“a Frank”), fr. Frankish *Franko (“a Frank”); both fr. Proto-Germanic
*frankô (“javelin”). Cognate with Old High German Franko (“a Frank”), Old English franca (“spear,
javelin”). Compare Saxon, ultimately a derivative of Proto-Germanic *sahsą (“knife, dagger”); One of the
Franks, a Germanic federation that inhabited parts of what are now France, the Low Countries and
Germany. (wiktionary) 8.3
frater: a common eating room or hall in a monastery (Harris, C.) 8.3
freestone: Sedimentary rock: a type of stone that is composed of small particles and easily shaped, most
commonly sandstone or limestone. (wiktionary) *not used freestone has a uniform texture and can be
chiseled without breaking (Gardner)
fresco: a wall painting made on wet plaster with water based colors. 3.1
frieze: a horizontal decorative band high up on a wall 3.1 in a classical order, the middle horizontal division of
an entablature, often has sculpture. 4.2
frigidarium: a room with a cold plunge in ancient Roman ancient Roman baths. 5.1
frontispiece: an elaborated door surround at the front façade of a building. (Moffett) *not used
frontispiece: fr. Middle French frontispice, fr. Latin frontispicium, from frōns (“forehead”) + specere (“look at”).
Spelling altered due to folk etymology, influenced by piece.
1. (publishing) an illustration that is on the page before the title page of a book, a section of one, or
a magazine.
2. (archaic, publishing) the title page of a book. 7.1
3. (architecture) a façade, especially an ornamental one. 9.1
4. (architecture) a small ornamental pediment, especially at the top of a window or door.
5. (slang, archaic, humorous) a person's face. (wiktionary)
fulling: verb; fr. full + -ing; present participle of full: to make cloth denser and firmer. (wiktionary) *not used
functionalism: a modern design theory that promotes forms derived from use, structure or function 19.1
funduq: caravanserai (Raymond) see fondaco 9.1
fusuma: opaque, solid sliding panel, usually covered with decorated paper. (Young) 12.3; vertical
rectangular sliding panel, often painted or decorated, used in Japan as a door or movable wall.
Gg
gable: the area where the wall meets the overhangs of a pitched or otherwise inclined roof; the often
triangular upper portion of the end wall of a house or other building 4.2 the upper, usually triangular part of
a wall below the end of a roof with two sloping sides. The sides are usually straight, but may be stepped
(crowstepped), curved (Dutch) or shaped like scrolls (Flemish).
Galerie/ Galleria/arcade/passage: a covered walk lined with shops and offices that penetrates the interior
of a city block and is lit by skylights 15.3
galilee: a porch or chapel at the west end of medieval churches. (Moffett) 8.3
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gallery/ gallerie: an upper story open on one side either to an interior space or to the exterior. In a church,
the gallery runs above the side aisles and opens to the nave. 6.2 In secular architecture, a long room on an
upper floor often with windows along one side, used for recreation or the display of paintings. 14.1
gallery grave: prehistoric tomb formed as a roofed stone corridor buried under an earth mound *not used
gambrel roof: see Mansard roof 12.2
gana: Sanskrit, means "flock, troop, multitude, number, tribe, series, class". It can also be used to refer to a
"body of attendants" and can refer to "a company, any assemblage or association of men formed for the
attainment of the same aims". In Hinduism, the Gaṇas are attendants of Shiva and live in Kailasa. Ganesha
was chosen as their leader by Shiva, hence Ganesha's title gaṇa-īśa or gaṇa-pati, "lord of the gaṇas." The
word "gana" can also refer to councils or assemblies convened to discuss matters of religion or other topics.
(https://www.definitions.net/definition/GANA) 8.1
garbha griha: the inner sanctum of a Hindu temple, usually capped with a shikhara pyramid. 6.3 lit. “womb
chamber” Orissans call it “Rekha deul” (Wiley)
gargoyle: a grotesque figure sculpted onto the downspouts of Gothic cathedrals 9.2 [not only downspouts]
garth: fr. Middle English garth, fr. Old Norse garðr, fr. Proto-Germanic *gardaz, thus cognate with Old
English ġeard, whence English yard;
1. A grassy quadrangle surrounded by cloisters 9.2
2. A close; a yard; a croft; a garden.
3. A clearing in the woods; as such, part of many placenames in northern England
4. (Germanic paganism) A group or a household dedicated to the pagan faith Heathenry.
5. (Germanic paganism) A location or sacred space, in ritual and poetry in modern Heathenry.
6. A dam or weir for catching fish. (wiktionary)
gatehouse: 1. A lodge besides the entrance to an estate; often the residence of a gatekeeper; also a dwelling
formerly used as such a residence; 2. (archaic) A fortified room over the entrance to a castle or over the
gate in a city wall; 3. A shelter for a gatekeeper (wiktionary) 5.2
genius loci: the god or special spirit of a place. *not used
genizah/ geniza (pl. genizahs/ genizot/ genizoth); (Jewish law) A depository where sacred Hebrew books
or other sacred items that by Jewish law cannot be disposed of are kept before they can be
properly buried in a cemetery. (wiktionary) *not used
geoglyph: earthen design on a colossal scale, often created in a landscape if to be seen from an aerial
viewpoint. (Stokstad) 10.3
ghana-dwaras: lit. blind doors, of a Hindu temple (Wiley) 6.3
ghetto: 1610s, "part of a city in which Jews are compelled to live," especially in Italy, fr. Italian ghetto "part
of a city to which Jews are restricted," of unknown origin. The various theories trace it to: Yiddish get
"deed of separation;" a special use of Venetian getto "foundry" (there was one near the site of that city's
ghetto in 1516); a clipped form of Egitto "Egypt," from Latin Aegyptus (presumably in memory of the
exile); or Italian borghetto "small section of a town" (diminutive of borgo, which is of Germanic origin; see
borough). Extended by 1899 to crowded urban quarters of other minority groups (especially Black
[people] in U.S. cities). As an adjective by 1903 (modern slang usage from 1999). Ghetto-blaster "large,
portable stereo cassette-player" is from 1982. (etymonline.com) 9.1
gilding: application of paper-thin gold leaf or gold pigment. (Stokstad) 4.2
ginna: Dogon architecture; head man's (the oldest in the clan)house (wikipedia); compound (Wiley) 9.3
giornata: (pl. giornate) adopted from the Italian term meaning “a day’s work” a giornata is the section of a
fresco plastered and painted in a single day. (Stokstad) 10.1
girt: a horizontal structural member of post and beam architecture, typically attached to bridge two or more
vertical members such as corner posts. (wiktionary) 20.2
glacis: the bare sloping embankment below a fortification 8.3
glass: (p.l glasses); fr. Middle English glas, fr. Old English glæs fr. Poto-Germanic *glasą, possibly related
to Proto-Germanic *glōaną (“to shine”) (compare glow), and ultimately fr. the Proto-Indo-European root
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*ǵʰel- (“to shine, shimmer, glow”). Cognate with West Frisian glês, Dutch glas, Low German Glas,
German Glas, Swedish glas, Icelandic gler.
1. (usually uncountable) An amorphous solid, often transparent substance, usually made by melting silica
sand with various additives (for most purposes, a mixture of soda, potash and lime is added;
2. Any amorphous solid (one without a regular crystal lattice). (wiktionary) 5.1
glazing: surface of a structure covered in glass; glass exterior material 18.1
glyph: first attested in 1727, fr. French glyphe, fr. Ancient Greek γλυφή (gluphḗ, “carving”), fr. γλύφω (glúphō, “I
carve, engrave”); a figure carved in relief or incised, especially representing a sound, word, or idea; 1. Any of
various figures used in Mayan writing; 2. Any non-verbal symbol that imparts information; 3. (typography,
computing) A visual representation of a letter, character, or symbol, in a specific font and style; 4. (architecture)
A vertical groove. (wiktionary) 5.3
golden section: harmonious ratio in ancient Greek geometry obtained by factoring a number with the
irrational number 1.618. Using geometric figures, one takes a square, extends a radius from a center point to
an opposite corner, draws an arch from this corner to establish the next dimension. *not used
gompa/ Gompas/ Gönpas Tibetan: དགོན་པ།, "remote place", Sanskrit araṇya, also ling: Himalayan monastery
(Thapar) random are Buddhist ecclesiastical fortifications of learning, lineage and sādhanā that may be
understood as a conflation of a fortification, a vihara and a university associated with Tibetan Buddhism and
thus common in historical Tibetan regions including parts of China, India, Nepal, Ladakh and Bhutan.
Bhutanese dzong architecture is a subset of traditional gompa design. A gompa is a meditation room where
practitioners meditate and listen to teachings. (wikipedia)
gong: 1. a cantilevered bracket in traditional Chinese construction; 7.2 2. Chinese palace (Wiley) 7.2
gonkhang: chamber for meditation and ritual in an Himalayan monastery (Thapar) random
gopura/gopuram: (both singular) a monumental gateway into a Hindu temple (Thapar) 6.3, 8.1
Gothic: Goth + -ic, English from the 17th century, Late Latin gothicus. (architecture) Of or relating to
the architectural style favored in Western Europe in the 12th to 16th centuries, with high-pointed arches,
clustered columns, etc. (wikipedia) 9.2
grand salon: the major living space in a Venetian palace, usually extending from front to back of the house.
(Moffett) 9.1
grange: a feudal lord’s farmhouse or manor house. (Kostof) *not used
grange: fr. Middle English graunge, borrowed fr. Old French grange (“granary; barn; small farm”), fr. Vulgar
Latin *granica, from Latin granum; 1. (archaic) A granary. 8.3; 2. (Britain) A farm, with its associated buildings;
a farmhouse or manor. (wiktionary)
Greek cross: a cross with four arms of equal length often used in the plan of Byzantine churches 6.2
grisaille: style of monochromatic painting in shades of gray (Stokstad) 10.1 A stained-glass window in this
style. (wiktionary)
gritstone/ grit: a hard, coarse-grained, siliceous sandstone, especially applied to such sandstones that are
quarried for building material. British gritstone was used for millstones to mill flour, to grind wood into pulp
for paper and for grindstones to sharpen blades. "Grit" is often applied to sandstones composed of angular
sand grains. It may commonly contain small pebbles. (wikipedia) *not used
groin: (architecture) The projecting solid angle formed by the meeting of two vaults (wiktionary) 5.1 the edge
formed by the intersection of two barrel vaults. (Gardner) 9.2
groin vault/ groined vault: (also sometimes known as a double barrel vault or cross vault) is produced by
the intersection at right angles of two barrel vaults. (wikipedia) rest on and are covered by curved moldings
called ribs. After the walls and piers of the building rest on and are covered by curved moldings called ribs.
5.1, 8.3, the cross vault spanning a bay of a Gothic structure 8.3, see vault
guild: association of artists or craftspeople. Medieval and Renaissance guilds had great economic power, as
they controlled the marketing of their members products and provided economic protection, political
solidarity and training in the craft to its members. (Stokstad) 9.2
gulf: fr. Middle English gulf, goulf, golf, fr. Old French golf, fr. Italian golfo, fr. Late Latin colfos, fr. Ancient
Greek κόλπος (kólpos, “bosom, gulf”); 1. A hollow place in the earth; an abyss; a deep chasm or basin; 2.
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(obsolete) That which swallows; the gullet; 3. That which swallows irretrievably; a whirlpool; a sucking eddy; 4.
(geography) A portion of an ocean or sea extending into the land; a partially landlocked sea; 5. (mining) A large
deposit of ore in a lode; 6. (figuratively) A wide interval or gap; a separating space; 7. (figuratively) A difference,
especially a large difference, between groups; 8. (Oxbridge slang) bottom part of a list of those awarded a
degree (wiktionary) 4.2
gymnasium: in ancient Greece, an architectural complex for exercise, games, physical training and teaching.
(Kostof) 4.2
Hh
ha-ha: a ditch used to control the movement of livestock, which is not visible in a planned landscape.
(Moffett) *not used
hair: see hayr
hairpin megaron: see megaron. (Kostof) *not used
hajj: obligatory Islamic pilgrimage to Mecca. 7.1
half-timber: construction system where a wooden frame is exposed, filled with brick or plaster 1.0
hall: the first room on entering a house. In medieval houses and colleges also the communal room entered at
the lower end through screens and screens passage, and having at the upper end a dais usually lit by a bay
window. In later architecture the hall was situated on a central axis, where it became a vestibule
communicating with other parts of the house. (Harris, J.) 9.2
Hallenkirche/ hall church: a church of Germany, with side aisles as high as the central nave. 9.2
hall keep: a type of keep arrangement; the great hall and the private chamber were laid side by side, above a
storage floor at ground level; sometimes there was an additional, entrance, floor between the two levels.
(Fletcher) 8.3
hamlet: a small country village without a church, included in the parish of another town 17.1
hammam: a Turkish thermal bath 11.2
hammer-beam: a bracketed cantilevered beam used as support for a timber roof truss. (Moffett) random
hara: residential quarter (Raymond) *not used
haram: lit. private or sacred; used to describe the sanctuary [prayer hall] in a mosque and the family living
quarters in an Islamic house. (Moffett) 7.1
haram: Borrowed fr. Arabic ( َح َرامḥarām). Doublet of herem; n. 1. (Islam) A sin; (wiktionary) *not used
haram: Adjective; 1. (Islam, fiqh) Forbidden by Islam: unlawful, sinful. (wiktionary) *not used
Haram: Arabic: َﺣَرام, ḥarām, [ħaˈraːm]) is an Arabic term meaning ‘forbidden’. This may refer to: either
something sacred to which access is forbidden to the people who are not in a state of purity or who are
not initiated into the sacred knowledge; or, in direct contrast, to an evil and thus "sinful action that is
forbidden to be done". The term also denotes something "set aside", thus being the Arabic equivalent of
the Hebrew concept קודש, qadoš and the concept of sacer (cf. sacred) in Roman law and religion. In
Islamic jurisprudence, haram is used to refer to any act that is forbidden by Allah and is one of five
Islamic commandments (اﻷﺣﻛﺎم اﻟﺧﻣﺳﺔ, al-ʾAḥkām al-Ḵamsa) that define the morality of human action.
Acts that are haram are typically prohibited in the religious texts of the Quran, and the Sunnah category
of haram is the highest status of prohibition. If something is considered haram, it remains prohibited no
matter how good the intention is or how honorable the purpose is. A haram is converted into a gravitational force on the day of judgment and placed on mizan (weighing scales). Views of different
madhhabs can vary significantly regarding what is or is not haram. (wikipedia) *not used
harem: fr. Ottoman Turkish fr. Arabic, “something prohibited; sanctuary, women”); “be for-bidden or
unlawful”), the private part of an Arab household, traditionally forbidden to male strangers. (wiktionary) 7.1
Hariharalaya: Khmer: ហរiហ#␣ល+យ, was an ancient city and capital of the Khmer empire located near Siem
Reap, Cambodia in an area now called Roluos. Today, all that remains of the city are the ruins of several
royal temples: Preah Ko, the Bakong, Lolei. (wikipedia) 8.1
harmika/ hamika: railing at the summit of a stupa that encloses a square (Gardner) 4.3
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hasht bihisht: Persian arch. the organization of a nine-square plan, literally “the eight paradises” 12.1
hawsh: (pl. ahwash) enclosure, courtyard (Raymond) *not used
hayr: game preserve (Fletcher) random
headright: a land allotment in the southern Anglo-American colonies, usually equal to fifty acres and taken
wherever the landowner chose. *not used
hearth: fr. Middle English herth, herthe, fr. Old English heorþ, fr. Proto-West Germanic *herþ, possibly fr. ProtoIndo-European *ker- (“heat; fire”). Cognate: West Frisian hurd, Dutch haard, German Herd, Swedish härd; 1.
The place in a home where a fire is or was traditionally kept for home heating and for cooking, usually
constituted by at least a hearthstone and often enclosed to varying degrees by any combination of
reredos, fireplace, oven, smoke hood, or chimney; 2. A hearthstone, either as standalone or as the floor of
an enclosed fireplace or oven; 3. A fireplace: an open recess in a wall at the base of a chimney where a
fire may be built. 1.0 4. The lowest part of a metallurgical furnace; 5. A brazier, chafing dish, or firebox; 6.
(figuratively) Home or family life; 7. (Germanic paganism) A household or group in some forms of the modern
pagan faith Heathenry. (wiktionary)
hegira/hijira: Arabic ( ِھْﺠَﺮةhijra, “exodus; emigration”); A journey taken to escape from danger; an exodus.
(wiktionary) 7.1
hectare: Borrowed fr. French hectare, formed fr. Ancient Greek ἑκατόν (hekatón, “hundred”) + are; A unit of
surface area (symbol ha) equal to 100 ares ([or] 10,000 square metres, one hundredth of a square kilometer
or approximately 2.5 acres), used for measuring the areas of geographical features such as land and bodies
of water. (wiktionary) 1.0

Hejaz/ Hedjaz: The mountainous area of northwest Saudi Arabia which gave rise to early Islam and which
contains the sites of many holy places. (wiktionary) 7.1
Hellenism: the transmission of Greek culture at the time of Alexander the Great, resulting in very theatrical
approaches to buildings and sculpture 4.2
hemicycle: a semicircular room or recess. (Moffett) 5.1
henge: stone circle 1.3
heraldry: The profession or art of devising, granting and blazoning coats of arms, tracing genealogies and
ruling on questions of protocol or rank. (wiktionary) 9.2
herat: dead end street in typical Islamic city, usually reserved for kin groups or trades 8.2
herm/ herms: A rectangular post, usually of stone and tapering downward, surmounted by a bust of
Hermes or other divinity or by a human head (wiktionary); rectangular guardian statues - pillars with
human heads and erect phalluses (???) 5.1
herringbone: 1. A bone of a herring; 2. A zigzag pattern, especially made by bricks (wiktionary) 10.1
hierarchic scale: the use of differences in size to indicate relative importance. (Stokstad). 6.1
hieratic: highly stylized, severe and detached, often in relation to a strict religious tradition. [In some texts
used interchangeably with hierarchic.] (Stokstad). 3.1
hip: fr. Middle English hipe, hupe, fr. Old English hype, fr. Proto-Germanic *hupiz (compare Dutch heup,
Low German Huop, German Hüfte), fr. Proto-Indo-European *ḱewb-(compare Welsh cysgu (“to sleep”),
Latin cubāre (“to lie”), Ancient Greek κύβος (kúbos, “hollow in the hips”), Albanian sup (“shoulder”),

Sanskrit श#ु $ (śúpti, “shoulder”)), fr. *ḱew-(“to bend”). More at high. The sense "drug addict" derives fr.
addicts lying on their hips while using certain drugs such as opium;
1. (anatomy) The outward-projecting parts of the pelvis and top of the femur and the overlying tissue.
2. The inclined external angle formed by the intersection of two sloping roof planes.
3. In a bridge truss, the place where an inclined end post meets the top chord.
4. (slang, dated) drug addict, especially someone addicted to a narcotic like heroin. (wiktionary) 5.2
hip (third-person singular simple present hips, present participle hipping, simple past and past participle hipped) verb; To
make with a hip or hips, as a roof. (wiktionary) 5.2
hip: 1. the external angle at the junction of two sloping roofs or sides of a roof; 2. the rafter at the angle
where two sloping sides of roofs meet (Harris, C.) 5.2
hipped roof: pitched roof with sloping gable ends 7.2
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hippodrome: fr. French hippodrome, fr. Latin hippodromos, fr. Ancient Greek ἱππόδρομος (hippódromos), fr.
ἵππος (híppos, “horse”) + δρόμος (drómos, “course”); a horse racing course (wiktionary) 6.2 see circus
hisashi: in Japanese architecture a peripheral extension of a traditional building with its own roof. (Young) 7.2
historiated capital: a capital which is decorated with figures of animals, birds, or humans, used either
alone or combined with foliage. The figures need not have any meaning, although they may be symbolic
or part of a narrative sequence. (pitt.edu/~medart/menuglossary/histcap.htm) 8.3
historiated column: freestanding monumental column decorated with friezes 6.2
historicism: use of forms from a variety of past styles, either separately or in combination, particularly during
the 19th cent. 16.3
historic preservation (US)/ heritage preservation/ heritage conservation (UK): endeavor that seeks to
preserve, conserve and protect buildings, objects, landscapes or other artifacts of historical significance.
(wikipedia) 10.1
honden: see shoden 7.2
honeycomb vault: see vault (Kostof) 8.2
hórreo: m fr. Old Galician and Old Portuguese orreo (13th cent., Cantigas de Santa Maria), fr. Latin horreum
(“storehouse; granary”), fr. Ancient Greek ὡρεῖον (hōreîon). Cognate with Spanish hórreo and Portuguese
hôrreo; 1. a slatted granary placed on top of pillars, used for preserving and drying grain; corn crib; 2. An
isolated, rectangular, wooden or rock building supported by columns, characteristic of the northwest of the
Iberian peninsula and typically used to store grain or other agricultural produce (wiktionary) *not used
horreum: (pl. horrea) wine storeroom in the upper floor of an ancient Roman house (Kostof) *not used
horseshoe arch: arch of more than a half circle; typ. of western Islamic arch. (OUP/ Stokstad) 7.1 see arch
for illustration.
hospice: a traveler’s resort providing lodging and entertainment 8.3
hospital: fr. Middle English hospital, hospitall, fr. Old French hospital (Modern French hôpital), fr. Late Latin
hospitālis, hospitāle (“hospice, shelter, guesthouse”), fr. noun use of Latin hospitālis (“hospitable”), fr. hospes
(“host, guest”). Doublet of hotel and hostel. Displaced native Middle English lechehous, fr. Old English
lǣċehūs (literally “doctor house”).
1. A large medical facility, usually in a building with multiple floors, where seriously ill or injured
patients are given extensive medical and/or surgical treatment.
2. A building founded for the long-term care of its residents, such as an almshouse. The residents may
have no physical ailments, but simply need financial support.
3. (obsolete) A place of lodging. (wiktionary) random
hôtel particulier: a French townhouse 12.2
hôtel: a French urban domestic building. (Moffett) 14.2
hôtel de ville: French; m (pl. hôtels de ville); town hall, city hall (wiktionary) 9.2
hourd: mountable wooden scaffolding that was installed on the upper walls or towers of a castle when a battle
was imminent - sometimes even during battle. (https://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/the-origin-storybalcony-180951755/) 9.2
hovel: Middle English hovel, hovil, hovylle, diminutive of Old English hof “an enclosure, court, dwelling, house”,
fr. Proto-Germanic *hufą (“hill, farm”), fr. Proto-Indo-European *kewp- (“arch, bend, buckle”), equivalent
to howf + -el. Cognate with Dutch hof (“garden, court”), German Hof (“yard, garden, court, palace”),
Icelandic hof (“temple, hall”); related to hove and hover; 1. open shed for sheltering cattle, or protecting
produce, etc., fr. the weather; 2. A poor cottage; a small, mean house; a hut. 3. In the manufacture of
porcelain, a large, conical brick structure around which the firing kilns are grouped. (wiktionary) 9.2
Humanism: (historical, often capitalized) Specifically, a cultural and intellectual movement in 14th-16th century
Europe characterized by attention to classical culture and a promotion of vernacular texts, notably during
the Renaissance. [from 19th c.] (wiktionary) 10.1
hundred: in England, a division of a county (Kostof) 8.3
hutong: neighborhood of courtyard houses in northern China; in Beijing these were the homes of scholar
officials and their families, and were outside the walls of the Forbidden City. 11.1
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hydraulic cement: a cement that is capable of hardening under water (Merriam-Webster) 9.2
hypaethral: open to the sky (Kostof) *not used
hyperbolic paraboloid: a saddle shape used for uniform surface shell roofs 19.3
hypocaust: an ancient Roman central heating system using hot air ducts in the floors 8.3
hypostyle hall: a room with a roof supported by a row of columns (OUP) 3.2; fr. Ancient Greek ὑπο- (hupo-),
combining form of ὑπό (hupó, “under”) (wiktionary) 1. a large space with a flat roof supported by rows of
columns. 2. A structure whose roofing was supported within the perimeter by groups of columns or piers
of more than one height; clerestory lights sometimes were introduced. (Harris, C.) 7.1
Ii
I-beam: a length of steel with an I-shaped section, used in modern steel-frame construction 19.1
I’rimoya/irimoya gable: a traditional type of Japanese gable, placed vertically above the end walls and
marked by roofs of varying pitch. (Fletcher) 7.2; The East Asian hip-and-gable roof (Xiēshān (歇山)
in Chinese, Irimoya (入母屋) in Japanese, Paljakjibung (팔작지붕) in Korean) consists of a hip roof that
slopes down on all four sides and integrates a gable on two opposing sides. It is usually constructed with
two large sloping roof sections in the front and back respectively, while each of the two sides is usually
constructed with a smaller roof section (wikipedia)

irimoya – hip and gable roof,
left; yosemune – hipped roof, middle; kirutsuma – open gable roof, right (https://manabi-japan.jp/en/artdesign/20200401_20235/)
ichnography: 1. the ground plan of a building; 2. the art of constructing ground plans (wiktionary) 11.3
iconoclasm: the banning and/or destruction of images especially icons and religious art. (Stokstad) 6.2
iconography: Greek, the “writing of images”; the term refers both to the content, or subject, of an artwork
and to the study of content in art. It also includes the study of the symbolic, often religious meaning of
objects, persons, or events depicted in works of art. (Gardner) 6.3
iconostasis: a screen in Byzantine churches that divides the nave from the chancel and that is used as a
support for devotional images or icons. (Moffett) 6.2
icons: fr. Greek for images, a medium for spiritual transaction with holy figures. (Gardner) 6.1
ijtihad: Borrowed from Arabic ( ِاْﺟِﺘَﮭﺎدijtihād, “diligence”). (Islam) The process of Muslim jurists making
a legal decision by independent interpretation of the Qur'an and the Sunna. (wiktionary) 8.3
illusionistic/ illusionism: The representation of the three dimensional world on a two dimensional surface
in a manner that creates the illusion that the person, object, or place represented is three dimensional.
(Gardner) random
imaret: literally “soup kitchen,” a Turkish word that has come to mean the campus of a religious foundations
that includes the cami, madrasa, hammam, turbe and charitable soup kitchen 11.2
impluvium: courtyard with roofs slanted toward the center so that the runoff spills into a basin 2.1, 5.1
impost: a horizontal projection from a wall or post on which an arch rests 6.2
impost: noun; fr. Middle French impost, fr. Latin impōsitus, past participle of impōnō (“I impose”) 1.
(chiefly historical) A tax, tariff or duty that is imposed, especially on merchandise; *not used 2. (horse
racing, slang) The weight that must be carried by a horse in a race, the handicap (wiktionary)
incising: a technique in which a design or inscription is cut into a hard surface with a sharp instrument.
Such a surface is said to be incised. (Stokstad) 5.3
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indulgence: fr. Middle French indulgence, or its source, Latin indulgentia; (Roman Catholicism); a pardon or
release fr. expectation of punishment in purgatory, after the sinner has been granted absolution.
(wiktionary) 9.2
infill: the infill wall is a supported wall that closes the perimeter of a building constructed with a threedimensional framework structure. The structural frame ensures the bearing function, whereas the infill
wall serves to separate inner and outer space. (wikipedia) 9.2
infirmary: From Medieval Latin infirmaria, from Latin infirmus;
1. A place where sick or injured people are cared for, especially a small hospital; sickhouse.
2. A clinic or dispensary within another institution (wiktionary) 9.2
inlay: to set pieces of a material or materials into a surface to form a design, also material used in or
decoration formed by this technique. (Stokstad) 10.1
insula: (pl. insulae) an ancient Roman apartment block 5.1
intarsia: mosaic inlay in wood. (Moffett) 12.1 technique of inlay decoration using variously colored woods
(Stokstad) 10.1
intercolumnation: the space between two adjacent columns (Kostof) 10.1
interlacing arches: an arcade or series of arches in which the arches intersect, creating a lattice or basket-like
pattern 8.2
intrados: the inner edge or circumference of an arch as opposed to the outer edge or extrados, 5.1, see
arch illustrations
Ionic order: the middle size of the three main classical Greek orders, with column capitals decorated with
volutes/ scroll motifs. 4.2
irrigation: Borrowed fr. Middle French irrigation, fr. Latin irrigatio; the act or process of irrigating, or the
state of being irrigated; especially, the operation of causing water to flow over lands, for nourishing
plants. (wiktionary) 2.0
Islam: religion developed around the teachings of the Prophet Muhammad; begun in the semi-nomadic
setting of the Arabian desert’s southern edge. Within a century of the Prophet’s death, Islamic rulers
amassed an empire through military conquest and conversion that included most of the Roman Empire’s
southern half plus the Persian Empire. (OUP); lit. submission to the one God Allah (Gardner) 7.1
Islamic: of, pertaining to, originating in, characteristic of, or deriving from Muslims or Islam. (wiktionary) 7.1
Ismāʿīlism (Arabic: اﻹﺳﻣﺎﻋﯾﻠﯾﺔ, al-ʾIsmāʿīlīyah; Persian: اﺳﻣﺎﻋﯾﻠﯾﺎن, Esmâ'īliyân) is a branch or sub-sect of Shia
Islam. The Ismāʿīlī get their name from their acceptance of Imam Ismaʻil ibn Jafar as the appointed
spiritual successor (imām) to Ja'far al-Sadiq, wherein they differ from the Twelver Shia, who accept Musa alKadhim, the younger brother of Ismaʻil, as the true Imām. Ismailism rose at one point to become the largest
branch of Shia Islam, climaxing as a political power with the Fatimid Caliphate in the 10th- 12th centuries.
Ismailis believe in the oneness of God, as well as the closing of divine revelation with Muhammad, whom
they see as "the final Prophet and Messenger of God to all humanity". The Ismāʿīlī and the Twelvers both
accept the same six initial Imams; the Ismāʿīlī accept Isma'il ibn Jafar as the 7th Imam. " (wikipedia) 8.3
isotropic: Having properties that are identical in all directions (wikipedia) 7.1
itinerarium: (pl. itineraria) was an Ancient Roman road map in the form of a listing of cities, villages (vici)
and other stops, with the intervening distances. (wikipedia) 6.1
iwan: a large vaulted space open at one end, used in Islamic palaces, mosques and madrasas 7.1, 12.1
iya: Edo language; term for the Walls of Benin (wikipedia, disambiguation) 9.3
Iznik tile: named after the town of İznik[Nicaea] in western Anatolia where it was made, is a decorated
ceramic that was produced from the last quarter of the 15th century until the end of the 17th century. İznik
was an established centre for the production of simple earthenware pottery with an underglaze decoration
when, in the last quarter of the 15th century, craftsmen in the town began to manufacture high quality
pottery with a fritware body painted with cobalt blue under a colorless transparent lead glaze. The designs
combined traditional Ottoman arabesque patterns with Chinese elements. The change was almost certainly a
result of active intervention and patronage by the recently established Ottoman court in Istanbul who
greatly valued Chinese blue-and-white porcelain. (wikipedia) 7.1
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Jj
jalis: the perforated stone screens used on the elevations of Mughal buildings 19.2
jamb/ doorjamb: side of a door or window frame, the upright supports and decorative and functional
moldings at either side of a door 10.1 see 8.3
jami masjid: the main mosque of a city, used for the Friday communal prayer, lit.: “Friday mosque,” also
sometimes called a congregational mosque in English. (khan academy) 12.1
jardin anglais: an 18th century English garden of irregular plan (Kostof) *not used
jetty: a short wooden cantilever supporting an upper wall section, most commonly found on timber houses of
the medieval period. (Moffett) 9.2
jian: a module used in Chinese wooden architecture, particularly houses, measuring about 12’ x 20’ 5.2
Jingū (神宮): a name for a Shinto shrine connected to the Imperial House of Japan. (wikipedia) 7.2
joggled voussoirs: interlocking voussoirs in an arch or lintel often of contrasting materials for colorful effect.
(Stokstad) 6.2
jubé: French; rood-screen, carved screen that separates the nave from the chancel in a church (Kostof) 12.2
Kk
Ka: (in ancient Egypt) the supposed spiritual part of an individual human being or god, which survived (with
the soul) after death and could reside in a statue of the person. 2.2
kaaba: Arabic “cube”, small cubical building in Mecca, symbolic center of the Islamic world.(Gardner) 7.1
kalasha/ kalasa/ kalash: vase shaped urn on a finial (Thapar) 8.1
kami: (pl. kami) borrowed from Japanese 神 kami, “god, spirit, deity”; (religion, Shinto) an animistic God or
spirit in the Shinto religion of Japan. (wiktionary) 7.2
Karaite Judaism/ Karaism/ Qaraite Judaism/ Qaraism: Hebrew: יהדות קראית, Modern: Yahadut
Qara'it fr. Tiberian: Qārāʾîm, meaning "Readers"; is a Jewish religious movement characterized by the
recognition of the written Torah alone as its supreme authority in halakha (Jewish religious law) and
theology. Karaite Jews do not accept as binding the written collections of the oral tradition in the
Midrash or Talmud. (wikipedia) 9.1
karesansui: dry garden, (???) 12.3; A Japanese rock garden or Zen garden. (wiktionary)
karst: (geology) A type of land formation, usually with many caves formed through the dissolving of
limestone by underground drainage. (wiktionary) 7.3
kasbah: f Alternative spelling of casbah; see casbah (wiktionary) *not used
kasr: see qasr
katholikon/ catholicon: (Greek: καθολικόν) or sobor (Slavonic: съборъ) refers to one of three things in
the Eastern Orthodox Church: the cathedral of a diocese; the major church building (temple) of a monastery corresponding to a convent church in Western Christianity; a large church in a city at which all the
faithful of the city gather to celebrate certain important feasts rather than go to their local parish church.
(wikipedia) 6.2, random
katsuogi: short poles placed across the roof ridge of a Shinto shrine. (Young) 7.2
keel-arch: a pointed arch having an S-shape on both sides (vocabulary.com) 9.1 see ogee
keep: (donjon) the tower stronghold of a medieval castle, used as a residence in times o
f siege. 8.3
keystone: the central wedge-shaped stone (voussoir) in an arch, sometimes decorated 5.1, see arch
illustrations
kgotla (pl. kgotlas/ dikgotla): fr. Tswana (a Bantu language); Any of several types of public meetings in
a Botswana village, especially involving a gathering of tribal elders; also the place where such a meeting is
held. (wiktionary) 9.3
khalij: Arabic; "gulf" (wikipedia) 9.1 canal (Raymond) 9.1
khan: Islamic stopping place for caravans, also called a caravanserai; often a rectangular walled complex with
a single large portal at one end opening onto a courtyard; along the sides of the complex were
accommodations for travelers and animals and, at the end opposite the portal, a covered hall (Kostof) 9.1
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khanaqa/ khanqah: a Sufi convent; a religious memorial 12.1; khanqah: Persian  ;خانقاهA hostel for Sufis,
often in the form of cells around a courtyard. (wiktionary) *not used
khedive: fr. French khédive, fr. Ottoman Turkish ( خدیوḫediv, ḫıdiv), fr. Persian ( خدیوxadēw,xidēw, “lord,
master, king”), fr. Bactrian χοαδηο (xoadēo, “lord”); the title of the hereditary monarch of Egypt from
1805-1914, nominally ruling as a viceroy of the Sultan of Turkey. (wiktionary) 9.1
ki: a brush and mud covered domical structure built by indigenous tribes in the American southwest.
(Moffett) *not used
kibla: see qibla 7.1;
kikaku: three-sided roofed structures used by the Nkanu and located at a crossroads outside an initiation
enclosure, kikaku warned the uninitiated not to continue any farther.
(https://artgallery.yale.edu/collections/objects/84737) 9.3
king-post: A vertical post extending from the ridge to the center of the tie-beam below (Fletcher) *not used
kirutsuma: see irimoya
Kiswah: (Arabic: ﻛﺴﻮة اﻟﻜﻌﺒﺔ, kiswat al-ka'bah) is the cloth that covers the Kaaba in Mecca, Saudi Arabia. It is
draped annually on the 9th day of the month of Dhu al-Hijjah, the day pilgrims leave for the plains of Mt.
Arafat during the Hajj. The term kiswah is Arabic for 'pall', the cloth draped over a casket. (wikipedia) 7.1
kist: Possibly from Old Norse kista (chest); but see also cist (“crypt”); (Scotland) 1. A chest; 2. a coffin.
(wiktionary) 1.0
kiva: male meeting hall of the southwest peoples, usually round and below grade 10.3
knap (third-person singular simple present knaps, present participle knapping, simple past and past participle knapped);
verb; fr. Middle English knappen (verb) and knappe (“strike”) (noun), an onomatopoeia.
1. (transitive) To shape a brittle material having conchoidal fracture, usually a mineral
(flint, obsidian, chert etc.), by breaking away flakes, often forming a sharp edge or point.
2. (transitive) To rap or strike sharply.
3. (obsolete, Britain, dialect) To bite; to bite off; to break short.
4. To make a sound of snapping. (wiktionary) *not used
kodo: lecture hall in Japanese Buddhist complex (Gardner) 7.2
kokoshnik: rounded gable, often with an ogive (pointed arch) tip, similar in shape to a Russian woman’s
headdress 10.2
kondo: main hall in Japanese architecture (Young) 7.2
Krak des Chevaliers: The modern Arabic word for a castle is Kalaa ()ﻗﻠﻌﺔ, but Krak des Chevaliers is known
as a "Hisn" ()ﺣﺼﻦ, or "fort". This derives from the name of an earlier fortification on the same site called
Ḥoṣn al-Akrād ()ﺣﺼﻦ اﻷﻛﺮاد, meaning "fort of the Kurds". It was called by the Franks (i.e. Crusaders) Le
Crat and then by a confusion with karak (fortress), Le Crac. Crat was probably the French version of Akrād,
the word for Kurds. Note that historically, Arabic speakers referred to Crusaders inaccurately as "Franks"
and "Latins" to distinguish them from Christian Byzantines as the Crusaders called local Muslims
"Saracens." The actual historical Franks divided their empire in 843 and at no point invaded Asia. After the
Knights Hospitaller took control of the castle, it became known as Crac de l'Ospital; according to Guillaume
Rey's 1871 work, it was designated by chroniclers of the Crusaders as the Crac des Chevaliers (alternatively
spelt Krak des Chevaliers), where Chevalier is French for "Knight" (c.f. the English word chivalry derived from
the French "chevalerie"). (wikipedia) 8.3
kremlin: Russian architecture A fortified, central complex found in various Russian cities. (wiktionary) 10.2
ksar: see qasr 7.1
ḳubba/ kubbe/ koubba: see qubba
kudu: decorative motif symbolizing the residence of the gods (Thapar) 6.3
kufic script: rectangular, intertwined lettering used to decorate Islamic religious buildings (OUP); after the
city of Kufa, [Iraq] renowned for calligraphy (Gardner) 7.1
külliye/ imaret: a Turkish building complex centered around a mosque and including educational, charitable
and medical facilities 11.2
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kunda: sacred water tank adjacent to a Hindu temple, usually accessed by extravagant stairs 8.1
kyō: Japanese for capital city (Young) 7.2
Ll
laavu: fr. a Sami language. Compare Northern Sami lávvu, lavvo, lean-to (type of shelter for hikers, open on
one side; now usually refers to a permanent structure, originally a temporary shelter (wiktionary) *not used
label molding: a molding that extends horizontally across an opening, then returns vertically for a short
distance down each side. (Moffett) *not used
 ِﻟْﺒﻦor ( • ﻟَﺒِﻦlibn or labin) m (collective, singulative  ِﻟْﺒﻨَﺔf (libna) or  ﻟَﺒِﻨَﺔf (labina)); As Hebrew ( ְלֵבָנהləḇenā́ ,
“brick”) borrowed fr. Aramaic ( ְלִבי ְנָּתּאləḇinṯā, ləḇittā) (written in Classical Syriac$#"! (ləḇettā)), fr.
Akkadian 𒋞 (SIG4 /libittu/), whence also Ugaritic 𐎍𐎁𐎐𐎚 (lbnt), fr. the root in Akkadian
corresponding to ن
(en.wiktionary) 9.1

( ل بl-b-n), apparently the singulative in Arabic came first; bricks, adobes

labyrinth: 1. a maze of twisting passageways 3.1 2. In medieval cathedrals the representation of such a maze
inlaid in the floor. 9.2 3. A garden feature of convoluted paths outlined by hedges, often with a garden
house at the center. (Harris, C.)
labyrinth: Borrowed fr. French labyrinthe or Latin labyrinthus, fr. Ancient Greek λᾰβύρῐνθος (labúrinthos, “a
maze”); (Greek mythology) a maze-like structure built by Daedalus in Knossos, containing the Minotaur;
a complicated irregular network of passages or paths, especially underground or covered, in which it is
difficult to find one's way (wiktionary) 3.1
ladder: fr. Middle English ladder, laddre, fr. Old English hlǣder, fr. Proto-Germanic *hlaidrijō (compare
Scots ledder, North Frisian ladder, Saterland Frisian Laadere, West Frisian ljedder, Dutch ladder, leer,
German Leiter), from Proto-Indo-European *ḱleytro (compare Old Irish clithar (“hedge”), Umbrian
𐌊𐌋𐌄𐌈𐌓𐌀𐌌 (kletram, “stretcher”)), from Proto-Indo-European *ḱley- (“to lean”). See lean, related to lid.
1. A frame, usually portable, of wood, metal, or rope, used for ascent and descent, consisting of two
side pieces to which are fastened rungs (cross strips or rounds acting as steps). 1.0
2. (figuratively) A series of stages by which one progresses to a better position.
3. (figuratively) The hierarchy or ranking system within an organization, such as the corporate ladder.
4. (chiefly Britain) A length of unraveled fabric in a knitted garment, especially in nylon stockings; a run.
5. In the game of go, a sequence of moves following a zigzag pattern and ultimately leading to
the capture of the attacked stones. (wiktionary)
lady chapel: round chapel dedicated to Virgin Mary, usually set near the cloister of a convent 8.3

reddit.com/r/valheim/comments/m1sm6q/tutorial_how_to_build_in_the_logstyle_lafting
lafting: Laft er en veggkonstruksjon av liggende tømmer, der stokkene legges med rot- og toppenden
vekselvis til hver sin side og holdes på plass ved sammenføyning i hushjørner og eventuelt ved tversgående
vegger. (https://snl.no/lafting) *not used
lagoon: Borrowed fr. French lagune, fr. Italian laguna, fr. Latin lacuna. Related to Old English lagu via ProtoIndo-European. Doublet of lacuna; shallow body of water separated from deeper sea by a bar (wiktionary)
9.1
laguna: f (pl. lagune) Italian, fr. Latin lacūna; lagoon (wiktionary) 9.1
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laguna: f Spanish, fr. Latin lacūna; 1. lagoon; 2. lake, pond, pool (smaller than lago but bigger than charca); 3.
lacuna, gap, hole, void; 4. shortcoming, deficiency; 5. omission; 6. (law) loophole (wiktionary) *not used
lamassu: supernatural guardian protector of ancient Near Eastern palaces and throne rooms, often
represented sculpturally as a combination of the bearded head of a man, powerful body of a lion or bull,
wings of an eagle, and the horned headdress of a god, usually possessing five legs. (Stokstad) 4.1
lancet window: narrow and topped with a pointed arch; see window (Kostof) 9.2
lantern: a small fenestrated tower on top of a roof or dome and admitting light to the space below. 8.3, 10.1
larder: fr. Anglo-Norman larder and Old French lardier, fr. Latin lardārium; a cool room in a domestic house
where food is stored, but larger than a pantry; a food supply. (wiktionary) 9.2
lateral: to the side; of or pertaining to the side. (wiktionary) 6.2
lateral load: a load acting horizontally on a structure, as a wind or earthquake load. (Ching) 20.2
laterite: fr. Latin later “brick” + -ite. A red hard or gravel-like soil or subsoil formed in the tropics that has
been leached of soluble minerals leaving insoluble iron and aluminum oxides and hydroxides; used to
make bricks and roads. (wiktionary) 8.1
Latin cross: cross with one arm longer than the others used for the plan for most Christian churches 6.1
latoun/orichalcum: A valuable yellow metal known to the Greeks and Romans; now sometimes interpreted
as referring to a natural alloy of gold and copper, sometimes treated as a mythical substance (wiktionary) 8.3
lātrīna f (genitive lātrīnae); first declension; Latin; Contracted from lavātrīna (“place to bathe”), fr. lavō (“wash,
bathe”); (originally) bath; lavatory, water closet, toilet, privy. (wiktionary) *not used
lazaretto: (pl. lazarettos/ lazarettoes/ lazaretti) from Italian, see lazzaretto; 1. A medical facility specializing
in the care for contagious patients; 2. A ship or building used for quarantine; 3. (nautical) An area on some
merchant ships where provisions are stored; *not used
lazzaretto: (pl. lazzaretti) Italian, named after Santa Maria di Nazareth or Nazarethum, a maritime quarantine
station on an island of the Venetian lagoon (modern name: Lazzaretto Vecchio), with influence of lazzaro
(“leper”), 15th c.; 1. A leper hospital; 2. A place of quarantine; a lazaretto; *not used
leading: in the manufacture of stained glass windows, the joining of colored glass pieces using lead cames.
(Gardner) 9.2
ledge: fr. Middle English legge; usually considered to be fr. Middle English leggen, a variant of leyen (“to put, lay
(down, waste to)”); 1. A shelf on which articles may be laid; also, that which resembles such a shelf in form
or use, as a projecting ridge or part, or a molding or edge in joinery; 2. (geology) a shelf, ridge, or reef, of
rocks; 3. layer or stratum. 10.1; 4. lode; a limited mass of rock bearing valuable mineral; 5. (architecture) (door
or window) lintel; 6. (architecture) A cornice; 7. (shipbuilding) A piece of timber to support the deck, placed
athwartship between beams. (wiktionary)
lhakhang: temple in an Himalayan monastery (Thapar) random
lierne: a decorative, nonstructural supplementary rib added to Gothic vaulting. (Moffett) 9.2 from French,
lien – tie or bond; a term applied to any rib other than a ridge rib which does not start from the springing of
the vaulting compartment (Fletcher)
lime: fr. Middle English lyme, lym, lime, fr. Old English līm, fr. Proto-Germanic *līmaz. Cognate with
Saterland Frisian Liem (“glue”), Dutch lijm, German Leim (“glue”), Danish lim (fr. Old Norse lím), Latin
limus (“mud”).
1. (chemistry) Any inorganic material containing calcium, usually calcium oxide (quicklime) or calcium
hydroxide (slaked lime). 9.2
2. (poetic) Any gluey or adhesive substance; something which traps or captures someone; sometimes a
synonym for birdlime. (wiktionary)
limes (pl. limites); fr. Latin līmes, fr. līmus (“askew”); a boundary or border, especially of the Roman Empire.
(wiktionary) 5.1
limestone: An abundant rock of marine and fresh-water sediments; primarily composed of calcite (CaCO3); it
occurs in a variety of forms, both crystalline and amorphous. (wiktionary) 1.0
limewash: A mixture of slaked lime in water. (wiktionary) *not used
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linear grouping: in an apartment building, an arrangement of apartments along one side of a gallery or along
both sides of a corridor (Kostof) *not used
linear perspective: the most common type of perspective in which all parallel lines converge on one, two or
three vanishing points located in relation to the viewer’s eye-level – the horizon line. (Gardner) 10.1
linga/ lingam: a stout stone cylinder representing the Hindu god Shiva set in the inner cell (garbha griha) of
a temple usually interpreted as a phallic symbol 6.3 lit. phallus, but also “mark” or “sign” the symbol for
Shiva (Wiley)
lingaraja: lit. phallus king (Wiley) random
lintel: the horizontal spanning element between two uprights/ posts. 1.3
load-bearing: (construction, civil engineering) able to support a load. (wiktionary) 5.2
lobe: fr. Middle French lobe in early 16th century, fr. New Latin lobus (“a lobe”), fr. Ancient Greek λοβός
(lobós, “the lobe of the ear or of the liver, the pod of a leguminous plant”);
1. Any projection or division, especially one of a somewhat rounded form. [from 19th c.]
2. (anatomy) A clear division of an organ that can be determined at the gross anatomy level, especially one
of the parts of the brain, liver or lung. [from 16th c.]
3. (figure skating) A semicircular pattern left on the ice as the skater travels across it. [from 20th c.]
(wiktionary) 8.2
loculus: (pl. loculi) 1. A little place or space; a cell; a chamberlet (a little chamber) 2. In ancient catacombs
and tombs of some types, a small separate chamber or recess cut into the rock, for the reception of a body
or urn. (wiktionary) 6.1
loculus: (pl. loculi) In ancient catacombs and tombs of some types, a small separate chamber or recess cut
into the rock, for the reception of a body or urn. (wiktionary) 6.1
lodge: fr. Middle English logge, fr. Old French loge (“arbor, covered walk-way”) (compare cognate Medieval
Latin lobia, laubia), fr. Frankish *laubijā (“shelter; arbor”), fr. Proto-West Germanic *laub (“leaf; foliage”)
(whence English leaf). Cognate with Old High German louba (“porch, gallery”), (German Laube (“bower,
arbor”)), Old High German loub (“leaf, foliage”), Old English lēaf (“leaf, foliage”). Doublet of loggia and lobby.
1. A building for recreational use such as a hunting lodge or a summer cabin. 12.2
2. Short for porter's lodge: a building or room near the entrance of an estate or building, especially
(Britain, Canada) as a college mailroom; 16.3
3. A local chapter of some fraternities, such as freemasons. 9.2
4. (US) A local chapter of a trade union.
5. A rural hotel or resort, an inn.
6. A beaver's shelter constructed on a pond or lake.
7. A den or cave.
8. The chamber of an abbot, prior, or head of a college.
9. (mining) The space at the mouth of a level next to the shaft, widened to permit wagons to pass, or ore
to be deposited for hoisting; called also platt
10. A collection of objects lodged together.
11. An indigenous American home, such as tipi or wigwam. By extension, the people who live in one
such home; a household; (historical) A family of Native Americans, or the persons who usually occupy
an Indian lodge; as a unit of enumeration, reckoned from four to six persons. (wiktionary)
loggia: a roofed porch or gallery with an open arcade or colonnade 3.1, 10.1
Lombard bands: decorative wall detailing composed of corbeled arches and pilasters. (Moffett) 8.3
longhouse: a long rectangular structure raised on poles and usually covered with thatch that housed large
extended families or communities and their animals, which lived in the side aisles. Found in Neolithic
Europe, contemporary Southeast Asia, and pre-contact America. 1.2
longitudinal plan building: any structure designed with a rectangular shape and a longitudinal axis. In a
cross shaped building, the main arm of the building would be longer than any arms that cross it, such as a
basilica. (Stokstad) 6.1
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loophole: a slit in a castle wall. Later: any similar window for shooting a weapon or letting in light.
(wiktionary) 12.3
lost wax [process]: A method of casting a sculpture in which a model of the sculpture is made from wax; the
model is used to make a mold; when the mold has set, the wax is made to melt and is poured away, leaving
the mold ready to be used to cast the sculpture. (wiktionary) 8.3
lotus capital: Egyptian motif in which a column is capped with a sculpture of a closed lotus flower 2.2
lóugé: pagoda type having multiple stories (wikipedia) 7.2
louver: 1. an assembly of sloping, overlapping blades or slats; may be fixed or adjustable; designed to admit air
and/or light in varying degrees and to exclude rain and snow. (Harris, C.) 9.2 2. a dome or turret rising from
the roof of the hall of a medieval English residence, originally open at the sides to allow the escape of
smoke from the open hearth below, also called a lantern. *not used
louvre: see louver unless the museum is meant, in which case go to Paris
lukovitsa: the bulbous onion shaped dome used as decoration atop Russian Orthodox churches 10.2
lucam: on a watermill the projecting unit that contains hoisting machinery (Kostof) *not used
lunette: a semicircular window or wall panel framed by an arch or a vault 6.1, 15.3
lustral basin: a pool used for ritual purification. (Moffett) 3.0
lustreware/ lusterware: (respectively the spellings for British English and American English) is a type
of pottery or porcelain with a metallic glaze that gives the effect of iridescence. It is produced by
metallic oxides in an overglaze finish, which is given a second firing at a lower temperature in a "muffle
kiln", or a reduction kiln, excluding oxygen. (wikipedia) 7.1
lux nova: new light, per Abbot Suger. (Gardner) 9.2

lych-gate: A churchyard gateway with a roof, under which a corpse was laid during a funeral to await the
arrival of the clergyman. (wiktionary) 8.3
Mm
mabkhara: (pl. mabkharas/ mabakhir) fr. Arabic ( ِﻣْﺒَﺨَﺮةmibḵara); a traditional censer in the Arab world and
Turkey, usually having a square pedestal base or legs with inward-sloping sides which support a square cup
with outward-sloping sides. (wiktionary) 9.1
macellum n (genitive macellī); second declension; Latin; 1. provision-market; 2. marketplace (wiktionary) 5.1
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machicolations: the arched cantilevers beneath the parapet of a defensive structure, with openings, or
“murder holes” through which defenders could shoot, or toss boiling oil on, attackers. 9.1; an opening
between corbels that support a projecting parapet, or in the floor of a gallery or the roof of a portal, of
a fortified building from which missiles can be shot or heated items dropped upon assailants attacking
the base of the walls. (wiktionary) 8.3
madrasa/ madrassah/ medrese: an Islamic theological or law school 8.2
mafic: (geology) Describing rocks, such as silicate minerals, magmas, and volcanic and intrusive igneous rocks,
which contain relatively high concentrations of magnesium and iron. (wiktionary) 5.3
magister: a master or teacher in ancient Rome or at a medieval university (M-W) 8.3
Mahayana: (Buddhism) A school of Buddhism widely practiced in China, Japan, Korea and Mongolia, that
holds belief in gods in contrast to Theravada which does not; that teaches that all can achieve salvation, and
has more emphasis on social concerns and is more liberal, in general, than Theravada. (wiktionary) 6.3
major rafter: see principal rafter *not used
maksura/ maqsura: a screened off area near the mihrab niche for the ruling elite in a royal mosque 7.1
malqaf/ badjir: flue or wind catcher in an Islamic residence that displaces hot air with cool air. 19.2
malwiya: fr. Arabic “snail shell” (Gardner) 7.1
Mamluk: Rulers of slave origin of 13th and 14th cent. Cairo. 9.1; fr. Arabic: ﻣﻤﻠﻮك,  ﻣﻤﺎﻟﯿﻚalso transliterated as
Mameluke, mamluq, mamluke, mameluk, mamaluke or marmeluke, a term most commonly referring either to slave
soldiers, freed slaves, Muslim converts assigned to military and administrative duties, and Muslim rulers of
slave origin. The most enduring Mamluk realm was the knightly military class in Egypt in the Middle Ages,
which developed from the ranks of slave soldiers. These were mostly enslaved Turkic peoples,
Armenians, Egyptian Copts, Circassians, Abkhazians, and Georgians. Many Mamluks were also of Balkan
origin (Albanians, Greeks, and South Slavs). The mamluks, as a specific warrior class, endured for nearly
1,000 years, from the 9th to the 19th centuries. (wikipedia) 9.1
mandala: a magic diagram of the cosmos made from overlaid geometric patterns, used throughout India as
the basis for the plan of monumental religious structures 6.3, 8.1
mandapa: in a Hindu temple, an open hall dedicated to ritual worship. (Stokstad) 6.3 a pillared hall in front of
the temple and sometimes connected to it (Wiley)
mandorla: an almond shaped frame surrounding the image of a saint, used to indicate divinity. (Moffett) 8.3
Mannerism, also known as Late Renaissance: a style in European art that emerged in the later years of the
Italian High Renaissance, [early 16th cent.] and lasting until about the end of the 16th cent. in Italy, when
the Baroque style largely replaced it. Northern Mannerism continued into the early 17th cent. Stylistically,
Mannerism encompasses approaches influenced by, and reacting to, the harmonious ideals associated with
[the High Renaissance]. Where High Renaissance art emphasizes proportion, balance, and ideal beauty,
Mannerism exaggerates such qualities, often resulting in compositions that are asymmetrical or unnaturally
elegant. Notable for its artificial (as opposed to naturalistic) qualities, this artistic style privileges compositional tension and instability rather than the balance and clarity of earlier Renaissance [art]. (wikipedia) 11.3
manor: a large country estate, usually with a grand patrons house and spaces for freehold tenants 14.1
Mansard roof/mansard roof: a roof with a steep lower slope and a flatter upper slope on all four sides. Also
called a gambrel roof in Britain 12.2 type of roof having two slopes on every side, the lower slope being
considerably steeper than the upper. In cross section the straight-sided mansard can appear like a gambrel
roof, but it differs from the gambrel by displaying the same profile on all sides. Although the style was used
as early as the mid-16th century in England and Italy and was employed by Pierre Lescot at the Louvre, it
was named for the 17th-century architect François Mansart, who used it on Paris hôtels (town houses) and
the châteaus of Balleroy, Blois, and Maisons. (Britannica) 16.1
maq’ad: loggia, open sitting room (Raymond) *not used
maqsura: see maksura 7.1
march (pl. marches): fr. Middle English marche (“tract of land along a country's border”), fr. Old French
marche (“boundary, frontier”), fr. Frankish *marku, fr. Proto-Germanic *markō, fr. Proto-Indo-European
*merǵ- (“edge, boundary”); 1. (now archaic, historical) A border region, especially one originally set up to defend
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a boundary; 2. (historical) A region at a frontier governed by a marquess; 3. Any of various territories with
similar meanings or etymologies in their native languages. (wiktionary) random
marché: movement along a defined architectural path. (Moffett) *not used
Mariolatry (p. Mariolatries): fr. Latin Marīa or English Mary (“the Virgin Mary, the mother of Jesus Christ”)
+ -o- + -latry, modelled after idolatry. The English word is cognate with French mariolâtrie, Italian mariolatria,
Late Latin mariolatria: (Protestantism, derogatory) Adoration or veneration of the Virgin Mary to an extent
regarded as inappropriate or even idolatrous. [from early 17th c.] (wiktionary) 9.2
Mariology: The theological study of the Virgin Mary. (wiktionary)
maristan: see bimaristan 9.1
marquetry: (French) A decorative technique in which veneers of wood, ivory, metal etc. are inlaid into a
wood surface to form intricate designs.(wiktionary); shaped pieces of material, such as wood, fitted together
and glued to a surface (Kostof) 8.2
martyria/ martyrium: a building (usually with a central plan) marking a holy site for Christians such as places
in the stories of Jesus and the apostles or where martyrs were sacrificed. 6.2
mashrabiyya: a perforated screen set over windows in traditional Islamic houses to protect the interior from
harsh light and shield the women from public view. 9.1
mashhad: sanctuary, shrine (Raymond) *not used
masjid (jami): the congregational mosque in a Persian city. see jami masjid 12.1
mason: fr. Middle English masoun, machun, fr. Anglo-Norman machun, masson, Old French wq maçon, fr. Late
Latin maciō, machiō (“carpenter, bricklayer”), fr. a derivative of Frankish *makōn (“to work, build, make”),
fr. Proto-Indo-European *mag- (“to knead, mix, make”), conflated with *mati (“cutter”), fr. Proto-Germanic
*matją, *mattukaz (“ploughshare, mattock”), fr. Proto-Indo-European *mat- (“hoe, mattock”);
1. A bricklayer, one whose occupation is to build with stone or brick
2. One who prepares stone for building purposes. 1.0
3. A member of the fraternity of Freemasons. (wiktionary)
masonry: fr. Middle English masonry, masonrie, partly fr. Old French maçonerie and partly fr. mason + -ry; stone
or brickwork 1.2; That which is built by a mason; anything constructed of the materials used by masons,
such as stone, brick, tiles, or the like. Dry masonry is applied to structures made without mortar.
(wiktionary); Masonry is the building of structures from individual units, which are often laid in and bound
together by mortar; the term masonry can also refer to the units themselves. The common materials of
masonry construction are brick, building stone such as marble, granite, and limestone, cast stone, concrete
block, glass block, and adobe. (Wikipedia) 7.3 stonework or brickwork; ashlar masonry consists of smooth
squared stones laid with mortar in horizontal courses 6.3 cyclopean masonry uses huge irregular stones laid
without mortar 3.0; pseudo-isotonic masonry is ancient Greek or Roman ashlar masonry with courses of
nonuniform height. *not used quarry-faced stone or rock faced masonry is composed of squared blocks
with rough faces, as if it came directly from the quarry 8.3; rusticated masonry consists of blocks separated
from each other by deep joints, often wedge shaped grooves (chamfers) 9.1 (Kostof)
mass: the effect of bulk, density and weight of matter in space. 4.3
mastaba: a loaf shaped tumulus, from the Arabic word for bench. 2.2
maul: a massive hammer or mallet (Kostof) *not used
mausoleum/ mausolea: a monumental tomb, deriving its name from the grand tomb of the tyrant Mausolus
of Halicarnassus. 4.2
maydan: a large open space used for public ceremonies in large Islamic cities. 7.1, 12.1
medallion: any round ornament or decoration (Stokstad) 6.1
medhi: Indian architecture, a shallow earth berm (Wiley) 4.3
medieval: adjective; fr. French médiéval (“medieval”), from Latin medium (“middle”) + aevum (“age”); 1. of or
relating to the Middle Ages, the period from approximately 500 to 1500 AD; 2. having characteristics
associated with the Middle Ages in popular, modern cultural perception: archaic; brutal. (Wictionary) 6.1
Medievalism: Idealizing the Other Past: Goethe’s early celebration of a non-classical style signaled the
awakening interest in medieval architecture in Germany, France, and England during the first half of the
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19th century. German intellectuals after the fall of Napoleon championed Gothic style as a form of 19th
century. German intellectuals after the fall of Napoleon championed Gothic style as a form of resistance to
the neoclassical projects of the French. 15.2
medina: Borrowed fr. Arabic ( َﻣِﺪﯾﻨَﺔmadīna, “town, city”); The traditional, older or non-European area of a
North African town (Wictionary) 3.0
mega-structure: a massive complex of buildings with a unitary style and a coordinated program of diverse
functions, usually raised above grade on a plinth. 19.1
megalith: a huge irregular stone 1.3
megaron: a principal hall of an Anatolian/ Cretan/ Mycenaean palace or house, rectangular with a circular
hearth and a front porch; 3.1 hairpin megaron: U-shaped with curved end walled off to make a back room.
mendicant: of or pertaining to a member of a religious order forbidden to own property, and who must beg
for a living. 9.1
menhir: a prehistoric monument in the form a single, large, upright sone. (Kostof) 1.0
menorah: Hebrew:  ְמנוָֹרהis described in the Bible as the seven-lamp (six branches) ancient Hebrew lampstand
made of pure gold and used in the portable sanctuary set up by Moses in the wilderness and later in the
Temple in Jerusalem. Fresh olive oil of the purest quality was burned daily to light its lamps. The menorah
has been a symbol of Judaism since ancient times and is the emblem on the coat of arms of the modern
state of Israel. (wiktionary) 6.1
meqaat/ miqat: Arabic: ِﻣْﯿﻘَﺎت, Romanized: mīqāt, lit. 'a stated place' is the principal boundary at which
Muslim pilgrims intending to perform the Ḥajj or Umrah pilgrimages must be enter the state of iḥrām (lit.
'prohibition'), a state of consecration in which certain permitted activities are made prohibited. There are
five miqats, four defined by the final Islamic prophet, Muhammad, and one by the second Rashidun
caliph, 'Umar, to fulfill the needs of those offering the pilgrimages from the newly annexed regions in
Mesopotamia. (en.wikipedia) 7.1
merlon: a protruding part of a defensive parapet at the top of a fortified wall 8.3
Meru/ Mount Meru: (Sanskrit: मेरु), also recognized as Sumeru, Sineru or Mahāmeru, is the sacred fivepeaked mountain of Hindu, Jain, and Buddhist cosmology and is considered to be the center of all the
physical, metaphysical and spiritual universes. Many famous Buddhist and similar Jain as well as Hindu
temples have been built as symbolic representations of this mountain. The "Sumeru Throne" 須彌座
xūmízuò style base is a common feature of Chinese pagodas. The highest point (the finial bud) on
the pyatthat, a Burmese-style multi-tiered roof, represents Mount Meru. (wikipedia) 8.1
Mesoamerica: a historical region and cultural area in North and Central America. It extends from approx.
central Mexico through Belize, Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua, and northern Costa Rica, and
within this region pre-Columbian societies flourished before the Spanish colonization of the Americas.
(wikipedia) 5.3, 7.3
metope: the square space, often decorated with sculpture, between the triglyphs in a Doric frieze. 4.2
mezquita: fr. Spanish for mosque; A Moorish or Spanish mosque; 8.2 (obsolete) a Native American (esp.
Aztec) religious site (during the Spanish conquest of the Americas) (wiktionary)
Middle Ages: (historical) period of primarily European history between the decline of the Western Roman
Empire (antiquity) and the early modern period or the Renaissance; the time between c. 500 and 1500.
(Wictionary) 6.1
mihrab: a semicircular niche in the qibla wall of a Muslim religious building 7.1
minaret: “lighthouse” tall slender mosque tower in which the muezzin/crier calls the faithful to prayer 7.1
minbar/ mimber: the pulpit in a mosque from which the imam speaks to the congregation 7.1
minka: wooden Japanese folk houses, typical of rural communities. (Moffett) *not used
Minoan: the architecture of Bronze Age Crete (Harris, C.) 3.1 (see source for additional info)
mirador: in Spanish and Islamic palace architecture, a very large window or room with windows, and
sometimes balconies, providing views to interior courtyards or the landscape (Stokstad) 8.2
Mithra/ Mithras: a Persian hero-god. (Stokstad) 6.1
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Mithraeum: an underground sanctuary used for the ceremonies of the mystery cult centered around the
mythical Persian figure of Mithra. 6.1
mithuna: Sanskrit, a pair of male and female (wiktionary) 6.3
mitre: term applied, especially in joinery, to the diagonal joint formed by the meeting of two moldings at right
angles. (Fletcher) 9.2
miyan/ miyuan: pagoda features densely positioned, articulated dougong in the eaves (wikipedia) 7.2
moat: a wide protective ditch surrounding a medieval town or fortress, sometimes filled with water 8.1
modillion: another word for console, sometimes applied to a series of ornamental brackets supporting a
cornice (Moffett) 10.1 borrowed from Italian modiglione. Doublet of moellon; (architecture) decoratively
carved supporting block atop a column. (wiktionary) *not used
module: a unit of measurement to which parts of a building are related by simple ratios. In classical
architecture, the module is usually the diameter (or half diameter) of the bottom of a column shaft. 4.2
molding: a shaped or sculpted strip with varying contours and patterns. Used as decoration on architecture,
furniture, frames and other objects. (Stokstad) 6.3
moment connection: a connection between two elements, usually beam and column that is capable of
resisting a bending force. (Moffett) *not used
mon: gate in Japanese architecture (Young) 7.2
monachism: fr. Late Latin monachus (“monk”) + -ism; Monasticism. [from 16th c.] (wiktionary) *not used
monastery: the enclosure for a religious order living apart from society. 6.1 8.3
monolithic: made from a single stone 1.3
mortar: binding substance, such as cement or lime, to hold rows of masonry together. 6.1
mortar: room for producing crushed grain for brewing beer and for food. (Price) 8.3
mortise-and-tenon: a wood joining method in which a projecting tongue (tenon) of one member is fitted
into a slot (mortise) of corresponding shape in another member 1.2
mosaic surface decoration formed by small cubes of glass or stone (tessarae) set in mortar or plaster 6.2
mosque: an Islamic prayer hall; masjid “place of prostration” (Stokstad) 7.1
motte: a medieval fortification consisting of a conical earth mound surrounded by a ditch, topped with a
wooden wall and tower, and the whole set in an open court or bailey 8.3
motte and bailey: Medieval castle with a mound (motte), and yard (bailey) defined by a ditch and wall.
(Moffett) 8.3 motte-and-bailey castle is a European fortification with a wooden or stone keep situated on
a raised area of ground called a motte, accompanied by a walled courtyard, or bailey, surrounded by a
protective ditch and palisade. (wikipedia) The bailey may be next to the motte, or on top of it.

mouchette: https://buffaloah.com/a/DCTNRY/m/mou.html
mouchette: 14th cent. French Gothic decoration: curved, flame-shaped opening (Kostof) *not used
moya: Japanese architecture, central hall of a traditional building (Young) 7.2
ْ ( ُﻣmustaʿrib, “one who adopts Arab culture”),
Mozarab/ Mozarabic: fr. Spanish mozárabe, fr. Arabic ﺴَﺘْﻌِﺮب
ْ ِ( اistaʿraba, “to adopt Arab culture”); an Iberian Christian living under Arab . domination
َ ﺳَﺘْﻌَﺮ
fr. ب
(wiktionary) 8.3
mudéjar: the use of Islamic motifs in Spain after the Christian conquest of 1492 8.2
mullion: an upright that divides window lites or similar openings. 9.2, 16.1
muniment: Anglo-Norman muniment, Middle French muniment, fr. Latin munimentum “fortification, defence”,
fr. mūnīre “to fortify”; (chiefly law) 1. A deed, or other official document kept as proof of ownership or rights
or privileges; an archived document. [fr. 15th c.]; 2. Things which a person or place is equipped with; effects,
furnishings, accoutrements. [15th-19th c.] (wiktionary) 7.2
muqarna: honeycomb or stalactite, decoration of a vault or overhang, usually made with plaster as a
succession of small niches. 8.2
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mūrōrum: Latin; noun; Inflection of mūrus (genitive plural)(wordsense.eu) 8.3
murus: Latin, (genitive mūrī) (masc.); fr. Old Latin *moerus, *moiros, fr. Proto-Indo-European *mey- ("to fix, to
build fortifications or fences"), see also Latin mūnīre ("to protect"), Old Norse -mæri ("border-land,
boundary"), Old English mære ("landmark, border, boundary"); a wall (wordsense.eu) 8.3
Mycenaean: the architecture of heroic age in southern Greece, from the 17th – 13th Cent. BCE (Harris,
C.); Mycenae is a city in southern Greece 3.1
Nn
n/a: not available; not applicable
Nahuatl: a language or group of languages of the Uto-Aztecan language family. Varieties of Nahuatl are
spoken by about 1.7 million Nahua peoples, mostly in central Mexico. Nahuatl has been spoken in central
Mexico since at least the 7th century CE. It was the language of the Aztec/ Mexica, who dominated what is
now central Mexico during the Late Postclassic period of Mesoamerican history. (wikipedia) 5.3
nail: fr. Middle English nail, nayl, Old English næġl, fr. Proto-Germanic *naglaz (compare Saterland Frisian
Nail (“nail”), West Frisian neil, Low German Nagel, Dutch nagel, German Nagel, Danish negl, Swedish
nagel), fr. Proto-Indo-European*h₃nogʰ- (“nail”) (compare Irish ionga, Latin unguis, Albanian nyell (“ankle,
hard part of a limb”), Lithuanian nagas, Russian нога́ (nogá, “foot, leg”), но́готь (nógotʹ, “nail”), Ancient
Greek ὄνυξ (ónux), Persian ( ناخنnâxon), Sanskrit नख (nakhá)); a spike-shaped metal fastener used for
joining wood or similar materials. The nail is generally driven through two or more layers of material by
means of impacts from a hammer or other device. It is then held in place by friction. (wiktionary) 8.3
Nandi/ Nandin: the sacred bull calf, gatekeeper, and vehicle (vahana) of the Hindu god Shiva. Sculptures of
Nandi are a common sight at Hindu temples dedicated to his master, and he is partly responsible for the
Hindu reverence for living bulls even today, especially in the state of Uttar Pradesh. (ancient.eu/Nandi) 8.1
naos: The principal room in a temple or church. In ancient architecture, the cella. In a Byzantine church, the
nave and sanctuary. (Stokstad) 6.2
narthex: the transverse vestibule of an early Christian church 6.1
nave: in a Roman basilica or Christian church, taller central space lit by clerestories, flanked by aisles. 6.1
nave arcade: the series of arches supported by piers separating the nave from the side aisles (Gardner) 9.2
necropolis: literally “the city of the dead”; a large ancient burial ground. 2.2, 7.2
nef: f ; French; Middle French nef, fr. Old French nef, fr. Latin nāvis, nāvem, ultimately fr. Proto-IndoEuropean*néh₂us. Displaced by bateau and navire in the sense of "boat"; 1. (obsolete or poetic) barque, boat; 2.
nave (wiktionary) 9.2
net vault: usually a barrel vault, in which intersecting ribs forming diamond mesh, which gives it the shape of
the net. The vault was introduced at the end of the gothic period. Used mainly in Germany, the Netherlands
and Poland. (https://medievalheritage.eu/en/main-page/dictionary/net-vault) random
newel: The center post around which a circular stair winds or a straight stair turns. (Moffett) *not used
niche: a scooped out recess in a wall 10.1
niello: a black metallic alloy (Gardner) 8.3
Nizari: Borrowed from Arabic ي
ّ ( ِﻧَﺰاِرnizāriyy). A member of the largest branch of the Ismaili Shi'i Muslims.
Their teachings emphasize ijtihad, pluralism, and social justice. (wiktionary) 8.3
Noli me tangere: 'touch me not' Latin version of a phrase spoken, according to John 20:17, by Jesus to Mary
Magdalene when she recognized him after his resurrection. The biblical scene gave birth to a long series of
depictions in Christian art from Late Antiquity on. The original Koine Greek phrase, Μή μου ἅπτου (mḗ
mou háptou), is better translationed as "cease holding on to me" or "stop clinging to me" (wikipedia) 8.3
Nolli map: Giambattista Nolli (or Giovanni Battista) [1701-1756], an Italian architect and surveyor, best
known for his ichnographic plan of Rome, the Pianta Grande di Roma which he began surveying in 1736 and
engraved in 1748, and now universally known as the Nolli Map. The map is composed of 12 copper plate
engravings that together measure 176 centimetres (69 in) by 208 centimetres (82 in). It was produced and
published in response to the commission of Pope Benedict XIV to survey Rome in order to help create
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demarcations for the 14 traditional rioni or districts. It was by far the most accurate description of Rome
produced to date at a time when the architectural achievement of the Papacy was in full flower. 11.3
nomarch: Ancient Greek νέμω (némō, “to manage, to assign”); chief administrator or magistrate of a nome
or nomarchy (wiktionary) *not used
nome: fr. Ancient Greek: νομός, nomós, “district”) was a territorial division in ancient Egypt (wiktionary); a
district in Egypt which would have its own great god (???) 2.2
Normans: an ethnic group that arose from contact between Norse Viking settlers of a region in France,
named Normandy after them, and indigenous Franks and Gallo-Romans. (wikipedia) 8.3
Northman: (pl. Northmen) Old English Norþmann; Norse. (wiktionary) 8.3
novitiate: fr. Middle French novitiat, fr. Medieval Latin novitiatus (“a novitiate”), fr. Latin novicius, novitius (“a
novice”), from novus (“new”); 1. the period during which a novice of a religious order undergoes training; 2.
the place where a novice lives and studies; 3. a novice (wiktionary) 12.2
nyim: king of the Kuba government; belonged to the Bushoong clan. (wikipedia) 9.3
nymphaeum: a Classical building or room with fountains, statues and plants, used for relaxation (Kostof) 5.1
Oo
obelisk: a tall, square shaft, usually of one piece of stone, tapering upward and ending in a pyramidal tip. 3.2
oblate: fr. French oblat and its source, post-classical Latin oblātus (“person dedicated to religious life”), a
nominal use of the past participle of offerō (“I offer”).
1. (Roman Catholicism) A person dedicated to a life of religion or monasticism, especially a member of an
order without religious vows or a lay member of a religious community.
2. A child given up by its parents into the keeping or dedication of a religious order or house.
(wiktionary) *not used
oculus: a round window, usually at the apex of a dome. 5.1 a small round window (Gardner) 9.2
odeion/ odeon/ odeum: a small ancient Greek or Roman theater, often roofed and used for musical
performances (Kostof) 14.2

ogee arch (en.wikipedia)`
ogee: (architecture) 1. A double curve in the shape of an elongated S; an object of that shape; 2. A pointed arch
made from two ogees 9.1, see arch for illustration.
ogee or ogive : An arch with a pointed apex, formed by the intersection of two S curves usually confined to
decoration and not used in arcade arches. Ogee arches were used only in the late Gothic period. (pitt.edu)
*not used
ogivale/ L'architecture ogivale/ architecture française: remplace complètement l'architecture romane
dont les formes sont presque entièrement bannies. L'emploi de l'ogive pour les voûtes, a donné naissance
à un système de construction logique avec ses propres règles et techniques de construction. L'ogive se
retrouve sur les voûtes, aux fenêtres, aux portes, aux niches, dans les meneaux et les compartiments
géométriques destinés à l'ornementation. La belle période du style ogival n'a duré que soixante quinze ans:
commencée vers 1225 elle expire ou dégénère vers 1300 par des outrances et des abus d'imagination. De
1300 à 1380, l'architecture est appelée rayonnante, à cause de l'usage immodéré du cercle. De 1380 à 1500,
l'architecture est appelée flamboyante à cause des effets de flammes, de coeurs allongés de figures
contournées et sinueuses sur les meneaux curvilignes des fenêtres, sur les dessins des balustrades, sur les
panneaux, etc. (https://www.meubliz.com/definition/architecture_ogivale) 9.2
The ogival architecture or French architecture completely replaces the Romanesque architecture whose
forms are almost entirely banned [or banished?] The use of the ogive for the vaults, gave birth to a logical
construction system with its own rules and construction techniques. The ogive is found on the vaults,
windows, doors, niches, mullions and geometric compartments intended for ornamentation. The fine period
of the ogival style lasted only seventy-five years: begun around 1225, it expired or degenerated around 1300
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by excesses and abuses of the imagination. From 1300 to 1380, architecture is called radiant, because of the
excessive use of the circle. From 1380 to 1500, architecture is called flamboyant because of the effects of
flames, elongated hearts of contorted and sinuous figures on the curvilinear mullions of the windows, on the
designs of the balustrades, on the panels, etc. (google translate)
ogive/ ogival: a pointed arch (pronounced to rhyme with derive, with either a hard or soft g) 8.3, see arch
illustrations

ogive: the roundly tapered end of a two-dimensional or three-dimensional object. Ogive curves and
surfaces are used in engineering, architecture and woodworking. (wikipedia) *not used
ogoga: (Yoruba) king 9.2
oikos: an ancient Greek house, often divided into male and female areas. 4.2
oligarchy: (pl. oligarchies) fr. French oligarchie, fr. Latin oligarchia, fr. Ancient Greek ὀλιγαρχία (oligarkhía),
fr. ὀλίγος (olígos, “few”) + ἀρχή (arkhḗ, “rule”). Surface analysis: olig- (“few”) + -archy (“rule”, “command”).
1. A government run by only a few, often the wealthy.
2. Those who make up an oligarchic government.
3. A state ruled by such a government. (wiktionary) 5.1
onion dome: bulbous shaped dome found usually in Islamic tombs or Russian Orthodox churches 10.2
opisthodomos: the enclosed room at the back of a Greek temple, often used as a treasury. (Moffett) 4.2
oppidum: a Celtic hill-fort in the Roman period (Kostof) *not used
opus francigenum: “French work” (Gardner) 9.2 Mediaeval contemporaries described Gothic style
as Latin: opus Francigenum, lit. 'French work' or 'Frankish work', as opus modernum, 'modern work', novum opus,
'new work', or as Italian: maniera tedesca, lit. 'German style'. (wikipedia)
opus incertum: Roman walls built of irregularly shaped stones facing a concrete core. (Moffett) random
opus listatum: Roman walls constructed of stone and brick in alternate courses. (Moffett) *not used
opus modernum: “modern work” (Gardner) 9.2 see opus Francigenum
opus quadratum: Roman walls constructed of squared masonry. (Moffett) 5.1
opus reticulatum: decorative Roman wall facing, backed by a concrete core, formed of small pyramidal
stones with their points embedded in the wall, their exposed square bases, set diagonally, forming a net like
pattern. (Harris, C.) bricks placed on the diagonal - used at Hadrian’s villa, (???) 10.1
opus testaceum: Roman walls constructed of brick facing on a concrete core. (Moffett) random
orangery/ Orangèrie: a building used to protect ornamental shrubs and trees in cold weather. (Moffett) 13.2
orant figures: worshipers with arms outstretched in prayer, can be pagan, Jewish or Christian depending on
the context. (Stokstad) 6.1
oratorium: (pl. oratoria/ oratoriums) Dutch; n.; diminutive oratoriumpje; fr. Latin ōrātōrium (“place of prayer,
oratory”), substantive of ōrātōrius (“oratorical”), fr. ōrātor (“public speaker, orator”) + -ōrius;
1. (religion, chiefly Christianity) An oratorio, a religiously-themed semi-operatic form of music;
2. (Roman Catholicism) A prayer room or small chapel. (wiktionary)8.3
oratory: (pl. oratories) 1. a private chapel or prayer room. [from 14th c.] from Fr. fr. Lat. (wiktionary) 6.2 2.
the church of a Christian monastery (Gardner) 8.3
orchestra: the semicircular or circular space between the auditorium and the stage/ stage building in an
ancient Greek or Roman theatre 4.2
order: the system of decoration of a Greek column and entablature, the three main Greek orders, and two
later Roman ones. 4.2 a classical column and entablature proportioned and decorated according to accepted
modes. The ancient Greeks developed the Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian orders and the Romans the
Tuscan and composite orders. The Doric order, the most massive of these five, has a plain capital, a
fluted shaft, and no base. The Ionic order is slimmer and its capital has prominent scrolls or volutes. The
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Corinthian order is the most attenuated and richly decorated of the three Greek orders. Acanthus leaves
(caucoli) emerge from its capital are topped by small volutes. The Tuscan order is similar to the Doric, but
it has a base and the column shaft is unfluted. The composite order combines in its capital the acanthus
leaves of the Corinthian order with the prominent volutes of the Ionic. (Kostof)
order: in masonry, one ring of several around an arch. (Harris, C.) *not used
oriel: see oriole *not used
orientation: an arrangement by which the point of main interest in the interior is towards the east
(Latin: oriens). (wikipedia) 4.2
oriole/ oriel: an extruded bay, usually on a street façade, serving for a special window 15.2
ornament: in architecture, every detail of shape, texture, and color that is deliberately exploited or added to
attract an observer. (Harris, C.) 4.1
orthogonal: geometry, of two objects, at right angles; perpendicular to each other. (wiktionary) 2.1 such as in
the city of New Babylon 4.1
orthostats: monolithic stone panels used to protect the interior walls in Neolithic monuments 1.3, 3.1
ostracon: (pl. ostraca); Borrowed from Ancient Greek ὄστρακον (óstrakon); a piece of pottery or stone,
usually broken off from a vase or other earthenware vessel, especially one used to cast a vote during the
Ancient Greek process of ostracism. (wiktionary) 5.1
outremer: An area beyond the sea. (wiktionary) 8.3; overseas, a.k.a. the Crusader states
outwork: any fortification outside a main line of defenses (Kostof) 9.2
Pp
Pāda/ padas: Sanskrit term for "foot" (cognate to English foot, Latin pes, Greek pous), with derived
meanings "step, stride; footprint, trace; vestige, mark"; any one of four parts (as it were one foot of a
quadruped), or any sub-division more generally, e.g. a chapter of a book (originally a section of a book
divided in four parts); in Sanskrit metre, pāda is the term for a metrical foot; as a measure of length, a
pada amounts to 12 or 15 fingers' breadth, or 1/2 or 1/3 or 3/7 of a Prakrama; in Buddhism, pāda is the
term for a Buddha footprint; there are also several landmarks venerated as "footprints" (pāda, also
pādamudrā) of Hindu deities. (wikipedia) 8.1
pagoda: multistoried Chinese or Japanese prayer tower with projecting roofs at the top of each story;
from Portuguese pagode, which is via Tamil from Sanskrit (wiktionary) 7.2
pai-lou/ paifang: a Chinese ceremonial gateway, erected in memory of an eminent person (Fletcher) 5.2
palace: the ruler’s residence deriving from the imperial residence on the Palatine hill in Rome 5.1 the
residence of the governor, the bishop, and finally the city hall. During the 14th cent. wealthy citizens
appropriated the term for their residences in Italy 9.1
palaestra: an ancient Greek or Roman building for athletic training 5.1
palatine: a chapel build into the palace, reserved for the royal court 6.2 also palatina see 8.3
palatine: fr. late Middle English, fr. Middle French palatin, fr. Medieval Latin palātīnus (“relating to the
palace”), fr. palātium (“palace”) + -īnus (“-ine”, adjectival suffix). Doublet of paladin; Adjective;
1. (historical)(of an official or feudal lord) Having local authority and possessing royal privileges that elsewhere belongs only to a sovereign. [fr. 15th c.]; (of a territory) Subject to palatine authority [fr. 15th c.]
2. Pertaining to the Elector Palatine or the German Palatinate or its people. [from 16th c.]
3. Of or relating to a palace especially of a Roman or Holy Roman Emperor. (wiktionary) 5.1
palazzo: late medieval or Renaissance residence of a wealthy Italian family, as a large block with an interior
courtyard and sometimes an enclosed garden, and often business space on the ground floor 10.1
palio: (pl. pali) Variant of pallio, from Latin pallium (“cloak; coverlet”); 1. A banner given as a prize in
certain competitions; 2. (by extension) The competition itself (il Palio di Siena-Siena horse race); 3. (archaic)
cloth (wiktionary) 9.1
palisade: series of wooden posts with pointed tops set in vertically as a fence or fortification 3.2
Palladian motif/ window: fr. Andrea Palladio, a central arched opening with lower trabeated openings to
each side. (Moffett) 13.1
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palm capital: one of the three most common Egyptian capitals, which imitates the spreading crown of a
palm tree. (Kostof) 2.0
palmette: a classical decorative motif in the form of stylized palm leaves (Gardner) 4.2
palūs: Proto-Italic *palūts, related to Latvian pelce “puddle” Lithuanian pelkė “marsh” Sanskrit पल्वल
palvala, “pool, pond” poss. Ancient Greek πηλός, “mud, earth, clay”; swamp, marsh, morass, bog, fen,
pool (wiktionary) 9.1
Pandya dynasty/ Pandyas of Madurai: a dynasty of south India, one of the three ethnically Tamil
lineages, the other two being the Chola and the Chera (wikipedia) 8.1
panel: A portion of a flat surface recessed or sunk below the surrounding area, distinctly set off by molding
or some other decorative device. (Harris. C.) 4.2
Panopticon: cylindrical building with radiating outer cells that can be observed from a central point. 14.3
pantile: a type of interlocking roof tile with a rounded under and over, giving it an elongated S shape.
(wiktionary) *not used
Pantocrator: The ruler of everything, especially as an epithet for Jesus Christ; an artistic depiction of Jesus in
this aspect. (wiktionary) 6.2
pantry: (pl. pantries): small room, closet, or cabinet usually located in or near the kitchen, dedicated to shelfstable food storage and/or storing kitchenware, like a larder, but smaller. (wiktionary) 9.2
papyriform capital: one of the three most common Egyptian capitals, which imitates a group of open
papyrus blossoms. (Kostof) 2.0
paracclesion/ parakklesion: a type of side chapel found in Byzantine architecture (wikipedia) random
parallelepiped: a rectangular box-shaped figure with parallel walls that meet at right angles, a solid body of
which each face is a parallelogram. parəˌleləˈpīpid 2.1
parametrics: a design method based on algorithmic applications used to coordinate parameters and rules,
sometimes leading to surprising self-generated formal results. 20.2
parapet: a low guarding wall at the top of a building 3.3
parclose: fr. Middle English parclose, perclose, fr. Old French parclos, perclose and others, Middle French
parclose (“end, enclosure”), noun use of past participle of parclore (“to enclose”);
1. A partition that closes off part of a building; especially one that separates an altar or chapel from the
rest of a church.
2. (heraldry) The lower half of a garter with the buckle.
3. (obsolete) An enclosed area, especially one separated from the main body of a building by
a screen or partition. (wiktionary) *not used
paréage: m French; A feudal treaty recognizing joint sovereignty over a territory by two rulers (wiktionary) 9.2
pareta: a kind of spectre, a ghost, spirit (http://www.sanskritdictionary.com) random
pargeting: exterior plasterwork decorated with low relief design, often used on late medieval houses.
(Kostof) 9.2
parikrama: Sanskrit, (Buddhism, Hinduism) The circumambulation of a sacred place. (wiktionary) 6.3
parkhara: a walled enclosure in a Hindu temple compound, like a temenos 6.3, 8.1
parodes: in an ancient Greek or Roman theater, one of a pair of side entrances between the seats and the
stage. (Kostof) *not used
parterre: an ornamental, geometrical arrangement of flat, planted beds. (Moffett) 12.2
parti: in the French Beaux-Arts system of architectural design the basic design layout for a building or group
of buildings. 16.3
party wall: a shared wall on the dividing line between two houses or properties. 10.3
parvis: the open plaza serving a major church 16.1
passage tomb: prehistoric mounded tomb with an entry corridor made from megaliths 1.3
Passion: (Christianity) The suffering of Jesus leading up to and during his crucifixion. (wiktionary) 10.1
pastas: a semi-enclosed space in front of the interior rooms of an ancient Greek house 4.2
pastophory: in a Christian church, a room near the apse for receiving the congregation’s offerings and for
storing the Eucharist. (Kostof) *not used
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paten: fr. Middle English patene, fr. Old French patene, fr. Latin patina, fr. Ancient Greek πατάνη (patánē),
The plate used to hold the host during the Eucharist. (wiktionary) 6.1
patio: inner court of Spanish palaces, usually paved and surrounded by arcades 5.3
patristic: 1. Of or pertaining to the fathers of the early Christian church, especially their writings; 2.
(genetics) Relating to a lineage (wiktionary) 9.2
pavement: fr. Anglo-Norman pavement, Middle French pavement, and their source, Latin pavīmentum (“paved
surface or floor”), fr. pavire (“to beat, to ram, to tread down”); 1. A paved surface; a hard covering on the
ground; 2. The paved part of a road or other thoroughfare; the roadway; 3. A paved footpath, especially at
the side of a road; 4. (architecture) The interior flooring of a church sanctuary, between the communion rail
and the altar. (wiktionary) 9.1
pavimento m (pl. pavimenti); Italian, Borrowed from Latin pavīmentum. Cf. Old Italian palmiento; floor 9.1
pavilion: a small ornamental building in a garden 3.1
pedestal: a support for a column, statue, or urn 4.2, 10.1
pediment: the triangular gable end of an ancient Greek or Roman temple. 4.2 a crowning feature over a door
or window, some are curved on a segmental arch 11.3
pediment: A broken pediment has a gap at its apex or at its base. A swan’s neck pediment has curving
sides that end in scrolls. (Kostof) 12.2
peg: fr. Middle English pegge, fr. Middle Dutch pegge (“pin, peg”), fr. Old Saxon *pigg-, *pegg-, fr. ProtoGermanic *pig-, *pag- (“peg, stake”), fr. Proto-Indo-European *bak,*baḱ- (“club, pointed stick, peg”);
cognate with Dutch dialectal peg (“pin”), Low German pig, pigge (“peg, stick with a point”), Low German
pegel (“post, stake”), Swedish pigg (“tooth, spike”), Irish bac (“stick, crook”), Latin baculum (“staff”),
Latvian bakstît (“to poke”), Ancient Greek βάκτρον (báktron, “staff, walking stick”). Related to beak; one
of very few English words that begin with a p and come from Proto-Germanic; a cylindrical wooden or
metal object used to fasten or as a bearing between objects. (wiktionary) 8.3
Pelasgian: fr. Ancient Greek Πελασγός (Pelasgós) + -ian, presumably based on a Pre-Greek ethnonym.
Compare Egyptian pwrꜣsꜣtj, an ethnonym listed as one of the Sea Peoples attacking Egypt around 1190 BCE;
Noun; An inhabitant of pre-Hellenic Greece. (wiktionary) 3.0
pelasgic m or n (feminine singular pelasgică, masculine plural pelasgici, feminine and neuter plural pelasgice);
Adjective; fr. French pélasgique; Pelasgian (wiktionary) 3.0
pendant vault: vault with suspended, decorative elements hanging from their ribs. (Moffett) random see vault
pendentive: a curving triangular surface or spandrel that makes the transition from the corners of a square or
polygonal room to a circular dome or its drum, fr. Latin, pendere, to hang (OUP, Gardner) 6.2
pent roof: 1. A sloping roof with a singular surface; 2. A short roof appended to the side of a building.
(wiktionary) 7.2, random
pentacupolar: five domed (I assume, no ref. found) 10.2
Pentecost: fr. Old English pentecosten, fr. Ecclesiastical Latin pentēcostē, ultimately fr. Ancient Greek
πεντηκοστή, “fiftieth (day)”; 1. The Jewish festival of Shavuot; 2. The particular (Jewish) Pentecost 49 days
(inclusive) after the resurrection of Jesus on the (Jewish) Day of First Fruits, when (in Christian teaching)
the Holy Spirit descended upon the Apostles with miraculous effects including the ability to explain the
Gospel intelligibly in languages they did not know; or a similar occasion since; 3. the Christian festival
(Whitsun/ Whitsunday), commemorates the descent of the Holy Spirit upon the Apostles. (wiktionary) the
7th Sunday after Easter (Gardner) 8.3
penthouse: top story luxury apartment in a tall building 18.2
per strigas: an ancient Greek system or orthogonal city planning “by bands”. the parallel east-west avenues
created bands dissected by one or more north-south avenues. 4.2
periaktoi: in a theater, the revolving, triangular prisms on either side of the stage used for scenery changes.
(Kostof) *not used
periabolos: a wall enclosing a sacred area. (Kostof) *not used
peripteral: surrounded by a single row of columns. 4.2
peristyle: a roofed, columned porch or colonnade surrounding a building or courtyard. 4.2
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Perpendicular style: Phase of late Gothic architecture in England roughly parallel in time to the French
Flamboyant style. The style, concerned with creating rich visual effects through decoration, was characterized by a predominance of vertical lines in stone window tracery, enlargement of windows to great
proportions, and conversion of the interior stories into a single unified vertical expanse. Fan vaults,
springing from slender columns or pendants, became popular. (Britannica) random
perspective: system for representing three-dimensional space on a two-dimensional surface. (Stokstad) 5.1,
10.1
phossaton: from Greek, entrenched camp (Kostof) 9.1
photovoltaic panels: an energy producing screen made of silicone cells that imitate the natural process of
photosynthesis 20.3
piano nobile: the main floor of an Italian palace, usually one story above the ground floor 10.1
piazza: an Italian public square 9.1
piazzetta f (pl. piazzette); Italian; 1. a small square in a city, or a small extension to a piazza (Capitalized if
named e.g. Piazzetta San Marco in Venice) (wiktionary) 9.1 2. (Rome, figuratively) a bald spot on the scalp.
picturesque: aesthetic quality having irregularity, asymmetry, ruggedness, variety of texture and form 14.1
pied-à-terre: (pl. pieds-à-terre): Borrowed fr. French (“foot on the ground”); 1. a smaller temporary or
secondary lodging; a second home; 2. a house in the city. (wiktionary) 4.2
pier: a solid masonry support, often rectangular or square in plan. 1.3, 6.2
pietra serena: A grey sandstone (the stone of the Renaissance) (wiktionary) 10.1
pig iron: type of crude iron shaped like a block, commonly used as an industrial raw material. (wiktionary) 9.2
pilaster: a shallow flattened rectangular column or pier attached to a wall and often modeled on the
decorative scheme of an order 10.1, see 4.2
pile/ piling: a long slender column of wood, steel or reinforced concrete, driven or hammered vertically into
the earth to form part of a foundation system. (Ching) 9.1
pilgrimage: a journey made to a sacred place, or a religious journey. (wiktionary) 4.2
pilgrimage church: a site attracting visitors that wish to venerate relics. (Stokstad) 6.1
pilgrimage plan: The general design used in Christian churches that were stops on the pilgrimage routes
throughout medieval Europe, characterized by having side aisles that allowed pilgrims to ambulate around
the church. (Janson) 8.3
pillage: to loot or plunder by force, especially in time of war. (wiktionary) 6.2
pillar: usually a weight carrying [vertical] member, such as a pier or a column; or an isolated freestanding
structure used for commemorative purposes. (Gardner) 2.0
pilotis: French term, popularized by Le Corbusier, for the wooden piles of stilt houses raised over land or
water, leaving the grade level open. 18.2 fr. French pilotis, fr. Middle French pilot (“stake”). (wiktionary)
pingzuo: in Chinese architecture, terraced balconies. (wikipedia) 7.2
pinnacle: An upright member, generally ending in a small spire, used to finish a buttress, to constitute a part
in a proportion, as where pinnacles flank a gable or spire. (wiktionary) 9.1
pisé/ terre pisé: rammed earth or clay used as a building material 1.2
pishtaq: entry façade to Persian monumental religious complexes, framing an iwan with minarets 12.1
pit house: a semi-subterranean structure with its one room excavated space roofed by an earth covered wood
frame. (Moffett) 1.0
pitch: fr. Middle English picchen, pycchen (“to thrust in, fasten, settle”), an assibilated (yes, a real word) variant
of Middle English picken, pikken (“to pick, pierce”); angle at which an object sits; point where a declivity
begins; the declivity itself; a descending slope; degree or rate of descent or slope; slant (wiktionary) 7.2
place: French, an open public square in a city 12.2
plaque: Borrowed fr. French plaque (“plate, sheet (of metal); slab (of marble); bacteria on teeth”), fr. French
plaquer, Middle French plaquer (“to plate”), fr. Middle Dutch placken (“to patch, beat metal into a thin plate”),
fr. placke (“disk, patch, stain”), fr. Old Dutch *plagga (“patch”), fr. Proto-Germanic *plaggą (“patch”); cognate
with Middle Low German placke, plagge (“small stain, scraps, rags, thin grass”), German Placken (“spot,
patch”), Saterland Frisian plak, plakke (“a blow, slap”), Swedish plagg (“clothing, garment”); Compare plack;
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1. Any flat, thin piece of clay, ivory, metal, etc., used for ornament, or for painting pictures upon, as a
dish, plate, slab, etc., hung upon a wall; also, a smaller decoration worn by a person, such as a brooch.
2. A piece of flat metal with writing on it, attached to a building, monument, or other structure to remind
people of a person or an event (wiktionary) 9.3
plan/ floor plan: from French plan “a ground-plot of a building” (wiktionary) 6.1
plane/ planar: a flat surface; characterized by a flat surface 1.3
plank: fr. Middle English plank, planke, borrowed fr. Old French planke, Old Northern French planque
(compare French planche, from Old French planche), fr. Vulgar Latin planca, fr. palanca, fr. Latin phalanga. The
Latin term derives fr. the Ancient Greek φάλαγξ (phálanx), so it is thus a doublet of phalanx. Compare also
the doublet planch, borrowed later from Middle French; A long, broad and thick piece of timber, as opposed
to a board which is less thick. (wiktionary) 4.1
plank house: similar to the shed house, a rectangular, post and lintel structure covered on its walls and roof
with hand split wood planks. (Moffett) 10.3
plaster: A mixture of lime or gypsum, sand, and water, sometimes with the addition of fibers, that hardens to
a smooth solid and is used for coating walls and ceilings; render, stucco; A cast made of plaster of
Paris and gauze; plaster cast; plaster of Paris. (wiktionary) 1.0
plaster of Paris: So called after a large gypsum deposit at Montmartre in Paris; A hemihydrate of calcium
sulfate, made by calcining gypsum, that hardens when moistened and allowed to dry; used to make casts,
molds and sculpture. (wiktionary) *not used
plastic: fr. Latin plasticus (“of molding”), fr. Ancient Greek πλαστικός (plastikós), fr. πλάσσειν (plássein, “to
mold, form”); Capable of being molded; malleable, flexible, pliant. [from 17th c.] (wiktionary) 9.1
plasticity: the molded quality of thick walls of elements creating deep shadows 11.3
plat: 1. the ground plan of a building; 2. a map, chart, or plan of a place. (Kostof) *not used
plate tracery: a series of openings are cut into a stone wall, see tracery. (Stokstad) 9.2
plateia: Latin: platea; a wide street in ancient Greek and Roman towns. (Kostof) *not used
plateresque: "in the manner of a silversmith" Spanish plata “silver”; 16th cent. Spanish architectural style
characterized by lavish decoration that mixes Gothic, Renaissance and Moorish motifs. (Kostof) 8.2
platería f Spanish; silver shop / store (wiktionary) 8.3
Plattenbau: prefabricated panel construction public housing produced in the East Bloc countries 19.1
plaza: Spanish for an open public space in a city 5.3
plowshare twist/ plowshare vault: Warped web of a Gothic vault framed by a diagonal rib and stilted wallrib, occurring when the wall-ribs are sprung from a higher level-than the diagonal ribs, as when accommodating clearstory lights. As the web is distorted, twisted like a ploughshare (The part of a plough that
goes into the ground to disturb or turn the soil) (oxford reference) *not used
plumb: fr. Old French *plombe, from Latin plumba, pl. of plumbum, truly vertical, as indicated by a plumb line.
(wiktionary) 9.1

plumb line: cord with a weight attached, used to produce a vertical line; a plummet; any vertical
reference line. (wiktionary) (see plumb)) 9.1
plumbery: a workshop (as in a medieval cathedral for plumbing or leadwork; the business or work of a
plumber. (Merriam-Webster) 9.2
plummet: fr. Middle English plommet (“ball of lead", "plumb of a bob-line”), recorded since 1382, fr. Old
French plummet/ plomet, the diminutive of plom, plum “lead", "sounding lead”, fr. Latin plumbum “lead”; verb is
first recorded in 1626, originally meaning “to fathom, take soundings", fr. the noun; (archaic) a piece of lead
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attached to a line, used in sounding the depth of water, a plumb bob or a plumb line. (wiktionary) (see
plumb line) ) 9.1
poché: the filling of a wall; example is at Hagar Qim, Malta 1.3, 15.1
podesta: fr. Italian podestà, fr. Latin potestas (“power; powerful one”); doublet of poustie. See potent; 1.
(historical) A chief magistrate of the Italian republics in the Middle Ages; 2. a municipal office (variously
denoting a mayor, councilor, etc.) in some Italian-speaking towns. (wiktionary) 9.1
podium: a raised platform or base. 2.2
pogost: Borrowed fr. Russian погост (pogost); (historical) medieval administrative and territorial district
in Russia, varying in size from tens to hundreds of villages (wiktionary) 10.2
point loaded structure: a frame construction with bearing concentrated on the columns *not used
pointed arch: a two centered arch, pointed at its apex. (Moffett) 7.1 see arch for illustration
polis: a Greek city and its territory, a city-state 4.2
polychromy/ polychromatic: decoration using a variety of colors or varicolored materials 4.1
pomochi: Russian wooden architecture, a series of stacked cantilevers (Moffett) 10.2
pont: m (oblique plural ponz or pontz, nominative singular ponz or pontz, nominative plural pont); Old French,
fr. Latin pōns, pontem; bridge (construction) (wiktionary) 5.1
pontage: Noun; fr. Latin pons, pontis (“a bridge”): compare French pontage; (Britain, law, obsolete);
duty or tax paid for repairing bridges. (wiktionary) *not used
ponte m (plural ponti); Italian, fr. Latin pontem, accusative case of pōns, fr. Proto-Indo-European *pónteh₁s
(“path, road”), fr. *pent- (“path”). Compare French pont, Romanian punte, Romansch punt, Spanish puente;
ponte m (plural ponti); 1. bridge (structure); 10.1 2. deck (nautical and aviation); 3. long weekend; a day
which falls between two work-free days (holidays or weekend days), on which leave is preferred
(wiktionary)
pontifex: Latin; Often interpreted as a compound originally meaning “bridge-maker”, from Proto-Italic
*pontifaks, equivalent to pōns (“bridge”) + -fex (“suffix representing a maker or producer”), either
metaphorically “one who negotiates between gods and men” or literally if at some point the social class
which supplied the priests was more or less identical with engineers that were responsible for building
bridges; m (genitive pontificis); third declension;
1. a high priest, state minister in ancient Rome 5.1
2. a pontiff or bishop of the early Christian church, now specifically the Pope. (wiktionary)
pontoon: Borrowed fr. Middle French ponton, fr. Old French ponton, fr. Latin pontō, pontōnem
(“ferryboat”), fr. pōns (“bridge”);
1. (military) A flat-bottomed boat used as a support for a temporary bridge.
2. A floating structure supporting a bridge or dock; Synonym: pontoon bridge 5.1
3. A box used to raise a sunken vessel.
4. A float of a seaplane.
3. A lighter or barge used for loading or unloading ships. (wiktionary)
popol nah: Yucatec, "council house" or "community house” (jstor.org/stable/26307980?seq=1) 7.3
popolo: Italian; artisans, guild members and merchants, collectively (Wiley); historical Italian non-noble
political faction (Britannica) 9.1
porch: a covered entranceway to a building (the cover) raised on slender columns 3.1
porphyry: purple igneous stone, often coming from Egypt, associated with royalty 7.1
portal: a monumental entranceway to a building or courtyard 8.3
portales: Spanish term for arcade. (Kostof) *not used
portcullis: a massive movable defensive grating in a fortified gateway 6.1
porte-cochère: An open-walled roof over a driveway next to the entrance of a building, to shield embarking
and disembarking vehicle passengers from the weather (wiktionary)12.2
portico: (pl. portici) covered entranceway/porch with columns on one or more sides 7.1, 10.1 continuous
arcade 11.2
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porticus: (church architecture and archaeology), usually a small room in a church. Commonly, porticus form
extensions to the north and south sides of a church, giving the building a cruciform plan. They may
function as chapels, rudimentary transepts or burial-places. For example, Anglo-Saxon kings of Kent
were buried in the south porticus at St Augustine's Abbey, with the exception of Eadberht II, who was
buried in a similar location in St Mary's Church, Reculver. This feature of church design originated in the
late Roman period and continued to appear in those built on the European continent and, in AngloSaxon England, until the 8th century (wikipedia) *not used
portland cement: the most common type of cement in general use around the world as a basic ingredient
of concrete, mortar, stucco, and non-specialty grout; developed from other types of hydraulic lime in
England in the early 19th century by Joseph Aspdin, and is usually made from limestone. It is a
fine powder, produced by heating limestone and clay minerals in a kiln to form clinker, grinding the
clinker, and adding gypsum. The most common type, called ordinary portland cement (OPC), is grey,
but white portland cement is also available. Its name is derived from its resemblance to Portland
stone which was quarried on the Isle of Portland in Dorset, England. It was named by Joseph
Aspdin who obtained a patent for it in 1824. However, his son William Aspdin is regarded as the
inventor of "modern" portland cement due to his developments in the 1840s. (wikipedia) *not used
posa: small domed chapels at the corners of an atrio. (Kostof) *not used
post and beam/ post and lintel: the beam or lintel is in tension, favoring flexible material like wood. 1.2
post: a stiff vertical support, esp. a wooden column in timber framing (Ching) 1.0
postern: 1. an inconspicuous, minor door or gate; 2. the tunnel underneath a city’s defenses leading to a secret
rear entrance. (Kostof) 3.0
posticum: 1. The open vestibule of an ancient temple in the rear of the cella, corresponding to the pronaos
at the front of the temple; in greek architecture an opisthodomos. 2. The back door of an ancient Roman
house. (Harris. C.) 4.2
potash: Calque of Dutch potas, coined in 1598, equivalent to pot + ash. The literal translation is “pot ash”,
because it was made by burning wood to ashes in a large pot. First attested in 1648. Doublet of
potassium and potassa.
1. The water-soluble part of the ash formed by burning plant material; used for making soap and glass
and as a fertilizer.
2. (chemistry) An impure form of potassium carbonate (K2CO3) mixed with other potassium salts.
3. (chemistry, archaic) Potassium. Chiefly used in the names of compounds of the form "... of potash".
4. A class of potassium minerals, of similar applicability to potassium carbonate, such as being a
fertilizer. (ie. potassium chloride, potassium hydroxide). (wiktionary) 9.2
pot metal: 1. the metal from which iron pots are made, different from common pig iron; 2. an alloy of
copper with lead used for making large vessels for various purposes in the arts; 3. kind of stained glass, the
colours of which are incorporated with the melted glass in the pot. (wiktionary) 9.2
poustie: (uncountable); fr. Middle English pouste, fr. Anglo-Norman pousté, Old French poesté, posté etc., fr. (the
stem of) Latin potestās (“power”). Doublet of podesta; (now Scotland, Ireland); Power, authority, strength,
health. (wiktionary) *not used
pozzolana: fr. Italian pozz(u)ollana, earth of Pozzuoli, a town near Naples, itself fr. Latin Puteoli, ultimately fr.
the verb puteō “stink”; a type of volcanic ash used for mortar or for cement which sets under water.
(wiktionary) random
prebend: fr. Middle French prebende, fr. Medieval Latin prebenda, fr. Late Latin praebenda, fr. Latin praebendus,
verbal adjective of praebere. Doublet of provender;
1. (obsolete) A stipend paid to a canon of a cathedral.
2. (obsolete) The property or other source of this endowment.
3. Political patronage employment.
4. (obsolete) A prebendary. (wiktionary) *not used
pradakshina/ pradaksina patha: Hinduism/Buddhism, the rite of circumambulating in a clockwise
direction an image, relic, shrine, or other sacred object. The worshiper, by beginning in the east and keeping
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the sacred object on his right-hand side, proceeds to the south, thus moving in the direction followed daily
by the course of the sun. Pilgrimages sometimes consist of circumambulating an entire town, such as the
sacred city of Varanasi (Benares), a 36-mile (58-km) journey, or the Ganges River from source to sea and
back, a trip that when undertaken on foot requires several years. (Britannica) 4.3
predella: lower zone of an altarpiece (Stokstad) 9.1
prefiguration: prophetic forerunner (Gardner) 6.2
prehistory: fr. pre- (“before”) + history, attested in 1836 after the model of prehistoric, fr. French préhistorique.
1. (properly) History before written records, inclusive of both: the time before written records in any area of
the world; the events and conditions of those times; and the study of those times.
2. (humorous, hyperbolic) Any past time (even recent) treated as such a distant, unknowable era.
3. (often as pre-history) The history leading up to some event, condition, etc. (wiktionary) 1.0
presbytery: the actual sanctuary of a church beyond the choir and occupied only by the officiating clergy
(Harris, C.) 8.3
priant: French priant (“praying”); A kneeling figure, in French sepulchral art (wiktionary) 9.2
principal rafter: one of the upper diagonal members of a roof truss supporting the purlins and common
rafters or those joints to which the roof boarding is secured (M-W) Principal rafter (major rafter, rarely a
chief rafter): A larger rafter. Usually land directly on a tie beam. Usually the purpose of having a larger rafter
is to carry a purlin which supports the rafters in each bay. Sometimes the top chord (uppermost member) of
a truss looks like a principal rafter. Principal rafters are sometimes simply called "principals". (wikipedia)
One of the diagonal members of a roof truss which support the purlins on which the common rafters rest.
(Harris, C.) *not used
program: a building’s uses or activities 5.1
pronaos: vestibule of an ancient Greek or Roman temple, with side walls and a row of columns along the
front. 4.2
property: fr. Middle English propertee, properte, propirte, proprete, borrowed fr. Anglo-Norman and Old
French propreté, proprieté (“propriety, fitness, property”), fr. Latin proprietas (“a peculiarity, one's peculiar
nature or quality, right or fact of possession, property”), fr. proprius (“special, particular, one's own”);
Doublet of propriety; 1. something that is owned; 2. a piece of real estate, such as a parcel of land; 3. real
estate; business of selling houses; 4. the exclusive right of possessing, enjoying and disposing of a thing.
(wiktionary) 2.0
proportion: fr. Middle English proporcion, fr. Old French proportion, fr. Latin prōportiō (“comparative relation,
proportion, symmetry, analogy”), fr. pro (“for, before”) + portio (“share, part”); see portion; (countable);
1. a quantity of something that is part of the whole amount or number.
2. (uncountable) Harmonious relation of parts to each other or to the whole.
3. (countable) Proper or equal share.
4. The relation of one part to another or to the whole with respect to magnitude, quantity, or degree.
5. (mathematics, countable) A statement of equality between two ratios.
6. (mathematics, archaic) The "rule of three", in which three terms are given to find a fourth.
7. (countable, chiefly in the plural) Size. (wiktionary) 4.2
propylaia: a monumental entranceway to a sacred enclosure. 4.2
propylon: an ancient Egyptian freestanding monumental gateway before the pylon of a temple 3.1
proscenium: the stage before the back wall in an ancient Greek or Roman theater (Harris, C.) 12.2
prostyle: having a row of columns only on the front of a building 4.2
prothesis: in a Byzantine church, a room for the preparation of a sacred meal (Wiley) *not used
protome: A decorative element, on ancient artifacts, based on the head of an animal or bust of a person 4.1
prytaneion: the public hall in an ancient Greek city that housed the sacred hearth and where official and
public guests were entertained. 4.2
pseudo-isotonic masonry is ancient Greek or Roman ashlar masonry with courses of nonuniform height.
see masonry (Kostof) *not used
pseudo-peripteral: having freestanding columns on the front and engaged columns on back and sides 5.1
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pueblo: a communal house or group of houses built of adobe or stone. (Moffett) 10.3
puente: m; fr. Old Spanish puente, from Latin pontem, singular accusative of pōns, fr. Proto-Indo-European
*pónteh₁s (“path, road”), fr. *pent- (“path”). Compare Catalan pont, French pont, Italian ponte, Occitan pònt,
Portuguese ponte, Romanian punte, Romansch punt; 1. bridge (construction spanning a waterway, ravine, or
valley from an elevated height) Synonym: (El Salvador) bóveda 8.3; 2. long weekend; a day which falls
between two work-free days on which leave is preferred; Synonym: (Chile) sándwich; 3. arch of a foot
(curved part of the bottom of a foot); 4. (nautical) bridge, bridge deck; 5. (dentistry) bridge, denture (artificial
replacement of one or more teeth) (wiktionary)
pulchrae, amplae et rectae: beautiful, wide and straight – the Roman ideal for roads (Kostof) *not used
pulpit: a raised platform in a church or mosque on which a priest or imam stands while leading the religious
service. (Gardner) 7.1
pulpitum: 1. in a Roman theatre, the part of the stage adjacent to the orchestra; corresponds to the logeion of
a Greek theater; 2. The tribune of an orator; 3. a lectern in a church; 4. In a large church, a screen which
provides structural support for the gallery between the nave and the ritual choir. (Harris, C.) 8.3
pulsante: fr. pulsare, in the sense “button”; a calque of French poussoir; “knockers” novitiates, who, after
original discouragement, were admitted to a monastery at their own request(wiktionary/ Price) *not used
purlins: horizontal beams in a roof structure parallel to the ridge beams, resting on the main rafters and
giving support to the secondary rafters (Gardner) 7.3
putti: naked cherubs, derived from pagan art (Stokstad) 6.2
Puuc: the name of either a region in the Mexican state of Yucatán or a Maya architectural style prevalent in
that region. Puuc is derived from the Maya term for "hill". (wikipedia) 7.3
pylon: monumental truncated pyramidal towers flanking an entrance to an ancient Egyptian temple 3.1
pyramid: a massive memorial or temple rising from a square or rectangular base to an elevated altar or a
point, with either a succession of steps or a smooth incline 2.2
Qq
qa’a: reception hall (Raymond) *not used
qantara/ kantara: (pl. qanatir) bridge (Raymond) 7.1
ﺼﺒَﺔ
َ َ( • ﻗqaṣaba) f (singulative, collective ﺼﺐ
َ َ ﻗm (qaṣab)); Singulative noun composed of ﺼﺐ
َ َ( ﻗqaṣab, “stalk”)
+ ( ـ َﺔ-a); 1. stalk, cane; 2. thread, filament; 3. pipe; (anatomy) ellipsis of ﺼﺒَﺔ َھَﻮاِﺋﯿﱠﺔ
َ َ( ﻗqaṣaba(t) hawāʾiyya,
“windpipe, trachea”); 4. fortified borough of a city, or the fort itself, casbah; 5. (obsolete, Egypt/Sudan
until 1891) a linear measure, 1⁄500 of a ﺳﺦ
َ ( ﻓَْﺮfarsaḵ) – about 3.5 m; 6. (obsolete, Saudi Arabia until 1964) a
32
linear measure, ⁄4025 of a ﺳﺦ
َ ( ﻓَْﺮfarsaḵ) – 38.4 m. (wiktionary) 9.1
qasaba: avenue (Raymond) 9.1
qasr/ qsar/ ksar/ ksar: Arabic: ﻗﺼﺮ, lit. 'palace/castle/fortress', fr. Latin castrum; (Maghrebi Arabic:  ﻗﺼﺮqṣer,
plural qṣur; Berber:
aghrem or ighrem, pl.: igherman), pl. ksars, qsars, ksour or qsour, North African
term for "fortified village," fr. Arabic qaṣar (ﺼﺮ
َ َ)ﻗ, generally refers to a Berber fortified village (wikipedia) 7.1
qaysariyya: (pl. qayasir) covered market, caravanserai (Raymond) *not used
qibla/ qiblah: the qibla wall indicates the prescribed Islamic prayer position facing Mecca, to which almost
all mosques and tombs are oriented. 7.1
qsar: see qasr 7.1
quad/ quadrangle: a rectangular courtyard enclosed by buildings, often within a larger complex. (Kostof) 3.0
quadrant: (architecture) a curve in a wall or vaulted ceiling, generally considered to be an arc of 90 deg. (one
quarter of a circle), or a half of the more commonly seen architectural feature a crescent. (wikipedia) 8.3
quadrant vault: a curving interior; a continuous arc usually of brick as seen in a tunnel, as opposed to
a ribbed vault where a framework of ribs or arches supports the curves of the vault. A quadrant arch was
often employed in Romanesque architecture to provide decorative support, as seen in the flying
buttresses of Notre-Dame de Chartres built in the second half of the 12th century and is a feature of Tudor
architecture. (wikipedia) 8.3
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quadripartite: fr. Middle English, fr. Latin quadripartitus, from quadri- + partitus, past participle of partire to
divide, from part-, pars part; consisting of or divided into four parts (Merriam Webster) 7.1
quarry-faced: stone or rock faced masonry is composed of squared blocks with rough faces, as if it came
directly from the quarry (Kostof) 8.3; see masonry
quarter: fr. Middle English quarter, fr. Anglo-Norman quarter, fr. Latin quartarius, fr. quartus. Compare
Spanish cuarto (“room, quarters; quarter”). Doublet of quartier; Place or position;
1. A region or place. [from 13th c.] 5.3
2. Each of four parts into which the earth or sky is divided, corresponding to the four cardinal points of
the compass. [from 14th c.] 5.3
3. A division or section of a town or city, especially having a particular character of its own, or associated
with a particular group etc. [from 16th c.] 5.1
4. One's residence or dwelling-place; (in plural) rooms, lodgings, especially as allocated to soldiers or
domestic staff. [from 16th c.] 3.0 (wiktionary)
quarters: (pl. only, military) Housing, barracks or other habitation or living space. Compare cuarto; (by
extension) The place where someone or something lives (Wiktionary) 4.1
quatre-foil: a four-lobed motif often used in Gothic window decoration 9.1
quattrocento: Italian, lit. 400’s used for the 15th century, the 1400’s (Gardner) 10.1
qubba: (Arabic:  )ﻗُﺒﱠﺔpl.  ﻗُﺒﱠﺎتqubbāt), also spelled ḳubba, kubbet, koubba: tomb structures, particularly
Islamic domed shrines; originally was used to mean a tent of hides, but it may also be used generally for
tomb sites if they are places of pilgrimage. The word is also used for domes atop the mausoleums or in
Islamic medieval architecture.. An example is the Dome of the Rock, known in Arabic as "Qubbat alSakhrah" (Arabic: ﺼْﺨَﺮة
ﻗُﺒﱠﺔُ ٱْﻟ ﱠ, romanized: Qubbat eṣ-Ṣakhrah). (wikipedia) 7.1
quincunx: the composition of a church using four domes placed around a larger central dome 6.2
quire: same as choir (Harris, C.) 8.3
quoin: rusticated stones placed on the corners of a building 11.3
qusur/ quṣur/ qusayr: Umayyad, lit. "castle" or "palace", the term eventually came to be a catch-all phrase
for any long-standing structure that wasn't located within the walls of a city. The general form was one or
two enclosures separated from one another (usually one small and one large that acted as a proto-urban
site). The enclosures were square, courtyarded, and divided into smaller regions. Also found with many
qusur are "hayr", a non-defensive wall primarily for water retention and garden enclosure.
(brown.edu/Departments/Joukowsky_Institute/courses/islamicarchaeologyglossary/1081.html) random
Rr
rab: (pl. urbu) apartment complex (Raymond) *not used
radiant: see rayonnant 9.2
radiating chapels (chevet): a series of chapels that extend from the curve of an ambulatory or apse. 9.2
rafters: the sloping supporting timber planks that run from the ridge beam of a roof to its edge (Gardner) 6.1
raking; (comparative more raking, superlative most raking); adj.; 1. Swiftly moving; 2. Sloping; having a rake or
incline. (wiktionary) 9.1
ramada: a flat roofed rectangular post and lintel structure roofed with brush. (Moffett) *not used
ramma: in traditional Japanese architecture, a pierced decorative panel between the ceiling and a sliding door
frame. (Kostof) *not used
rammed earth: a stiff mixture of clay, sand or other aggregate, and water compressed and dried within forms
as a wall construction. Also called pisé, pisay, pisé de terre. (Ching) 1.0
rampart: a fortified wall 2.2
Raṅgamaṇḍapa: Sanskrit रङ्गमण्डप, Marṇḍapa means a pavilion, raṅga means a stage and therefore a
raṅgamaṇḍapa means a pavilion with a centre stage. (https://www.wisdomlib.org/definition) random
range: the long arm of a building complex 12.2
ratha: Proto-Indo-Iranian: *Hrátʰas, Sanskrit: रथ, rátha, Avestan: raθa); Indo-Iranian term for a spokedwheel chariot or a cart of antiquity. (wikipedia) 6.3
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ratha: (unclear how it is related to derivation from “cart”) In Hindu temple architecture, ratha is a facet or
vertical offset projection on the plan of the sanctum and shikhara above, or other structure. The term has
the same meaning when applied to the forms of the bases of statues. (wikipedia) random
ravelin: a free-standing v-shaped bastion, placed as a guard between the principle and the moat 12.2
rayonnant: “radiant” Late Gothic style made of increasingly thin members 9.2
RCP: see reflected ceiling plan 8.3
recessed: set back; located in a hole, space, or opening; having a recess or nook (wiktionary) 3.0
recinto: Spanish fr. Lat. re- + cinctus “surrounded,” 1. area, site, compound; 2. enclosure (wiktionary) 8.2
Reconquista, the: (Castilian, Galician and Portuguese for "reconquest") a period in the history of the Iberian
Peninsula of about 780 years between the Umayyad conquest of Hispania in 711, the expansion of
the Christian kingdoms throughout Hispania, and the fall of the Nasrid kingdom of Granada in 1492.
(wikipedia) 8.2
rectilinear: fr. Late Latin rectilineus, from Latin rectus + linea line; 1: moving in or forming a straight line; 2:
characterized by straight lines; 3: perpendicular (Merriam Webster) 5.2
redented: a plan based on joggling lines like a saw-tooth 8.1
reentrant: an angle or part that reenters itself. (wiktionary) 8.1
refectory: the eating hall in a religious or secular institution 8.3, 12.2
refinements: distortions built into Greek temples to compensate for the curvatures of visual perception 4.2
reflected ceiling plan: (RCP) is a drawing that shows which shows the items are located on the ceiling of a
room or space. It is referred to as a reflected ceiling plan since it is drawn to display a view of the ceiling as
if it was reflected onto a mirror on the floor. (wikihow) 8.3
register: fr. Medieval Latin registrum, fr. Late Latin regesta (“list, items recorded”), fr. Latin regerere (“to record,
to carry back”), fr. re- + gerero (“to carry, bear”) Compare Latin registoria (“a treasurer”). Some senses
influenced by association with Latin regere (“to rule”); a distinct horizontal (or, more rarely, vertical) section
of a work of art or inscription that is divided into several such sections 4.1; a grille at the outflow of a
ventilation duct, capable of being opened and closed to direct the air flow (wiktionary)
reinforced concrete: concrete strengthened with a web of iron rebars 17.1
rekha deul: garbha griha (Wiley) random
relics: material remains or objects associated with a saint (Stokstad) 6.1
relief: carved or embossed decoration raised above or carved below the surface of a wall. 4.2
Renaissance: borrowed from French; 1. 14th-century revival of classical art, architecture, literature and
learning that originated in Italy and spread throughout Europe over the following two centuries; 2. the
period of this revival; the transition from medieval to modern times (wiktionary); the term coined in the 19th
century (Wiley) 10.1
rendering: smoothing or elaboration of the surface of a wall, either carving or plastering. *not used
repoussé: borrowed from French repoussé “pushed up”, ultimately from Latin pulsare “to push” a metalworking technique in which a malleable metal is ornamented or shaped by hammering from the reverse side.
(wiktionary) 8.3
republic: fr. Middle French republique (“republic”), borrowed fr. Latin rēpūblicā, ablative singular of
rēspūblica (“republic”), fr. rēs (“thing”) + pūblica (“public”); hence literally “the public thing”;
1. A state where sovereignty rests with the people or their representatives, rather than with a
monarch or emperor; a country with no monarchy. 5.1
2. (archaic) A state, which may or may not be a monarchy, in which the executive and legislative
branches of government are separate.
3. One of the subdivisions constituting Russia. See oblast. (wiktionary)
reredorter: a privy behind a monastery or convent (Harris, C.) 8.3
reredos: a decorative screen or wall of wood or stone, behind an altar serving as a frame for carved or painted
religious images. (Kostof) 9.2
respendent: used by St. Bernard, has no definition in English; perhaps means resplendent 8.3
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respond: Borrowed fr. Old French respondre (Modern répondre), fr. Latin respondeō; n.; (architecture) half-pillar,
pilaster, or any corresponding device engaged in a wall to receive the impost of an arch. (wiktionary) 9.2 may
be more visual than structural (van Simson)
retable: a painted or carved altarpiece standing at the back of an altar 13.2
retablo: fr. Catalan retaule, from Late Latin retaulus, from Latin retrotabulum, from retrō + tabula, a votive picture,
especially one displayed above and behind the altar in a church. (wiktionary) US
retaining wall: any of several structures used to restrain a vertical-faced mass of earth. (wiktionary) 3.0
retro-choir/ retroquire/ back-choir: The parts of a large church behind the high altar. (Fletcher) *not used
reveal: the depth of a side of a doorway or window opening, or at the meeting of two planes, surfaces,
molding, etc. 20.2
reverse curve: an S-shaped scroll motif 10.1
revestry/ revestiary: fr. Latin revestiarium: compare French revestiaire. See revest; (obsolete) The apartment in
a church or temple where the vestments etc. are kept. (wiktionary) 8.3
revetment: a cladding or veneer of stone, terra-cotta, metal, wood, plaster, or other material. 1.3
revival: the use of older forms or styles in newer architecture 10.1 15.2
rhiad/ riad: a symmetrical patio surrounded by four iwans, found at the center of old Moroccan houses 8.2; a
patio framed by architecture and used as a compositional unit of a complex (Kostof) 8.2
rhythmic trabeation: the alternation of façade elements, such as pilasters and arches 11.3
rib: a narrow projecting band on a ceiling or vault, usually structural but sometimes merely decorative,
enforcing and ornamenting the lines of the structure 9.2
rib: a transverse rib springs from an arch support or impost to the impost directly across on the opposite
wall separating the bays of a vault. A diagonal rib crosses a bay diagonally between two main supporting
or springing points. A longitudinal or transverse ridge rib runs along the longitudinal or transverse ridge
rib runs along the longitudinal or transverse ridge of a vault. A tierceron is a secondary rib that rises from
a wall pier to the ridge rib, between the main diagonal and transverse ribs. A lierne is a small, subordinate
rib, usually decorative, that does not spring from a main wall support and connects a diagonal or transverse
rib with a tierceron. (Kostof) 9.2
ribbed vault: in Gothic cathedrals the ribbed articulation of groin vaults (OUP); a groin vault with ribs (extra
masonry) demarcating the junctions. Ribs may function to reinforce the groins or may be decorative.
(Stokstad) 8.3; 9.2; see vault
ribbon development/ ribbon-based cities: building houses along the routes of communications
radiating from a human settlement. The resulting ribbons of development are clearly visible on land use
maps, giving cities and the countryside a particular character (wikipedia) *not used
ribbon window: a long, narrow window made possible in reinforced concrete construction 18.2
ridge: 1. the horizontal line at the junction of the upper edges of two sloping roof surfaces; 2. the internal
angle or nook of a vault. (Harris, C.) 1.0
ridge beam: The beam running the length of a building below the peak of the gabled roof. 6.1
ridge rib: see longitudinal and transverse ribs under rib 9.2
riparian: Borrowed from Latin rīpārius (“relating to a riverbank”) + -an; of or relating to the bank of
a river or stream. (wiktionary) *not used
rivet: Old French rivet, fr. verb river “to fetter [a person]” fr. rive (“rim, edge”), fr. Latin ripa (“riverbank”);
A cylindrical mechanical fastener that attaches multiple parts together by fitting through a hole and
deforming the head(s) at either end. (wiktionary) 7.2
riwaq/ rivaq: Arabic:  رواقan arcade or portico open on at least one side. It is an architectural design element
in Islamic architecture and Islamic garden design. A riwaq often serves as the transition space between
interior and outdoor spaces. As portico or arcade structure, it provides shade and adjustment to sunlight in
hot climates, and cover from rain in any locale. (wikipedia) hall (Wiley) 7.1
Rocaille: 18th cent. scroll ornament based on water worn elements such as rocks and seashells. (Moffett) 13.2
rock face: An exposed, roughly vertical expanse of rock (wiktionary) 10.1
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Romanesque: Somewhat resembling the Roman; applied sometimes to the style of the later Roman Empire,
but especially to the more developed art and architecture prevailing from the 8th century to the 12th.
(wiktionary) 8.3
rond-point: French; a circular plaza on which streets converge. (Kostof) *not used
rondel/ roundel: a round panel or hollow placed to relieve or decorate a spandrel between arches 10.1
rood screen: the screen, often elaborately carved that separates the nave from the chancel in a Christian
church. random, 15.2
roof comb: a wall along the roof ridge that makes the roof seem higher, common in Mayan temples 7.3
rose window: see wheel window 9.2

Rosendale cement: a natural hydraulic cement that was produced in and around Rosendale, New York,
beginning in 1825. From 1818 to 1970 natural cements were produced in over 70 locations in the United
States and Canada. The Rosendale region of southeastern New York State is widely recognized as the
source of the highest quality natural cement in North America. The Rosendale region was also coveted
by geologists, such as W. W. Mather, a geologist working for the State of New York, for its unusual
exposed bedrock. Because of its reputation, Rosendale cement was used as both a trade name and as a
generic term referring to any natural hydraulic cement in the US. It was used in the construction of many
of the United States' most important landmarks, including the Brooklyn Bridge, the pedestal of the
Statue of Liberty, Federal Hall National Memorial, and the west wing of the United States Capitol
building. (wikipedia) 9.2
rosette: 1. A round pattern with a carved or painted conventionalized floral motif; 2. a circular or oval
decorative wood plaque used in joinery, such as one applied to a wall to receive the end of a stair rail; 3. an
ornamental nailhead or screwhead. (Harris, C.) 4.2
rotunda: a round hall or building, usually topped with a dome. 5.1
roundel: see tondo. (Gardner) 5.1
rusticated masonry: consists of blocks separated from each other by deep joints, often wedge shaped
grooves (chamfers); see masonry (Kostof) 9.1
rustication: the separation of regular masonry blocks by deeply cut grooves 10.1
Ss
sabil/ sebil: (pl. sebils) fr. Arabic  ﺳﺒﯿﻞor Turkish sebil; a fountain, a small structure in a Muslim area
where water is freely dispensed to members of the public. (wiktionary) 9.1
sack walls: a sandwich of two outer layers of stone stuffed with mud and rubble 1.2
sack: The plunder and pillaging of a captured town or city. (wiktionary) 6.2
sacristy: a room in a Christian church were altar vessels and robes are stored 10.1
saddleback roof: usually on a tower, with a ridge and two sloping sides, producing a gable at each end
(wikipedia) 8.2
sahn: the open courtyard in an Islamic building 7.1
sajjadah: prayer carpet (Brend) 7.1
sak beh/ sacbe: (pl. sacbeob) Yucatec Maya for "white way", a raised paved road built by the Maya
civilization of pre-Columbian Mesoamerica (wikipedia) 7.3
sala: f (pl. sale): Borrowed fr. French salle; 1. room; 2. hall (wiktionary) 9.1
sala/ shala: in various Indian languages denotes "house" in a broad and generic sense (wikipedia) 6.3
salient: projecting element, particularly an arrowhead-shaped projection from the walls of a fort. (Moffett)
random
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sally-ports: a secret gate or underground passage that links the inner and outer walls of a fortification.
(Kostof) *not used
salon: 1. a large elegant drawing or reception room in a palace or private house; 2. Official government
sponsored exhibition of paintings and sculpture by living artists held at the Louvre in Paris, first biennially,
then annually; 3. Any large public exhibition patterned after the Paris Salon (Janson) *not used
saloon/ salon: a large room for entertaining guests or a periodic social or intellectual gathering, often of
prominent people, held in such a room. Also a hall of gallery for exhibiting works of art (Stokstad) 12.2
Samanid Empire: Persian: ﺳﺎﻣﺎﻧﯿﺎن, also known as the Samanian Empire, was a Sunni Iranian empire from
819 to 999. The empire was centred in Khorasan and Transoxiana; at its greatest extent encompassing
modern-day Afghanistan, large parts of Iran, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, parts
of Kazakhstan and Pakistan. (wikipedia) 9.1
sanctuary: a sacred area, often around a church altar 1.1
Saracen: (pl. Saracens): fr. Old French sarrazin, fr. Late Latin Saracenus, fr. Ancient Greek Σαρακηνός
(Sarakēnós), which may be fr. Arabic ﺷْﺮِﻗِﯿّﯿﻦ
َ (šarqiyyin, “easterners”), though the OED disputes this; 1. A
member of a nomadic people from the Sinai near the Roman province of Arabia in the early centuries CE,
who were specifically distinct from Arabs; 2. (dated) A Muslim, especially one involved in the Crusades; 3.
(dated) A pirate in the Mediterranean. (wiktionary) 8.3
sarsen/ sarcen: (pl. sarsens) fr. Saracen (“Muslim”), by extension, “non-Christian, pagan”; Any of various
blocks of sandstone found in various locations in southern England. (wiktionary) 1.0
Sassanian/ Sasanian: 1. of or pertaining to the Sassanid Dynasty who ruled Persia during 224-651 C.E.; 2.
Of or pertaining to the empire ruled by that dynasty. (wiktionary) 4.1
sash window: a window usually in two parts, that is opened by sliding one part in the vertical plane 16.1
saucer dome: a low dome. 15.1
Saxon: (Latin: Saxones, German: Sachsen, Old English: Seaxan, Old Saxon: Sahson, Low German: Sassen, Dutch:
Saksen); early Germanic peoples whose name was given in the early Middle Ages to a large country (Old
Saxony, Latin: Saxonia) near the North Sea coast of northern Germania, (now Germany). In the late Roman
Empire, the name referred to Germanic coastal raiders, and also as a word something like the later "Viking".
Their origins appear to be mainly somewhere in or near the North Sea coast where they are found later,
in Carolingian times. In Merovingian times, continental Saxons had also been associated with the activity
and settlements on the coast of what became Normandy. Their precise origins are uncertain, and they are
sometimes described as fighting inland, coming into conflict with the Franks and Thuringians. There is
possibly a single classical reference to a smaller homeland of an early Saxon tribe, but its interpretation is
disputed. According to this proposal, the Saxons' earliest area of settlement is believed to have been
Northern Albingia, near the probable homeland of the Angles. In contrast, the British "Saxons", today
referred to in English as Anglo-Saxons, became a single nation bringing together Germanic peoples (Frisian,
Jutish, Anglish (whence "English")) with a part of the vanquished Romanized Britons, establishing longlasting post-Roman kingdoms equivalent to those formed by the Franks on the continent. (wikipedia) 1.0
scarp (pl. scarps) Aphetic form of escarp; 1. the steep artificial slope below a fort's parapet; 2. (geology) cliff at
the edge of a plateau or ridge caused by erosion or faulting; the steeper side of an escarpment (wiktionary)
*not used
scarp (third-person singular simple present scarps, present participle scarping, simple past and past participle scarped)
verb; (earth science, geography, transitive) to cut, scrape, erode, or otherwise make into a scarp or escarpment
(wiktionary) 4.1
scenae frons: in an ancient Roman theater, the decorated backdrop of a stage, usually articulated with
three doors and three stories of columned structures 5.1
scholae: Ethnic communities at the Vatican in the Middle Ages. (Kostof) *not used
scissor arches: a pair of arches resembling scissors, comprising an inverted arch above a traditional arch;
used in the nave of Wells Cathedral, 14th century. (Gardner) 9.2
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scissors truss: a truss in which the bottom chord members cross each other, connecting to the angled top
chords at a point intermediate on the top chords' length, creating an appearance similar to an opened pair of
scissors. Scissors trusses are used almost entirely to support a pitched roof, where a sloping or raised ceiling
surface is desired. (Harris, C.) 8.3
screen: A partition of wood, metal or stone with one or more doors, enclosing part of a room or building.
9.1 wall connecting two blocks of buildings or built out in front of a building and masking the façade, often
in the form of a colonnade. (Harris, J.) 9.2
screens passage: entrance passage separating the screen of a medieval hall from the kitchen buttery and
pantry. (Harris, J.) 9.2
scriptorium: a writing room, specifically the room assigned in a monastery for the copying of manuscripts.
(Harris, C.) 8.3
Scuola Grande: pl. Scuole Grandi (lit. "Great Schools) were confraternity or sodality institutions in Venice,
Italy. They were founded as early as the 13th century as charitable and religious organizations for the laity.
These institutions had a capital role in the history and development of music. Inside these Scuole were born
at the beginning of 16th cent. the first groups of bowed instrument players named "Violoni" (wiktionary)
*not used
section: a drawing of a vertical slice through a building 20.2; a diagram or representation of a part of a
structure or building along an imaginary plane that passes through it vertically. Drawings showing a
theoretical slice across a structure’s width are lateral sections. Those cutting through the length are
longitudinal sections. (Gardner) 1.0
see: n.; fr. Middle English se, see, fr. Old French sie (“seat, throne; town, capital; episcopal see”), fr. Latin sedes
(“seat”), referring to the bishop's throne or chair (compare seat of power) in the cathedral; related to the Latin
verb sedere (“to sit”);
1. a diocese, archdiocese; a region of a church, generally headed by a bishop, especially an archbishop;
2. The office of a bishop or archbishop; bishopric or archbishopric;
3. A seat; a site; a place where sovereign power is exercised. (wiktionary) 13.2;
seigneur: (pl. seigneurs) Borrowed fr. Middle French seigneur, fr. Old French seignor. Doublet of senior,
seignior, sire and sir; 1. (historical) A French feudal lord; a noble; 2. The hereditary feudal ruler of Sark; 3.
(Canada) A landowner in Canada; the holder of a seigneurie. (wiktionary) *not used
seigneurie: in the medieval feudal system, a lord’s manor consisting of the demesne and the tenements
(tenures); small holdings of dependent peasants. (Kostof) *not used
segmental arch: arch based on a segment of a true arch, appearing flatter than a true arch; 7.2 see arch for
illustration.
selamlik: fr. Turkish; men’s quarters (Fletcher) *not used
semi-dome: a half dome such as the covering of an apse 6.1
seneschal: fr. Middle English seneschal (recorded in English since 1393), fr. Old French seneschal, fr.
Medieval Latin siniscalcus, fr. Frankish *siniskalk, fr. Proto-Germanic *siniskalkaz, fr. Proto-Germanic
*siniz (“senior”) + *skalkaz (“servant”); latter term as in marshal, as an officer of the French crown,
via French sénéchal.
1. A steward, particularly (historical) one in charge of a medieval nobleman's estate.
2. (historical) An officer of the crown in late medieval and early modern France who served as a kind
of governor and chief justice of the royal court in Normandy and Languedoc. (wiktionary) *not used
septentrion; n.; fr. Middle English septentrion, septentrione, septemtryones, septemtrioun, fr. Latin septentriō,
septentriōnem (“the northern regions, the north”) directly and through Old French septentrïon, septemtrion,
fr. septentriones (“the seven stars near the north pole”) (called Charles's Wain, or the Great Bear, also those
called the Little Bear; properly, the “seven plow oxen”); fr. septem (“seven”) + triō, originally a plow ox
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(compare triones, from its plural). Cognate with French septentrion, Middle English septemtrioun;
(obsolete) The north or northern regions (wiktionary) *not used
septentrion (comparative more septentrion, superlative most septentrion) adj. (obsolete) Of or relating to the
north; northern (wiktionary) *not used
septpartite vaulting: a seven part groin vault. (Janson) 8.3
sepulcher/ sepulchre: fr. Middle English sepulcre and Old French sepulcre, fr. Latin sepulcrum (“grave, burial
place”; a burial chamber (wiktionary) 6.2
serdab: a sealed chamber built of solid blocks of granite, sheltering an image of the deceased; sheltering a ka
possessed image of the “defunct” (from the Latin for dead – defunctus); ka is life force 2.2

Quattro Libri dell'Architettura, Palladio
serliana: a central arch flanked by lower trabeated openings, similar to the façade of a triumphal arch 10.1 see
Palladian window
serpentine: Any of several green/brown minerals consisting of a magnesium and iron silicates that have
similar layered crystal structure. (wiktionary) 5.3
servitor: fr. Middle English servitour, borrowed fr. Latin servītor, fr. servīre, present active infinitive
of serviō (“I serve”); 1. One who performs the duties of a servant; 2. One who serves in an army; a
soldier; 3. (historical) An undergraduate who performed menial duties in exchange for financial support
from his college, particularly at Oxford University. (wiktionary) *not used
sexpartite vaulting: a ribbed vault whose lateral triangles are bisected by an intermediate transverse rib
producing six triangles within a bay. (Harris, C.) 8.3
sgraffito: the scraping away for decorative patterns of two layers of differently colored plaster 10.1, 18.2
sgraffito: Italian for scratched; thin coat of plaster then scratching or scoring through the outer coat to show
the color beneath (Stokstad) 10.1
shaft: the main vertical part of a column, between the base and the capital 4.2
Shaivism: one of the major traditions within Hinduism, reveres Shiva as the Supreme Being. (wikipedia) 8.1
shakkei: “borrowed landscape”; Japanese garden design that incorporates natural features from outside the
yard 12.3
Shakti/ sakti: the supreme godhead; Shaktism (Sanskrit: Śāktaḥ, lit., "doctrine of energy, power, the eternal
goddess") is a major sect of Hinduism (wikipedia) random
Shakyamuni/ Sakyamuni: The Gautama Buddha or historical Buddha, fr. the Buddha’s family name “wise
man of the Shakya clan” (Wiktionary/wikipedia) 7.2
shari: large street (Raymond) *not used
shariwaggi: William Temple’s pseudo-Chinese term to describe planned irregularity in a garden or town,
design, referring to the irregularity of Chinese gardens. 14.1
shastra: see Vastu random
shatyor: tent-roof forms used on Russian churches (Moffett) 10.2
shear stresses and forces: force that occurs parallel to a plan (horizontally from wind or seismic forces). 1.1
sheikhat: district (Raymond) *not used
shell: the exterior framework or walls and roof of a building (Ching). 5.2
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shell keep: Restormel castle plan
shell keep: style of medieval fortification; a stone structure circling the top of a motte. In English castle
morphology, shell keeps are perceived as the successors to motte-and-bailey castles, with the wooden fence
around the top of the motte replaced by a stone wall. Castle engineers during the Norman period did not
trust the motte to support the enormous weight of a stone keep. A common solution was to replace the
palisade with a stone wall then build wooden buildings backing onto the inside of the wall. This
construction was lighter than a keep and prevented the walls from being undermined, meaning they could
be thinner and lighter. (wikipedia) *not used
shikhara: a pyramidal tower built over the sanctuary (garbha griha) of a Hindu temple 6.3, 8.1 lit. “mountain
peak” the rising tower of north Indian temples (Wiley)
Shinto: from Japanese 神道 (shintō), from Middle Chinese 神道 MC ʑiɪn dɑuX, “ways of the gods”, ultimately
from Old Chinese 神道, OC *hlin l'uːʔ, “ways [doings] of Heaven [in matters of fortune or fate]”
(wiktionary); Formerly the state religion of Japan, a type of animism involving the worship of ancestors and
nature spirits. (wiktionary) “way of the gods” (Gardner) 7.2; indigenous polydemonism which existed in
Japan before the introduction of Buddhism. (Fletcher)
shire: fr. Middle English shire, fr. Old English scir, fr. Proto-West Germanic *skīru; 1. Physical area
administered by a sheriff; 2. Former administrative area of Britain; a county (wiktionary) 8.3
shoden/ honden: lit. main hall; the most sacred building at a Shinto shrine. (wikipedia) 7.2
shoin: Japanese palace type, built in the Edo period on an asymmetrical layout, based on a flock of geese 12.3
shoji: in Japanese traditional architecture, a sliding wall or screen made of translucent paper 12.3

shotgun house: a narrow rectangular domestic residence, usually no more than about 12 feet (3.5 m) wide,
with rooms arranged one behind the other and doors at each end of the house. It was the most popular style
of house in the Southern United States from the end of the American Civil War (1861–1865) through the
1920s. Alternate names include shotgun shack, shotgun hut, shotgun cottage, and in the case of a multihome dwelling, shotgun apartment; the design is similar to that of railroad apartments (wikipedia) 9.3
Shuti: ancient Egyptian, a two-feather adornment for crowns, is part of a series of hieroglyphs for "crowns"; usage
as a hieroglyph is not as common as the actual crown represented in Egyptian art, and artworks.
signoria f (pl. signorie); Italian 1. Lordship; 2. Ladyship (wiktionary) 9.1
siheyuan: a Chinese dwelling with several individual pavilions set around an open court 5.2
silica: [word] origin: 1585–95; in Latin silex (“hard stone, flint”). Subsequently, silicon was identified by the
chemist Antoine Lavoisier in 1787 as a component element of the silex or silicis. Compare silicate.
1. Silicon dioxide; 2. Any of the silica group of the silicate minerals. (wiktionary) 9.2
sill: the horizontal member beneath a door or window opening (Ching) *not used
silo: a well-sealed structure, usually without windows, for storing grain 9.3
skene: the backdrop building in a classical theater. (Moffett) 4.2
skeuophylakion: in a Byzantine church, a room that held sacred vessels and from which sacred food was
transported. (Wiley) 6.2
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slate: 1. (geology) fine-grained homogeneous sedimentary rock of clay or volcanic ash which has been
metamorphosed and cleaves easily into thin layers; 2. The bluish-grey colour of most slate. (wiktionary) 9.2
slip: fr. Middle English slyp, slep, slyppe, fr. Old English slyp, slyppe, slipa (“a viscous, slimy substance”); Perhaps
fr. Proto-Germanic *sleupaną (“to slip, sneak”), possibly connected with Proto-Indo-European *slewb-,
*slewbʰ- (“slip, slide”), fr. Proto-Indo-European *sel- (“to sneak, crawl”); or alter-natively from ProtoGermanic *slippijaną (“to glide”), fr. Proto-Indo-European *sleyb- (“slimy; to glide”); Compare Old English
slūpan (“to slip, glide”), Old English cūslyppe, cūsloppe (“cowslip”); 1. (ceramics) A thin, slippery mix of clay
and water; 2. (obsolete) Mud, slime. (wiktionary) 9.3
socage ; fr. Middle English sokage, fr. Anglo-Norman socage, fr. soc (“soke”) + -age. More at soke, -age;
(historical) In the Middle Ages (and chiefly but not exclusively medieval England), a legal system whereby a
tenant would pay a rent or do some agricultural work for the landlord. (wiktionary) *not used
sofa: a living room in a Turkish house. (Kostof) 11.2
soffit: the ceiling or underside of any architectural member (Fletcher) 4.2
solar: a room in many English and French medieval manor houses, great houses and castles, mostly on an
upper storey, designed as the family's private living and sleeping quarters. Within castles they are often called
the 'Lords' and 'Ladies Chamber', or the 'Great Chamber'. (wikipedia) 9.2
solarium: in ancient architecture, a terrace on the top of a house built with a flat roof, or over a porch,
surrounded by a parapet wall but open to the sky. (Harris, C.) *not used
solarium: (pl. solariums or solaria) fr. Latin sōlārium; fr. sōl (“the sun”) + -ārium (of purpose, for the sense
of sundial; of place, for the sense of terrace), via *sōlārius (relating to the sun).
1. An establishment with sunbeds in it or where one can rent sunbeds.
2. A room, with many windows, exposed to the sun; (historical) an apartment or enclosure on the roof of
a house; an apartment in a hospital, used as a resort for convalescents.
3. A sundial. (wiktionary) *not used
solea: in Early Christian and Byzantine churches, the elevated walkway between the raised pulpit or ambo and
the raised apse platform (bema) for the clergy. (Kostof) *not used
space frame: a system of lightweight trusses used-instead of beams to cover large interiors without the need
for vertical supports 19.2
spandrel: the area between two adjacent arches 6.2
spire: any slender pointed construction surmounting a building; generally a narrow octagonal pyramid set
above a square tower. (Harris, C.) 8.3
spolia: the incorporation of a fragment from another time or culture into a façade or in a building fragments
of older architecture or sculpture reused in a secondary context; fr. Latin: hide stripped from an animal
(Stokstad) 6.1
sprawl: the informal expansion of urban edges influenced by the capacity of automobiles to quickly move in
all directions. 19.1
springing point (impost)/ spring-line/ springing: the point where the curve of an arch begins 6.1, see
arch illustrations
spur wall: a short wall that projects at a right angle from a main wall 2.1
square: see plaza/place/piazza; open area in a city, usually surrounded by buildings; paved or landscaped
5.1
squinch: small arch or gradually wider projecting concentric arches across the interior corners of a square
or polygonal room, forming a transition from the room shape to a circular dome or drum. 6.2, 8.2

Stabbur fra Figian i Numedal, Tegning fra Nicolay Nicolaysens
(1818-1911) Kunst og Haandverk i Norges Fortid.
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stabbur: fr. Norwegian Bokmål, fr. stavbur; stav “staff” + bur “cage”, a granary elevated of the ground with
stilts, comparable to an Iberian hórreo (wiktionary and wikipedia)) *not used also called ramloftstuga;
(I’m unclear as to the differences).
stained glass: glass stained with color while molten, using metallic oxides. Stained glass is most often used in
windows, for which small pieces of different colors are precisely cut and assembled into a design, held
together by lead cames. Additional details may be added with vitreous paint. (Stokstad) 9.2
stair: fr. Middle English steire, staire, stayre, stayer, steir, steyre, steyer, fr. Old English stǣġer (“stair, staircase”),
fr. Proto-Germanic *staigriz (“stairs, scaffolding”), fr. Proto-Indo-European *steygʰ- (“to walk, proceed,
march, climb”). Cognate with Dutch steiger (“a stair, step, wharf, pier, scaffolding”), Middle Low German
steiger, steir (“scaffolding”), German Low German Steiger (“a scaffold; trestle”). Related to Old English
āstǣġan (“to ascend, go up, embark”), Old English stīġan (“to go, move, reach; ascend, mount, go up,
spring up, rise; scale”), German Stiege (“a flight of stairs”). More at sty; 1. A single step in a staircase; 2.
A series of steps; a staircase. (wiktionary) 2.0
staircase: 1. A flight of stairs; a stairway; 2. A connected set of flights of stairs; a stairwell. 3.0; 3. A set
of locks (enclosed sections of waterway) mounted one above the next. (wiktionary)

stairway: A set of steps, with or without a case, that allow one to walk up or down. (wiktionary) 2.0
stairwell: A shaft in a multi-story building enclosing a stairway or staircase. (wiktionary) 19.2
stalactite vault: see vault (Kostof) 7.1
stallage: Noun; stall + -age? Compare Old French estallange, of German origin;
1. (obsolete) The erection and use of a stall at a fair or market.
2. (obsolete) The dues levied for the erection and use of a stall at a fair or market.
3. (obsolete) dung of cattle or horses, mixed with straw (wiktionary) *not used
stambha: free-standing monumental pillars (Fletcher) 4.3
stave: a tall post, generally a peeled tree trunk, used in construction. (Moffett) 8.3
stave: Back-formation from staves, the plural of staff; 1. One of a number of narrow strips of wood, or narrow
iron plates, placed edge to edge to form the sides, covering, or lining of a vessel or structure; especially, one
of the strips which form the sides of a cask, a pail, etc.; 2. One of the bars or rounds of a rack, rungs of
a ladder, etc; one of the cylindrical bars of a lantern wheel; 3. (poetry) A metrical portion; a stanza; a staff; 4.
(music) The five horizontal and parallel lines on and between which musical notes are written or pointed;
the staff; 5. A staff or walking stick; 6. A sign, symbol or sigil, including rune or rune-like characters, used
in Icelandic magic (wiktionary) 8.3
stave church: a Scandinavian wooden structure with four huge timbers (staves) at its core. 8.3
stela/ stele/ stelae: an upright stone slab marking a grave. 2.2 stelae pronounced steel-eye or steel-eee
stellar vaulting: the star shaped pattern created by the use of liernes. (Fletcher) 9.2
stenopos: a narrow road or alley in an ancient Greek city. Angiportus in Latin (Kostof) *not used
stereobate: The foundation or platform on which a building or row of columns is erected. (Kostof) 4.2
stereotomy: The art of cutting stone into shapes or figures. (Kostof) *not used
stilt: (architecture) of a building or architectural feature such as an arch or vault: supported by stilts
(“supporting pillars or posts”); also (generally) having the main part raised above the usual level by some
structure. (wiktionary) 8.2
stilted arch or dome: an arch whose curve begins above the impost line (Harris, C.); having some vertical
length between the impost and the beginning of the curve. 9.1 an arch resting on imposts treated as downward continuations of the archivolt. (Ching); an arch having its springing line higher than the line of impost
moldings, to which it is connected by vertical pieces of walling or stilts. (Fletcher) 8.3
stoa: long, roofed portico with columns along the front and a wall at the back, used for public life in ancient
Greece. 4.2
storey: see story 9.2
story (pl. stories): fr. Middle English story, from Medieval Latin historia (“narrative”), fr. Latin, possibly fr.
narratives painted on medieval buildings. An alternative etymology derives Middle English story fr. Old
French *estoree (“a thing built, building”), fr. estoree (“built”), feminine past participle of estorer (“to build”),
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fr. Latin instaurare (“to construct, build, erect”), but this seems unlikely since historia already had this meaning
in Anglo-Latin.1. (obsolete) A building or edifice; 2. (chiefly US) A floor or level of a building; a storey
(wiktionary) 2.0
strainer arch: arch set within an opening so as to resist inward pressure from the side members. Such arches
are famously employed across all four transept openings at Wells Cathedral (Oxford Reference) 9.2
strapwork: finely cut wooden pieces to create the appearance of geometrically interlacing ribbons, often
framing smaller panels of carved wood and inlaid ivory or mother-of-pearl/ shells. (Stokstad) 8.2
string-course: a projecting horizontal band across an exterior wall of a building. 9.2
stronghold: fr. Middle English strong-hold, strong-holde, stranghalde (equivalent to strong + hold), fr. Middle
English strong (“having physical strength, sturdy, strong; built to withstand assaults, fortified”) (fr. Old
English strang, strong (“strong”), ultimately fr. Proto-Indo-European *strengʰ- (“stiff, tight”)) + Middle
English hōld (“grasp, grip; control, possession, rule”) (fr. Old English);
1. A place built to withstand attack; a fortress;
2. (figuratively) A place of domination by, or refuge or survival of, a particular group or idea. (wiktionary) 4.2
strut: a sloping roof beam at right angles to a pitched roof surface, joining a rafter to a collar beam 11.1
stucco: an exterior plaster building finish 3.2
studiolo: (pl. studioli) Italian; Small room used as a study or library. (wiktionary) 10.1
stupa: a Buddhist memorial mound that enshrines relics or marks a sacred site. 4.3
stupi: rounded filial unit of a Dravidian temple (Thapar) 6.3
stylite: (Christianity, hist.) Christian ascetic in ancient times who lived alone atop of a tall pillar. (wiktionary) 6.2
stylobate: the top step of a temple platform 4.2
Sukhāvatī/ the Western Paradise: refers to the western pure land of Amitābha in Mahayana Buddhism.
The Sanskrit sukhavati is the feminine form of sukhāvat "full of joy; blissful", from sukha "delight, joy" and vat "full of”. (wikipedia) 7.2
summerbeam: (timber frame construction) a horizontal beam supporting a floor or wall. (Kostof) *not used
superstructure: An edifice built on something else; that which is raised on a foundation or basis (wiktionary);
an upward extension of an existing structure above a baseline (wikipedia) 6.3
suq: (bazaar) a covered market street in Islamic cities, 9.1
surmount: fr. Middle English fr. French surmonter (“to rise above, surmount”), fr. sur- (“above”) + monter;
(“to mount”); (transitive) to cap; to sit on top of. (wiktionary) 4.2
suspension bridge: a bridge that uses two pylons for support; from which are suspended steel cables, from
which are suspended smaller vertical cables to the roadbed. 15.3
sustainable: an approach to design, planning, and construction that eliminates waste both in the production
and in the use of a building and lowers dependence on carbon fuels. 20.3
Śvētāmbara/ śvētapaṭa;/ Svetambar/ Shvetambara/ Swetambar: one of the two main branches of Jainism,
the other being the Digambara. Śvētāmbara means "white-clad", and refers to its ascetics' practice of wearing
white clothes, which sets it apart from the Digambara "sky-clad" Jains, whose ascetic practitioners go naked.
(wiktionary) random
synagogue: a Jewish hall for worship 6.1; 10.2
syncretism: artists assimilate images from other traditions – either unconsciously or deliberately – and give
them new meanings. (Stokstad) 6.1
synoecism: noun; fr. Ancient Greek συνοικισμός (sunoikismós), fr. συνοικίζειν (sunoikízein, “to make live with,
to unite under one city”), fr. σύν(sún, “together”) + οἰκίζειν (oikízein, “to colonise”); (Ancient Greece) the
unification of towns, tribes etc. under one capital city or polis. (wiktionary) *not used
synthronon: (pl. synthronons/ synthrona); (Orthodox Christianity) a structure, in the apse, containing
the cathedra and seating for priests assisting a bishop. (wiktionary) 6.2
Tt
t’ing: four-sided, open, wooden pavilion of Chinese origin; consists of uprights supporting an upwardcurving roof by means of tie beams and brackets. (thefreedictionary.com) *not used
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ta: Chinese architecture, tower/ pagoda; Chinese pagoda where a deceased high priest is buried (Wiley) 7.2
tabaqa: quarters, lodging (Raymond) *not used
taberna/ tabernae: ancient Roman shop or booth 5.1
tablero: in Meso-American architecture, a rectangular framed panel cantilevered over a sloping wall 5.3
tablinum/ tablinium: the owner’s office in an ancient Roman domus, usually looking to one side
towards the central atrium. 5.1;
tai platform: in Chinese architecture, stepped terrace (Wiley) *not used
َ ṭāʾifa, “sect, division”; (historical) A small independent Muslim-ruled
taifa/ ta’ifa: fr. Arabic طﺎِﺋﻔَﺔ
principality in the Iberian Peninsula, during the 11th, 12th and 13th century. (wiktionary) 8.2
taisha: grand shrine in Japanese architecture (wiktionary) 7.2
takhtabush: reception room (Raymond) *not used
takiyya: convent (Raymond) *not used
tala: story or level in Indian architecture (Thapar) 6.3
tallage: fr. French taillage, fr. tailler (“to cut”); 1. An impost; 2. (Britain, law, obsolete/historical) certain rate
or tax paid by barons, knights, and inferior tenants toward the public expenses. (wiktionary) *not used
tapestry: multicolored decorative weaving to be hung on a wall or placed on furniture. Pictorial or
decorative motifs are woven directly into the supporting fabric, completely concealing it. (Stokstad) 7.1
talud tablero: an inclined plane supporting a cantilevered box, used on building facades 5.3
talus (pl. taluses) fr. French talus: Possibly from Gaulish *talutum, derived from *talos (“peak”).
1. (geology) A sloping heap of fragments of rock lying at the foot of a precipice.
2. (architecture) slope of an embankment wall, which is thicker at the bottom than at the top. (wiktionary)
*not used
tariq: road (Raymond) *not used
tatami: a straw floor mat, usually 1 x 2 m. provides standard proportions in Japanese architecture 12.3
teleuk: (pl. teleukakay); parabolic-shaped dome with a small opening at the apex, covered with a woven
grass cap to protect against rain; the teleuk is built entirely of earth without the use of centering; the shape
of the dome supports itself as it is constructed in progressively constricting rings of prepared mud; the
exterior is decorated with high relief protrusions on the exterior in the form of either vertical halfcylinders or nested inverted ‘V’ forms. (https://www.newmediawire.com/news/ucla-professor-detailsthe-teleuk-a-cultural-emblem-of-the-mousgoum-people-of-central-africa-in-new-book-3073701) 9.3
tells: (Arabic) the prominent mounds that Mesopotamian cities are built on. 2.1
temenos: sacred enclosures 2.1
tempera: a technique of painting using pigment mixed with egg yolk, glue or casein; also the medium
itself. (Gardner) 6.1
tempietto: small temple; the term is usually reserved for Renaissance and later buildings of an ornamental
character, compact circular or temple-like structures erected in the parks and gardens of country houses.
The famous example is Bramante’s chapel in the cloisters of S. Petro in Montorio, Rome. random, 11.3
temple front: a building façade or porch, with columns and a pediment that resembles the short side of a
classical temple. 15.1
tenement: a densely arranged apartment building, usually for lower class tenants 16.2
tenshu: a Japanese castle building in the 16th and 17th centuries 12.3
tensile strength: strength under tension. (Kostof) 5.1
tension: the force tending to bend, stretch or pull apart the architectural members, pulling in opposite
directions. 1.2
tenter: via Old French, perhaps from Latin tentorium.
1. A framework upon which cloth is stretched and dried.
2. One who takes care of, or tends, machines in a factory; a kind of assistant foreman.
3. (engineering) A kind of governor, or regulating device; (wiktionary) *not used
tenure: fr. Anglo-Norman, fr. Old French tenure, fr. Vulgar Latin *tenitura, fr. *tenitus, fr. Latin tentus (fr.
teneō) + -ura;
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1. A status of possessing a thing or an office; an incumbency.
2. A period of time during which something is possessed.
3. A status of having a permanent post with enhanced job security within an academic institution;
4. A right to hold land under the feudal system; (wiktionary) *not used
tepidarium: the moderately warm water room in a Roman bath. 5.1
terra-cotta: hard molded fired clay used for ornamental wall, roof, or floor tiles 4.2
terrace: a level embankment top, roof, or raised platform adjoining a building, often paved or landscaped
for leisure use. 2.1, 16.2
tessara/ tessarae: Latin for cubes or dice. A tiny stone or piece of glass cut to the desired shape and size
for use in forming a mosaic (Gardner) 6.1
tetractys: (pl. unknown or uncertain); Borrowed fr. Ancient Greek τετρακτύς (tetraktús); a triangular figure
consisting of ten points arranged in four rows, representing the fourth triangular number and having
mystical significance to the Pythagoreans. (wiktionary) 9.2
tezontli: porous volcanic stone ranging in color from black to crimson favored by Aztec builders
(Fletcher) *not used
thatch: A material for covering a roof, as straw, rushes, or palm leaves fastened together so as to shed
water and sometimes to provide thermal insulation. (Ching) 7.2
Theotokos: Koine Greek [3rd or 4th c.] Θεοτόκος (Theotókos), fr. Ancient Greek Θεός Theós, “God”,
and τόκος tókos, “parturition, childbirth”; (chiefly Eastern Christianity) the Virgin Mary. (wiktionary) 6.2
Theravada: (Buddhism) A sect of Buddhism, whose teachings are based on Buddha's scriptures in the Pali
canon, widely practiced in Southeast Asia, mainly in Sri Lanka, Thailand, Laos and Cambodia. It tends to
be conservative in contrast to the more liberal Mahayana, rejects the existence of gods, and teaches nonuniversal salvation. (Gardner) random
thermae: an ancient Roman bath complex 5.1
thermal window: a round arch window with three divisions used in ancient Roman baths to bring
clerestory light into vault rooms 15.3
tholos: any round ancient Greek building. 4.2
tholos: beehive, type of tomb; a round, corbel-vaulted Mycenaean tomb, or any such Greek building. 3.1
thrust: outward or lateral stress on a structure 6.2
tie-beam: a horizontal timber for connecting two structural members to keep them from spreading apart, as a
beam connecting the feet of two principal raters in a roof truss. (Ching) 7.1
tie-beam: a reinforced concrete beam distributing the horizontal forces from an eccentrically loaded pile cap
or spread footing to other pile caps or footings *not used
tierceron: : type of rib in Gothic vaulting, springing from the intersection of two other ribs. (Wictionary),
9.2, random
tile hanging: a wall covering of overlapping rows of tiles. (Kostof) *not used
timber: wood suitable for use as a building material. (Ching) 7.2
tipi: nomadic structure used by Native Americans west of the Mississippi River, built with tall poles set
leaning toward the center and covered with hides or canvas. 10.3
tiraz: The term means “embroidery” but came to denote an inscription band as one sees on anything else,
including architecture. Tiraz textiles were popular in Egypt during the majority of the Fatimid period (9091171). (Aga Khan Museum). 9.1
tocsin: Borrowed fr. Middle French, fr. Old French toquesain (modern tocsin), fr. Old Occitan tocasenh,
fr. tocar (“strike, touch”) + senh (“bell”).
1. An alarm or other signal sounded by a bell or bells, originally especially with reference to France;
2. A bell used to sound an alarm (wiktionary), 9.1
toguna/ Tógu nà: Dogon architecture; a building only for men. They rest here much of the day throughout
the heat of the dry season, discuss affairs and take important decisions in the toguna; the roof of a toguna is
made by 8 layers of millet stalks. It is a low building in which one cannot stand upright. This helps with
avoiding violence when discussions get heated. (wikipedia) 9.3
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tokonoma: a raised decorative alcove in the main hall of a Japanese palace 12.3
tomb: fr. Middle English tombe, toumbe, borrowed fr. Old French tombe, fr. Latin tumba fr. Ancient Greek
τύμβος (túmbos, “a sepulchral mound, tomb, grave”), probably fr. Proto-Indo-European *tewh₂- (“to
swell”); The verb is fr. Middle English tomben;
1. A small building (or "vault") for the remains of the dead, with walls, a roof, and (if it is to be used for
more than one corpse) a door. It may be partly or wholly in the ground (except for its entrance) in a
cemetery, or it may be inside a church proper or in its crypt. Single tombs may be permanently
sealed; those for families (or other groups) have doors for access whenever needed. 1.0
2. A pit in which the dead body of a human being is deposited; a grave.
3. One who keeps secrets (wiktionary)
tomba f (pl. tombe) Italian, fr. Late Latin tumba, fr. Ancient Greek τύμβος (túmbos).
1. tomb, grave 9.1
2. (figuratively) a very narrow and gloomy habitation or room (such as a basement or cellar)
3. (figuratively, archaic) underground cave or vault
tombeau: m (pl. tombeaux) French; Old French tombel, diminutive of tombe, from Late Latin tumba,
from Ancient Greek τύμβος (túmbos); tomb (wiktionary) 9.2
tondo/ tondoes/ tondi: circular compositions (Stokstad) 6.1
tongue and groove: a wood-joining method in which a long, slightly projecting tongue of one member fits
into the correspondingly shaped long narrow groove of another member. (Kostof) *not used
torana: a decorated entrance gate to a Buddhist shrine 4.3
torii: derived from torana, a gate in Japanese architecture (Wiley) 7.2
toron: bundles of rodier palm (Borassus aethiopum) called toron sticks (wikipedia); beam that projects out of
the exterior wall (Stokstad) 9.3
torre: Aragonese, etc., fr. Latin turris, turrem, from Ancient Greek τύρρις, tower (wiktionary) 8.2
torsion: the force tending to twist an architectural member. (Kostof) *not used
totem pole: a tall post, generally a peeled tree trunk, used in construction. (Moffett) 10.3
tou-kung: see dougung. (Kostof) *not used
tower house: a particular type of stone structure, built for defensive purposes as well as habitation. Tower
houses began to appear in the Middle Ages, especially in mountainous or limited access areas, in order to
command and defend strategic points with reduced forces. At the same time, they were also used as an
aristocrat's residence, around which a castle town was often constructed. (wikipedia) 9.1
tower keep: a type of keep arrangement; the private chamber was above the great hall rather than side by
side. (Fletcher) *not used
trabeation: the horizontal that spans the space between two vertical planes or columns; [using beams rather
than arches or vaults to span openings] 1.3
tracery: a pattern of curvilinear, perforated ornament in the upper part of a window or screen 9.2

travois (pl. travoises/ travois): fr. Canadian French, fr. an alteration of travail fr. Medieval Latin trepalium
(“instrument of torture”), probably a calque fr. Ancient Greek. See πάσσαλος (pássalos, “peg”); a
traditional North American Indian sled-like vehicle, pulled by person, dog, or horse. (wiktionary) 10.3
transept: the transverse arms of a cross-shaped church, crossing the main axis at a right angle 6.1
Transfiguration of Jesus: a story in the New Testament when Jesus is transfigured and becomes radiant in
glory upon a mountain. Jesus and three of his apostles, Peter, James, and John, go to a mountain to pray.
There, Jesus begins to shine with bright rays of light. The prophets Moses and Elijah appear next to him and
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Jesus speaks with them. Jesus is then called "Son" by a voice in the sky, assumed to be God the Father.
(wikipedia) 6.1
transom: a horizontal ledge across a window, or window above a door 1.3
transverse arch: an arch that connects the wall piers on both sides of an interior space, up and over a stone
vault. (Stokstad) 8.3
transverse rib: a rib crossing the nave or aisle at a 90 degree angle. (Gardner) 9.2
transverse section: see cross section. (Ching) 2.0 (but defined under cross section)
travertine: a type of pock-marked limestone 5.1
treadwheel: a wheel turned by treading, climbing, or pushing with the feet upon its periphery, as for
example in a treadmill. (wiktionary) 9.2
Trecento: Italian; 1300-1400 (Gardner) 10.1
trefoil: a three lobed cloverleaf pattern commonly used on Gothic windows 9.1, see arch for illustration
trelleborg: Viking ring castle/fortification (wikipedia) 8.3 fr. trel, pl. trelle, the wooden staves that lined
the earthen walls of the fort both inside and out, or it may indicate that they were built by slave labor
(Ferguson, Robert, The Vikings, a History, Viking Penguin, 2009)
triangular number: (mathematics) Any integer that is the sum of n natural numbers from 1 to n. i.e. Ten is
a triangular number being the sum of 1, 2, 3, and 4. (wiktionary) *not used
triapsal: Having three apses. (wiktionary) random
tribunal: fr. Old French tribunal, from Latin tribūnal (“tribunal”);
1. An assembly including one or more judges to conduct judicial business; a court of law.
2. (Philippines, historical) A kind of village hall used to transact business, to quarter troops and travelers,
and to confine prisoners. (wiktionary) 9.1
tribune: the apse of a church, or the 2nd floor gallery in a church 8.3, 9.2, see 10.1
triclinium: the dining room in a Roman house, lined on three sides with couches. 5.1
triconch: having apses on three sides of a square central mass many Syrian churches are built on
a triconch plan. 6.1
triforium: a window divided in three by colonnettes. 9.1; in a Christian church, a shallow arcaded
passageway above the nave arcade and below the clerestory, each bay having three arches. 9.2
triglyph: a panel in a Doric frieze with three vertical grooves; the panel is set between metope panels. 4.2
trilithon: two upright monoliths supporting a lintel stone, similar to a dolmen 1.3
trilobate: (not comparable) Having three lobes. (wiktionary) *not used
trilobe: Latin; vocative masculine singular of trilobus. (wiktionary) 10.1
trilobus: fem. triloba, neuter trilobum; first/second-declension adj.; (New Latin); trilobate. (wiktionary) *not used
Triratna: (Sanskrit: “Three Jewels”) Pali Ti-ratana, also called Threefold Refuge, in Buddhism the Triratna
comprises the Buddha, the dharma (doctrine, or teaching), and the sangha (the monastic order, or
community); one becomes a Buddhist by saying the words “I go to the Buddha for refuge, I go to the
Doctrine for refuge, I go to the Order for refuge.” (Britannica) 4.3
triumphal arch: a decorated Roman gateway, usually freestanding, with one or three arched openings,
erected to celebrate the return of a victorious general and his army. 5.1
trivium: a place where three roads converge. (Kostof) *not used
trompe l’oeil: A manner of representation in which artists faithfully describe the appearance of natural
space and forms with the express intention of fooling the eye of the viewer, who may be convinced
momentarily that the subject actually exists as three dimensional reality. (Stokstad) 10.1
true arch: see arch 3.2
trumeau: a column, pier or post found at the center of a large portal or doorway, supporting the lintel.
(Stokstad) 8.3
truss: a horizontal spanning structural member made from a web of thin braces, usually arranged as
triangles, achieving maximum strength while eliminating mass. 15.3, 6.1; a king truss has a central post, a
queen truss has two posts, offset from the center 9.1
tufa: a porous, [often] grey, volcanic building stone 5.1
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tuff: fr. French tuffe, tuf, fr. Italian tufo, fr. Latin tōfus; (petrology) a light porous rock, now a rock composed of
compacted volcanic ash varying in size from fine sand to coarse gravel. (wiktionary) 9.3
tumulus: an earth or stone monument over a grave 2.2
tunnel vault: a barrel vault; see vault (Kostof)5.1
turbe/ turba: an Ottoman tomb, often shaped like a turban 11.2
turriform: adj.; shaped like a tower. (wiktionary) i.e. centrally planned (Fletcher) *not used
turner (pl. turners); 1. One who, or that which, turns; 2. A person who turns and shapes wood etc. on
a lathe. (wiktionary) *not used
turret: a diminutive tower, characteristically corbelled from a corner. 8.3
Tuscan: an order based on Etruscan architecture, employing unfluted columns and simplified capitals.
(Moffett) 5.1

tympanum, def. 2., Thomas Jefferson Building, Washington, D.C.
tympanum: (pl. tympana/ tympani) 1. triangular space set within a pediment and placed above the
columns of a classical building or above a pair of columns at a door or window. 4.2 2. panel, generally
semicircular over the lintel and under the arch of a doorway. (Moffett) 8.3
type/ typology: 1-Building type that serves specific functions, such as a temple, school, hospital or prison. 2Type of formal volumes, such as domes, cubes, parallelepipeds (rectangles), or bars. 15.1
typology: building types that serve specific functions such as temple, school, hospital, or prison 6.1
Uu
umbrella dome: a hemispherical dome divided into curved wedges by ribs (Kostof) *not used
umbrella vault: see vault (Kostof) *not used
undercroft: traditionally a cellar or storage room, often brick-lined and vaulted, and used for storage in
buildings since medieval times; in modern usage, generally a ground (street-level) area which is relatively
open to the sides, but covered by the building above. (wikipedia) *not used
u.o.n.: unless otherwise noted 8.3
upright: fr. Middle English upright, uppryght, upriht, fr. Old English upriht (“upright; erect”), fr. ProtoGermanic *upprehtaz, equivalent to up- + right. Cognate with Saterland Frisian apgjucht (“upright”), West
Frisian oprjocht (“upright”), Dutch oprecht (“upright”), German Low German uprecht (“upright”), German
aufrecht (“upright”), Swedish upprätt (“upright”), Icelandic upprétt (“upright”); noun
1. Any vertical part of a structure, especially one of the goal posts in sports. 1.0
2. A word clued by the successive initial, middle, or final letters of the cross-lights in a double
acrostic or triple acrostic.
3. (informal) An upright piano.
4. (informal) An upright arcade game cabinet
5. Short for upright vacuum cleaner. (wiktionary)
urban: comes fr. Lat. urbs: walled town (???) 1.1
urban fabric: (idiomatic, literary) The physical aspect of urbanism, emphasizing building types, thoroughfares,
open space, frontages, and streetscapes but excluding environmental, functional, economic and
sociocultural aspects. (wiktionary) 8.2
urbanism: the study of cities, their geographic, economic, political, social and cultural environment;
the culture or way of life of people who live in cities; urbanization (wiktionary) 1.1
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Vv
Vairocana/ Mahāvairocana: Vairocana is one of many Buddhas revered by particular sects of SinoJapanese Buddhism, especially among the Chinese school of Hua-Yen, and the Japanese schools of Kegon
and Shingon. The Buddha Vairocana represents the embodiment of Dharmakaya ("Truth Body"), and
therefore is often depicted in massive sculpted images and stone carvings. The largest of the
famous Buddhas of Bamyan, for example, was a representation of Vairocana Buddha thereby conveying the
largeness of his teachings. In Sino-Japanese Buddhism, Vairocana is also seen as the embodiment of the
Buddhist concept of sunyata or Emptiness. (newworldencyclopedia.org) 7.2
vanishing point: in a perspective system, the point on the horizon line at which orthogonals meet. A
complex system may have multiple vanishing points (Stokstad) 10.1
vastu: Sanskrit, a dwelling or house. The vÄstu, takes the meaning of “the site or foundation of a house, site,
ground, building or dwelling-place, habitation, homestead, house”. The underlying root is vas “to dwell, live,
stay, abide”. The term shastra may be translated as “science, doctrine, teaching”. Historians such as James
Ferguson, Sir Cunningham, Dr. Havell have suggest that Vastu Shastra developed between the period of
6000 BCE to 3000 BCE, adding that Harappa, Mohenjo-daro stands on the principles of Vastu Shashtra.
(http://theindiacenter.org/architecture) random
Vastu Purusha: the presiding deity of any site. Usually he is depicted as lying on it with the head in the
northeast and legs in the southwest but he keeps changing position throughout the year.
(http://theindiacenter.org/architecture) random
Vastu Shastra/ Vastu Veda/ Vastu Vidya: “science of construction”, “architecture”; an ancient Hindu
system of architecture consisting of principles born out of a traditional view on how the laws of nature
affect human dwellings. The doctrine of Vastu Shastra is concerned primarily with architecture – building
houses, temples, apartments and other buildings. Designs are based on directional alignments. It is applied
in Hindu Architecture especially Hindu Temples and covers other domains, including vehicles, vessels,
furniture, sculpture, paintings etc. While Vastu had long been mainly restricted to temple archi-tecture, there
has been a revival of it in India, in recent decades. While the fields are related, Shilpa Shastra deals with
sculpture – forms, statues, icons, stone murals etc. (http://theindiacenter.org/architecture) random
vault: an arched ceiling or roof 1.2 annular vault is a continuous, semicircular vault in the shape of a ring; a
barrel, tunnel or wagon vault is a continuous semicircular vault that extends in a straight line 5.1 Catalan
vault is made of tiles laid edge to edge and strengthened with stiffener ribs. A corbelled vault is a concave
roof constructed with corbelling; cross or groin vault is formed by the right-angle intersection of two
barrel vaults of the same shape; fan vault is shaped like a concave semicone 9.2 honeycomb muqarnas or
stalactite vault: an Islamic vault made up of various three-dimensional shapes and corbels 8.2 pendant
vault is shaped like a suspended cone. random ribbed vault a web of ribs supports or seems to support
the vault; umbrella vault has ribs fanning out from all sides of the central support below it. (Kostof)
vecchio (feminine vecchia, masculine pl. vecchi, feminine pl. vecchie, superlative vecchissimo); Italian, fr. Vulgar
Latin veclus, fr. Latin vetulus (old; little old, poor old); 1. old, outworn; 2. old-fashioned, out-of-date; 3.
mature, ripe (wiktionary) 10.1
vedika/ verdika: Indian architecture, a stone balustrade (Wiley) 4.3
velarium (plural velaria or velariums); fr. Latin;
1. (zoology) The marginal membrane of certain medusae belonging to the Discophora
2. (historical) awning stretched over the seating area of the Colosseum in Ancient Rome (wiktionary) 5.1
veneer: an applied decorative surface 1.3
vestibule: an anteroom to a larger room 2.1
viaduct: an aerial roadway or waterway carried on a series of arches 20.1
Vierendeel trusses: a spanning member made with square rather than triangular hat braces. 19.3
vihara: an Indian Buddhist monastery 4.3
Vikings: pre-Christian traders and pirates of Scandinavia, named after the viks – coves or harbors – of the
Norwegian shoreline. (Gardner) 8.3
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villa: country house used as a getaway for urban elites and usually the seat of a working farm 5.1 The Villa
Suburbana, built on the outskirts of Renaissance Rome for a wealthy cardinal was often without farming
functions and featured ornate geometric gardens 11.3
vimana: a pyramidal tower over the garbha griha of a southern style Hindu temple. (Gardner) 6.3
vitreous: fr. Middle French vitreux, fr. Latin vitreus (“glassy, transparent”), fr. vitrum (“glass”); of or
resembling glass; glassy. (Stokstad) 9.2
volume: the amount of space occupied by a three-dimensional object 6.2
volute: a spiral or scroll motif. 4.2
votive church: (votive from the Latin votum = vowed sacrifice, vows) a church that was built as a sign of
thanksgiving for salvation from an emergency or with a request for the fulfillment of a specific desire,
and sometimes atonement. Often, the builder has previously made a vow to have the church built in the
case of the prayer heard (takeover of the construction costs). The votive churches also include so-called
Thanksgiving churches (wikipedia) 10.2
voussoir: wedge shaped stones that is one of the units in an arch or vault 1.2, see arch illustrations
Ww
wabi-sabi: the taste for rustic simplicity applied to the design of Japanese teahouses 12.3
wagon vault: a barrel vault; see vault 8.1
wakala: (pl. wakalat) caravanserai (Raymond) 9.1 see wikala
Wakamiya: Japanese, Shinto; a general term referring to a minor shrine serving the kami of a separate main
shrine (hongū), or to its related kami. Shintō myōmoku ruijūshō; defines wakamiya as a shrine dedicated to the
offspring (mikogami) of the kami worshiped at a main shrine, or to the newly apportioned branch of a shrine.
In practice, however, the usage goes beyond this definition, in some cases being applied to shrines dedicated
to the same deity as that of the main shrine, to deities other than mikogami, or to temporary shrines of the
main deity. (eos.kokugakuin.ac.jp/modules/xwords/entry.php?entryID=22) 7.2.
waqf (pl. awqaf/ waqfs): fr. Arabic ( َوْﻗﻒwaqf), an endowment of land, in certain Islamic countries, given over
for religious or charitable purposes. (wiktionary); perpetual endowments that funded the building as well as
its administration and maintenance. (Stokstad) 9.1
warming house: (also calefactory) an important room or building in a medieval monastery in Western
Europe. It was here that a communal fire was kept so that the monks could warm themselves after long
hours of study in the (unheated) cloister or other work. In the early Middle Ages this was one of the few
heated rooms in the monastery – the others being the infirmary, the guest house and the kitchen – but this
policy was generally relaxed, save for a few very strict orders, by the latter part of the medieval period when
fireplaces became common throughout the claustral buildings. (wikipedia) 8.3
wat: the taste for rustic simplicity applied to the design of Japanese teahouses 12.3
wattle and daub: a construction system using woven branches and twigs plastered over with mud as filling
between the larger members of a wooden frame 9.3
weatherboarding: overlapping horizontal boards used as a protective wall covering. (Kostof) *not used
web: fr. Middle English webbe, fr. Old English webb, fr. Proto-Germanic *wabją, fr. Proto-Indo-European
*webʰ- (“weave”); A latticed or woven structure. (wiktionary) *not used
web: see vaulting; the stone infilling or surface between the ribs, sometimes called a cell. (Harris, J.) a surface
framed by the ribs of a ribbed vault (Ching) 9.2
web: one of the cross walls connecting the face shells of a hollow masonry unit; an integral part of a beam
that forms a flat, rigid connection between two broader parallel parts, as the flanges of a structural shape;
(Ching) *not used
wedge: Middle English wegge (“wedge”), fr. Old English wecg (“wedge”), fr. Proto-Germanic *wagjaz; one of
the simple machines; a piece of material, such as metal or wood, thick at one edge and tapered to a thin edge
for insertion in a narrow crevice, used for splitting, tightening, securing, or levering. (wiktionary) 2.0
westwork/ westwerk: narthex, chapels and twin towers at the west entrance of Carolingian churches. 8.3
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wheel window/ rose: the central round window on the west façade of a cathedral, often called the “rose”,
but usually depicting a wheel 9.2
wicket: a small door or gate within a larger one. (Kostof) *not used
wigwam: Nomadic hut built by native Americans in the central region, built with bent branches like a dome,
covered with hides and cloth. 1.2
wikala/ wakala/ wekala: Arabic “ ;وﻛﺎﻟﺔagency”, in this case a commercial agency; it is a term found
frequently in historic Cairo for an urban caravanserai which housed merchants and their goods and
served as a center for trade, storage, transactions and other commercial activity. It may also have been a
reference to the customs offices that could be located there to deal with imported goods. The term khan
was also frequently used for this type of building in Egypt. (wikipedia) 9.1
wimperg: German and Dutch; a Gothic ornamental gable with tracery over windows or portals, which
were often accompanied by pinnacles; It was a typical element in Gothic architecture, especially
in cathedral architecture. Wimpergs often had crockets or other decorative elements in the Gothic style.
The intention behind the wimperg was the perception of increased height. (wikipedia) *not used

wimperg, church of St Lawrence, Głuchołazy, Poland, 13th cent.
wimperg: (gable) Decorative triangular finish, crowning the top of the portal or window arch, characteristic of gothic architecture. Made of stone or brick. Triangle area carved with a blind or openwork
tracery or left smooth. The edges were decorated with ornate motifs in the shape of rolled leaf or
crockets, topped with flower on or cross. For the first time the wimperg was used in the cathedral of
Sainte-Chapelle in Paris in the first half of the 13th century. (https://medievalheritage.eu/en/mainpage/dictionary/wimperg/) *not used
windlass: fr. Middle English wyndlas, wyndelas, wyndlasse, wyndelasse, probably an alteration (due to Middle
English windel) of Middle English windas, wyndas, wyndace, fr. Anglo-Norman windase, windeis and Old
Northern French windas (compare Old French guindas, Medieval Latin windasius, windasa), fr. Old Norse
vindáss (“windlass”, lit. “winding-pole”), fr. vinda (“to wind”) + áss (“pole”). Compare Icelandic vindilass;
1. Any of various forms of winch, in which a rope or cable is wound around a cylinder, used for lifting
heavy weights 9.2; 2. A winding and circuitous way; a roundabout course; 3. An apparatus resembling a
winch or windlass, for bending the bow of an arblast, or crossbow. (wiktionary)
window: wall opening usually admitting light and air 2.1 fr. Middle English windowe, windohe, windoge, fr. Old
Norse vindauga “window”, literally “wind-eye", "wind-aperture", "wind-hole”, i.e. ("air-hole"), equivalent
to wind + eye. Cognate with Scots wyndo, wyndok, winnock “window”, Faroese vindeyga “window”, Norwegian Nynorsk vindauga, Norwegian Bokmål vindu “window”, Danish vindue “window,” Swedish vindöga
“window”, Elfdalian windog and older German windauge. The “windows” among early Germanic peoples
were just unglazed holes (eyes) in the wall or roof that permitted wind to pass through. Superseded
Middle English fenestre, fenester “window”, borrowed fr. Old French fenestre “window” (wiktionary) 8.3
withdrawing room: (archaic) A room for retirement from another room, as for example after dining; a
drawing room. (wiktionary) *not used
withe/withes: a flexible, slender twig or shoot, especially when used as a band or for binding; a withy; a band
of twisted twigs; A partition between flues in a chimney. (wiktionary) 7.3
work: n.; Middle English werk, work, fr. Old English werc, weorc; akin to Old High German werc work, Greek
ergon, Avestan varəzem activity;
1. activity in which one exerts strength or faculties to do or perform something: a: activity that a person
engages in regularly to earn a livelihood; b: a specific task, duty, function, or assignment often being a
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part or phase of some larger activity; c: sustained physical or mental effort to overcome obstacles and
achieve an objective or result
2. one's place of employment
3. a: something produced or accomplished by effort, exertion, or exercise of skill; b: something produced
by the exercise of creative talent or expenditure of creative effort : artistic production 6.2
4. a: something that results from a particular manner or method of working, operating, or devising; b:
something that results from the use or fashioning of a particular material 6.3
5. a: works pl: structures in engineering (such as docks, bridges, or embankments) or mining (such as shafts
or tunnels); b: a fortified structure (such as a fort, earthen barricade, or trench) 7.2
6. works plural in form but singular or plural in construction: a place where industrial labor is carried on
7. works pl.: the working or moving parts of a mechanism
8. works pl.; a: everything possessed, available, or belonging; b: subjection to drastic treatment: all possible
abuse - usually used with get or give
9. a: the transference of energy that is produced by the motion of the point of application of a force and is
measured by multiplying the force and the displacement of its point of application in the line of action
b: energy expended by natural phenomena; c: the result of such energy
10 a: effective operation; b: manner of working
11. works plural: performance of moral or religious acts
12: the material or piece of material that is operated upon at any stage in the process of manufacture (M-W)
worm wheel/ worm drive: a gear arrangement in which a worm (which is a gear in the form of a screw)
meshes with a worm gear. The two elements are also called the worm screw and worm wheel. The
terminology is often confused by imprecise use of the term worm gear to refer to the worm, the worm gear,
or the worm drive as a unit. The worm gear or "endless screw" was invented by either Archytas of
Terentum, Apollonius of Perge, or Archimedes, the last one the most probable author. (wikipedia) 10.1
Xx
xiēshān: Chinese architecture: simple hip-and-gable roof (Wiley) 7.2
Yy
yakshi/ yaksha: female and male nature spirits associated with fertility and abundance, found at Hindu and
Buddhist temples. 4.3
yasti: in Buddhist architecture the mast or pole that arises from the dome of the stupa and its harmika and
symbolizes the axis of the universe. It is adorned with a series of chatras (stone disks). (Gardner) 4.3
yidoor: Nankani; molded ridges that symbolize “rows in a cultivated field” (Stokstad) 9.3
yosemune: see irimoya *not used
yurt: Nomadic dwelling of the Central Asian steppes, comprised of a cylindrical base made from a trellis of
intersecting poles, a roof of radiating poles attached to a tension ring, and a covering of felt cloth/hides. 1.2
Zz
zakomary: Russian; semicircular or pointed gables (wikipedia) 10.2
zaojing: Chinese: 藻井; pinyin: zǎojǐng; lit.: 'algae well' caisson, also referred to as a caisson ceiling, or spider
web ceiling, in East Asian architecture is an architectural feature typically found in the ceiling of temples and
palaces, usually at the centre and directly above the main throne, seat, or religious figure. The caisson is
generally a sunken panel set into the otherwise largely flat ceiling. It is often layered and richly decorated.
Common shapes include squares, octagons, hexagons, circles, and a combination of these. (wikipedia) 7.2
ziggurat: stepped building/ staged pyramid 2.1, 4.1
zimbabwe: fr. Bantu; meeting house (wiktionary); fr. Shona; stone houses (Gardner) 9.3
zoning: the legal restrictions determining specific sizes, such as commercial, industrial, or residential, for set
zones of a city. 18.1
zuqaq: street (Raymond) *not used
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Legend/ Notes
(???) I neglected to note the source; (checked all 8/22/21)
*not used: in the OUP or other glossary or source, but not yet used in a slide
8.3 the word is used in a specific chapter of the text and/or slide lecture
Definitions are not always complete; unrelated definitions generally left off. See sources.
Etymologies and extraneous definitions are generally left off slides.
f feminine
m masculine
fr.: from
pl.: plural
lit: literally
random: means it’s in a lecture called Random Architecture, that is unscheduled as of 7/2021.
source(s): Initial glossary is from the textbook: Ingersoll, Richard, World Architecture, 2nd ed., Oxford
University Press, 2019 (OUP), unless otherwise noted. See bibliography for most other noted references.
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